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6
SIX GOOD REASONS

WHY YOU NEED THE

NEW EDITION OF THE

Mullard
MAINTENANCE MANUAL

MAINTENANCE MANUAL 16/-

1 This is a completely new and up-to-date
edition including all current replacement
types. It contains valuable new material
and is an essential source of reference
for every Service Engineer.

2 Supplementary data sheets will be
issued from time to time to provide data
on new types. This service is included in
the initial price of 16/-.

3 The binding of this edition is specially
designed to allow the supplementary
data sheets to be inserted simply and
without glueing.

4 The manual contains full data on 178
separate types and the equivalents list
of current types provides cross-refer-
ences to 480 types.

5 All devices are listed in alphabetical
order for easy reference.

6 The data on each type has been care-
fully compiled to supply the information
which the Service Engineer is most likely
to require, including very clear base
diagrams for each type.

Published by Mullard Ltd. U.K. Price 16/-.
Get your copy from your radio dealer or
order directfrom MULLARD LTD., MULLARD
HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON,
W.C.1. (Postage and packing 1s. Od. extra.)

NOTE: A few copies of the previous edition
are still available at 10/6d. each (postage and
packing 1/- extra).

MUM 4224



HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD
* HARVERSONS UNEQUALLED VALVE SERVICE *

0A2 17/6 6F6G 7/- 10F1 26/6 35Z4GT 6/- DH76 5/- E F40 15/- H N309 24/7 P L84 12/8 UABC80 9/- XFY34 17/6
082 17/6 6F11 17/3 10F9 11/6 35 Z5GT 9/- DH77 7/- E F41 9/- H V R2 20/- PL820 18/8 UAF42 9/6 XH(1.5) 6/6
OZ4 5/- 6F12 4/6 1OLD1115/11 43 10/- DK32 12/- EF42 10/6 HVR2A 6/- PM84 17/7 UB41 12/- XSG(1.5) 6/6
1A5 6/- 6F13 11/6 10P13 15/- 5005 10/- DK91 6/6 EF50(A) 7/- KF35 8/6 PX4 10/6 UBC41 8/6 Y63 7/6
1A7GT 12/- 6F15 15/3 10P14 19/3 50CD6G DK92 9/- EF50(E) 5/- K L35 8/6 PY31 16/7 UBC81 11/4 Z63 7/6
105 12/6 6F23 10/6 12A6 5/- 36/6 DK96 8/6 EF54 5/- KLL32 24/7 PY32 12/6 UBF80 9/- Z66 17/6
1 D6 10/6 6F24 12/6 12AC6 15/3 50L6GT 9/6 DL33 9/6 EF73 10/6 KT2 5/- PY80 7/6 U BF89 9/6 Z77 4/6
1 G6 17/6 6F32 10/6 12AD6 17/3 53KU 19/11 DL66 17/6 E F80 6/- KT33C 10/- PY81 8/6 UBL21 23/3 Z719 6/-
1 H5GT 10/6 6F33 7/6 12AE6 13/11 77 8/- DL68 15/- EF85 6/- KT36 29/10 PY82 7/- U CC84 14/7
1 L4 3/6 6G6 6/6 12AH7 8/- 78 6/6 DL72 15/- EF86 10/6 KT41 23/3 PY83 8/6 UCC85 9/- Transistors
1 LD5 5/- 6H6 3/- 12AH8 12/6 80 9/- DL92 7/- EF89 9/- KT44 12/6 PY88 13/3 UCF80 16/7 and diodes
1 LN5 5/- 615 5/- 12AT6 7/6 83 15/- D L94 7/6 E F91 4/6 KT61 12/6 PZ30 19/11 UCH21 23/3 CG1C 7/6
1 N5GT 10/6 6J6 5/6 12AT7 6/- 85A2 16/- D L96 8/6 E F92 4/6 KT63 7/- Q P21 7/- UCH42 9/6 CG4E 7/6
1 R5 6/6 617G 6/- 12AU6 23/3 90AG 67/6 D M70 7/6 EF97 13/3 KT66 15/- Q P25 14/6 UCH81 9/6 CG6E 7/6
1S4 9/- 6J7GT 10/6 12AU7 6/6 90AV 67/6 E8OF 30/- EF98 13/3 KT88 24/- QS150/15 UCL82 11/6 CG7E 7/6
155 6/- 6K7G 5/- 12AV6 12/8 90C1 16/- E83F 30/- E F183 18/7 KTW61 6/6 10/6 UCL83 19/3 CG10E 7/6
1T4 3/6 6K7GT 6/- 12AX7 7/6 90CG 37/6 EA50 2/- EF184 12/6 KTW62 7/6 R12 9/- UF41 9/- G D3, 4, 5,
1 U5 6/- 6K8GT 10/6 12BA6 8/- 101 13/6 EA76 9/6 EK32 8/6 KTW63 6/6 R18 14/- U F42 12/6 6, 8 4/-
2D21 15/- 6K8G 6/6 126E6 9/- 15082 18/- EABC80 9/- E L32 5/- KTZ41 8/- R19 19/11 U F80 10/6 0A70 3/-
2P 26/6 6K25 19/11 12BH7 21/3 161 10/6 EAC91 4/6 EL33 12/6 KTZ63 7/6 RG1/240A UF85 9/- 0A73 3/-
2X2 4/6 6L1 23/3 12E1 30/- 1858T 33/2 EAF42 9/- EL34 15/- L63 6/- 54/- UF86 17/11 0A79 3/-
3A4 6/- 6L6G 8/- 12J5GT 4/6 304 10/6 EB34 2/6 EL38 26/6 M H L4 7/6 R K34 7/6 UF89 9/- 0A81 3/-
3A5 10/6 6L6M 9/6 1217GT 9/6 305 10/6 EB41 8/6 EL41 9/- H LD6 12/6 S130 22/6 UL41 9/- 0A86 4/-
3B7 12/6 6L7GT 7/6 12K5 17/11 807 7/6 EB91 4/- EL42 10/6 M L4 8/6 SP4(7) 14/6 UL44 26/6 0A91 3/6
3D6 5/- 6L18 13/- 12K7GT 5/6 956 3/- EBC3 23/3 EL81 16/7 MS4B 23/3 SP41 3/6 U L46 14/6 0A95 3/6
3Q4 7/6 6L19 23/3 12K8GT14/- 1821 16/7 EBC33 5/- EL83 19/11 M U12/14 8/- S P42 12/6 U L84 8/6 0A210 11/-
3Q5GT 9/6 6LD20 15/11 12Q7GT 5/- 4033L 12/6 EBC41 8/6 EL84 7/6 N37 23/3 S P61 3/6 U M4 17/3 0A211 20/-
3S4 7/- 6N7 8/- 12SA7 .8/6 5763 12/6 EBC81 8/- EL85 13/11 N78 19/11 SU25 26/6 UM34 17/3 0C16 48/-
3V4 7/6 6P26 19/11 125C7 8/6 7193 5/- EBF80 9/- E L86 17/3 N108 23/3 T41 9/- UM80 15/3 0C19 48/-
5R4GY 17/6 6P28 26/6 125G7 7/- 7475 7/6 EBF83 13/11 E L91 5/- N308 20/7 TDD4 12/6 URIC 18/7 0C23 87/-
5U4G 6/6 6Q7G 6/6 1251-17 8/6 9002 5/6 EBF89 9/6 E L95 10/6 N339 15/- TH41 26/6 UU6 19/11 0C26 25/-
5V4G 10/- 6Q7GT 11/- 12517 8/6 AC/PEN EBL1 29/6 E L820 18/7 P61 3/6 TH233 33/2 UU7 16/7 0C28 25/-
5Y3 6/6 6 R7G 10/- 12SK7 6/- 5 -pin 23/3 E BL21 23/3 E L822 19/- PABC80 TP22 15/- UU8 26/6 0C35 25/6
5Z3 19/11 6SA7GT 8/6 12SQ7 11/6 7 -pin 15/- EBL31 23/3 EM34 9/6 13/11 TP25 15/- UU9 7/6 0C44 11/-
5Z4G 91- 6SC7 7/6 12SR7 8/6 AC2PE N EC52 5/6 EM71 23/3 PCC84 8/- TP2620 33/2 UY1N 18/7 0C45 10/-
6A7 10/6 6SG7GT 8/- 12Y4 10/6 DD 12/6 EC54 6/- EM80 9/- PCC85 9/6 TY86F 13/3 U Y21 16/7 0065 22/6
6A8 9/- 6SH7GT 8/- 1457 27/10 AC6 PEN 7/6 EC70 12/6 E M81 9/- PCC88 18/- U12/14 8/6 U Y41 7/6 0066 25/-
6AC7 4/- 6517GT 19AQ5 AC/TP 33/2 EC92 13/3 8M84 10/6 PCC89 11/6 U16 10/6 UY85 7/- OC70 6/6
6AG5 516 6SK7GT 6/- 19H1 10/- ATP4 5/- ECC32 5/6 EM85 17/3 PCF80 8/- U18/20 8/6 VMP4G 15/- 0071 6/6
6AG7 7/6 6SL7GT 6/6 20D1 15/3 AZ1 18/7 ECC33 8/6 EN31 53/- PCF82 10/6 U19 36/- VMS4B 15/- 0072 8/-
6AK5 8/- 65N7GT 5/6 20F2 26/6 AZ31 10/- ECC34 24/7 EY51 9/- PCF84 16/7 U22 8/- VP2 12/6 0073 16/-
6AL5 4/- 6SQ7GT 9/- 20L1 26/6 AZ41 13/11 ECC35 8/6 EY83 16/7 PCF86 15/- U24 29/10 VP4 15/- 0075 8/-
6AMS 4/6 6557GT 8/- 20P1 26/6 B36 15/- ECC40 23/3 EY84 14/- PC L82 10/- U25 17/11 VP2B 14/6 0077 15/-
6AQ5 7/6 6U4GT 12/6 20P3 23/3 BL63 7/6 ECC81 6/- EY86 9/- PC L83 10/- U26 10/- V P4B 23/3 0078 8/-
6AT6 7/- 6U5G 7/6 20P4 26/6 C1 12/6 ECC82 6/6 EZ35 6/- PCL84 12/6 U31 9/6 VP13C 7/- 0081 8/-
6AU6 10/- 6Q7G 8/6 20P5 23/3 C1C 12/6 ECC83 7/6 E Z40 /- PCL85 16/7 U33 26/6 V P23 6/6 0C170 13/6
6AV6 12/8 6V6G 7/- 25A6G 10/6 CBL1 26/6 ECC84 9/- EZ41 7/- PCL86 16/7 U35 26/6 V P41 6/- 0C171 14/6
688 5/- 6V6GTG 8/- 25 L6GT 10/- CBL31 23/3 ECC85 8/6 EZ80 7/- PENA4 23/3 U37 26/6 V R105 8/- 0C200 16/6
6BA6 7/6 6X4 5/- 25Y5 G 10/- CCH35 23/3 ECC88 18/- EZ81 7/- PEN B4 26/6 U43 9/- V R150 7/6 OC203 24/-
6BE6 6/- 6X5GT 6/- 25 Z4G 9/6 C K506 6/6 ECC91 5/6 FC4 15/- PEN4DD U45 9/- VT61A 5/- OC P71 29/6
6BG6G 23/3 6/30L2 10/- 25Z5 9/6 CL33 19/3 ECF80 10/6 FW4/500 8/6 26/6 U50 66 VT501 5/- T.11 40/-
6BH6 8/- 7A7 12/6 25 Z6G 10/- CV63 10/6 ECF82 10/6 FW4/800 8/6 PEN25 4/6 U52 6/6 W76 5/6 TJ2 45/-
6616 6/- 7B6 21/3 27SU 19/11 CY1 18/7 ECF86 19/11 G U50 27/6 PEN4ODD U54 19/11 W81 M 6/- T13 50/-
68Q7A 15/- 787 8/6 28D7 7/- CY31 11/- ECH3 26/6 G Z30 9/- 25/- U76 6/- W107 18/7 TP1 40/-
6BR7 12/6 7C5 8/- 30C1 8/- D1 3/- ECH21 23/3 GZ32 10/- PEN44 26/6 U78 5/- W729 19/11 TP2 40/-
6657 25/- 7C6 8/- 30F5 6/- D15 10/6 ECH35 6/6 GZ33 19/11 PEN45 19/6 U107 16/7 X24M 24/7 TS1 10/-
6BW6 8/6 7H7 8/- 30FL1 10/- D77 4/- EC H42 9/- GZ34 14/- PE N46 7/6 U191 16/7 X41 15/- TS2 12/6
6BW7 6/- 7R7 12/6 30L1 8/- DAC32 10/6 EC H81 9/- GZ37 19/11 PEN383 23/3 U201 16/7 X61(C) 12/6 TS3 15/-
6C4 5/- 757 9/6 30L15 11/6 DAF91 6/- ECH83 13/11 H63 12/6 PEN453DD U251 14/- X63 9/- TS4 24/-
6C5 6/6 7V7 8/6 30P4 12/- DAF96 8/6 ECL80 9/- HABC80 33/2 1.1281 19/11 X65 12/6 V30/10P28/6
6C6 6/6 7Y4 7/6 30P12 7/6 DD41 13/11 EC L82 10/6 13/6 PEN/DD U282 22/7 X66 12/6 XA101 23/-
6C9 13/6 8D2 3/6 30P19 12/- DET25 7/6 ECL83 19/3 H L2 7/6 4020 33/2 U301 23/3 X76M 14/- XA102 26/-
6C10 9/- 8D3 46 30PL1 10/6 DF33 10/6 EC L86 16/7 H L23 15/3 PL33 19/3 U329 14/- X78 23/3 XA103 15/-
6C D6G 36/6 9 BW6 15/3 30PL13 16/6 DF66 15/- E F9 23/3 H L23 D D 7/6 PL36 12/- U339 16/7 X79 23/3 XA104 18/-9- 9D2 4/- 35A5 21/3 D F91 3/6 EF22 14/- 1-R.41 DD PL38 26/6 U403 16/7 X109 17/3 X6102 10/-
6D66CH6 6/6 10C1 13/- 35L6GT 9/6 DF96 8/6 EF36 4/- 19/3 PL81 10/6 U404 8/6 XD(1.5) 6/6 X13103 14/-
6E5 12/6 10C2 26/6 35W4 7/6 DF97 9/- EF37A 8/- HL42DD PL82 7/6 U801 29/10 XFG1 18/- X6104 10/-
6F1 26/6 10D2 12/- 35Z3 10/6 D H 63 6/6 EF39 5/6 19/3 PL83 9/- U4020 16/7 X FY12 9/6 XC101 16/-

SPECIAL OFFER ! ONE DOZEN 6K7G Plus 2/6 p. & p.
The above list supersedes all previous issues

WE SPECIALIZE IN OBSOLETE VALVES - IF YOU DON'T SEE IT ABOVE, WRITE AND ASK
BRAND NEW COSSOR 10" TUBES 108K OR 75K 18/6 plus p. & p. 6/6.

REGUNNED TUBES - ANY TYPE ! - ANY SIZE SUPPLIED ! WRITE FOR LIST !
OSCILLATOR COIL FOR ANY TAPE DECK 5/6. p. & p. 9d.
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HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD
2 -BAND SUPERHET CHASSIS
WITH SPEAKER ONLY 15.17.6

Plus 6/6 post and packing

A quality 4 valve AC/DC superhet chassis made by a world
famous manufacturer. Long and Medium wave coverage.
Fitted with a cord and drum reduction tuning drive and
attractive illuminated glass dial (size 64" x 2r). Controls:
volume on/off, tuning and wave change. The receiver is self -
powered, employing a mains dropper and a valve rectifier.
Chassis dimensions 6+" x 9" x 54" high. Supplied complete
with a good quality 5" loudspeaker, valves (UCH42, UAF42,
UL41, UY41), AC/DC mains input lead, ivory knobs, etc.
Don't hesitate, Order Now I This unbeatable bargain
is bound to sell out quickly at on y E5.17.6, plus 6/6
post and packing.

4 -STATION PRESET CHASSIS
ONLY 14.17.6 WITH SPEAKER

Plus 6/6
post and packing

A compact, 4
station preset
mains transport-
able receiver, for
operation from
AC/DC mains.
Two simple con-
trols, volume
on/off and 4 posi-
tion station se-
lector. The latter
is set to Light
programme (Long wave), Third programme, Home service
and Light programme (Medium wave), but may of course be
adjusted to alternative selections if required. A frame aerial
with throw -out extension is supplied, making this receiver
ideal as a general purpose transportable set for the home. A
fully smoothed power supply is provided from AC/DC mains
input by a mains dropper and a valve rectifier. The good tonal
qualities are assisted by the provision of a quality 5" speaker,
which is ready -mounted on the chassis (this is easily detachable
if alternative positioning is required). Valve line-up: UCH42,
UAF42, UL41, UV41. This chassis (size 9" x 6r x 54" high)
is supplied complete with valves, knobs, mains lead, aerial,
etc. It is beautifully made by a famous maker, and is a first-
class buy at the rock bottom price of E4.17.6.

AM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

A chassis of distinction by a famous
maker. Covering Long, Med. and Short
waves, plus gram position, this chassis
(size 154" x 7" x 64" high) incorporates
the latest circuitry, using fully delayed
a.v.c. and negative feedback. Controls:
tone, volume on/off, wave -change (L.M.S.
and gram), tuning. Tapped input 200-
250V a.c. only. An attractive brown and
gold illuminated dial with matching knobs
make this one of the most handsome, in
addition to being one of the best per-
forming, chassis yet offered. Complete
with valves (ECH81, EF89, EBC81, EL84,
EZ81), knobs, output transformer, leads,
etc. OUR PRICE ONLY £9.19.6
plus 4/6 post & packing

THE WORLD FAMOUS E.M.I. ANGEL
TRANSCRIPTION P.U. (Model I7A)

A Pick-up for the connoisseur originally
priced at E17.10.0. The last remaining few
offered at EA in nc -r. v.v Plus P. & P. 5/ -

OUTPUT STAGE AND SPEAKER
FOR FM TUNER UNIT

All parts including speaker, ECL82 valve and
simple instructions to make two -stage output
unit, for converting f.m. tuner into f.m. receiver.
ONLY 45/- plus 4/6 P. & P.

E.M.I. 4 -SPEED RECORD
TURNTABLE AND PICK-UP

Heavy 84" metal turntable.
Low flutter performance,

200/250V shaded motor
with tap at 80V for

ilamplifier valve filament
if required. Turnover
LP/78 head.

'
89/6 COMPLETE
Plus 4/6 P. & P.

SUPER STEREO KIT MARK II
A kit of ready -built units only requiring inter-
connection. Comprising two midget 3W ampli-
fiers, push-button switch, transformer, control
unit (bass, treble and vol.), power pack, two
speakers, indicator light, valves (ECL82, EZ80
range), and comprehensive instructions.

13.9.6
pl.161,1/.6

FM TUNER HEAD
A permeability tuned tuner
head by a famous maker,
supplied without valve
(ECC85).

18/6 P&P9
Valve 8/6 extra

HARVERSON'S
FM TUNER KIT

At last a quality FM Tuner Kit at a price
you can afford. Just look at these fine
features, which are usually associated
with equipment at twice the price!
* FM tuning head by famous maker.
* Guaranteed non -drift. * Permeability
tuning. * Frequency coverage 88-100
Mc/s. * 0A131 balanced diode output.
* Two i.f. stages and discriminator.
* Attractive maroon and gold glass dial
(7" x 3"). * Self powered, using a good
quality mains transformer and valve
rectifier. * Valves used ECC85, two
EF8Os and EZ80 (rectifier). * Fully
drilled chassis. * Everything supplied,
down to the last nut and bolt. * Size
of completed tuner 8" x 6" x 5r. * All
parts sold separately.

f4. I 9.6 Plus 8/6
P.P. & Ins.

Circuit diagram and illustrations, 1/6
post free.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
TRANSISTOR SPEAKER

Size 24" x -Fr deep. 3 ohm impedance.

11/9 P.& P. 1/6
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83 High St. Merton SWI9 CH E3r9r8y57600d
Bargai

41,41,01"

Introducing . .

HARVERSON'S

Monaural Amplifier Kit
In response to numerous requests from
delighted purchasers of our "SUPER
STEREO KIT" we have produced a

"MONAURAL AMPLIFIER" on similar
lines.
* A UCL82 valve provides a triode_
amplifying stage, and a pentode output
stage (3 watts), enabling good amplifica-
tion and sparkling re.!:roduc.ion to be
combined with physical compactness
(amplifier size 7" x 3k" x 6k" higc).
* Modern circuitry design, gcod quality
o.p. transformer (to match 352) keep
hum and distortion to a low level.
* The controls, volume on cif and tone,
are complete with attractive cream and
gold knobs.
* The amplifier has a built-in fully
smoothed power supply, using a good
quality mains transformer (a.c. mains
only) and metal rcc:ifier.
* All you need is supplied including
easy to follow instructions which guar-
antee good results for the beginner and
expert. All components, leads, chassis,
valve, knobs, etc., are first grade items
by prominent manufacturers.

OUR PRICE
Plus 4/6 Post and Packing 39/6

5" LOUDSPEAKER TO SUIT, 14/6 EXTRA

39/6

CHILD'S NURSERY LAMP
A child's night light of unusual design.
Contemporary styled lampholder of
robust construction finished in either red
or yellow. Entirely safe (bulb socket
shielded from "prying fingers",) complete
with flex and a push-button switch.
200/250 volts a.c. only. The low -con-
sumption bulb element is made in the
shape of either flowers or angel fish, and
when switched on, glows in fluorescent
colours (the flowers pink with green
leaves, or the fish green with purple
weed). Made by a famous manufacturer
and originally priced at 29/6.
Please state lampholder colour preference
and whether fish or flower element is
required.

OUR BARGAIN PRICE ONLY 10/9
plus 9d. post and packing

SUPERHET CHASSIS - LESS VALVES & CABINET
Modern AC/DC chassis with printed circuit and ferrite rod aerial.
Although not completely built, the main components are mounted.
L. & M. wave coverage, 4 valves (UBF89, UCL83, UCH81, UY85).
Everything supplied except valves and cabinet. With simple
instructions.

L3.6.6 P.13,1.6

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER KIT
A complete kit of parts to build a compact 4 -transistor amplifier,
with tone and volume controls. Two GT3 driver transistors,
transformer coupled. Output 1 watt from matched pair GT15.
Complete with output transformer to matched 3 ohm speaker,
transistors and attractive dial plate. 59/6OUR PRICE P. & P. 4/6

CONDENSER/RESISTOR PARCEL
50 mixed pF Condensers and 50 mixed Resistors. An assortment
of useful values. All popular sizes-all new-a must for the
serviceman and constructor.
P. & P. 1/- ONLY I (:)/.

AT 2 PRICE WHILE THEY LAST!

GOLDRING MU -METAL CASED CARTRIDGES

Sapphire styli. Brand new and boxed

OUR PRICE L2.15.0 Plus P.P. 1/6 inc. ins.

BARGAIN MONTH FOR TRANSISTORS
POWER

0C36
0C44
0C45
0071
0075
0076
0078
0078D
GET15
GET15 (matched pair

.. 10/-
9/-
8/-
5/-
6/6
6/6
6/6
6/6
9/-

16/6 0A81
Postage 6d. each

GET102
XA103
PXA101
PXA102

AMERICAN
2N388
2N1485
25712

DIODE

7/6
8/6
9/6
9/6

66
6/6
7/6

3/ -

THE HARVERSON COMPLETE

£6.19.6FM/VHF RECEIVER KIT

At last! A complete FM Receiver in kit form.
Specially designed with the home
constructor in mind, this kit
enables the of a com-
pletely self-contained VHF receiver
at a fraction of the normal cost of
comparable equipment. This is
basically a quality self -powered FM
tuner plus 2 audio amplifier stages
and output transformer & speaker.

* FM tuning head by famous maker

* Guaranteed non -drift
* Permeability tuning

* Frequency coverage 88-100 Mcfs

* 0A81 balanced diode output
* Two i.f. stages and discriminator
* Self -powered, using a good

quality mains transformer and
valve rectifier

* Valves used: ECC85, two EF8Os
and EZ80 (rectifier)

* Fully drilled chassis

* A good quality speaker
* Well designed output trans-

former

* Attractive maroon and gold
glass dial

* Two output stages (using ECL82
valve)

* Everything supplied, down to
the last nut and bolt

* Compact size
* All parts sold separately

OUR PRICE f6.19.6 Ppl,u4 116
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TECHNICAL

TRAINING

in radio

television

and

electronic

engineering

with

I C S
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The decision is YOURS. To be a
success in your chosen career;
to qualify for the highest paid
job . . . to control a profitable
business of your own. I C s
home -study courses put your
plans on a practical basis; teach
you theory and practice; give
you the knowledge and experi-
ence to take you, at your own
pace, to the top.

Choose the RIGHT course.
RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEERING . INDUSTRIAL

TELEVISION . RADIO AND TV

SERVICING . RADIO SERVICE

AND SALES . ELECTRONICS .

COMPUTORS AND PROGRAMMING

s provides thorough coaching
for professional examinations:
A M BRIT. I R E, City and Guilds
Telecommunications.
C. & G. Radio and TV Servicing,
C. & G. Radio Amateurs.

THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY
STAGE OF YOUR CAREER.
Post this coupon today: In
return you will receive the FREE
60 -page 1 c s Prospectus listing
technical examinations and their
appropriate I c s courses PLUS
details of over 150 specialised
subjects.

LEARN AS YOU BUILD
Practical Radio Course
Gain a sound up -to -professional -
standards knowledge of Radio
and Television as you build YOUR
own 4 valve T R F and 5 valve
superhet radio receivers, signal
generator and high -quality multi -
meter. At the end of the course
you have three pieces of perma-
nent and practical equipment
and a fund of personal know-
ledge and skill ... I C s Practical
Radio courses open a new world
to the keen radio amateur.

Other I c s courses include:
MECHANICAL, MOTOR, FIRE,

CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL AND
CIVIL ENGINEERING, ETC.
SELLING AND MANAGEMENT,
ARCHITECTURE, WOOD-
WORKING, FARMING, GARDEN-
ING, ART, PHOTOGRAPHY.
Please state subject in which you
are interested on coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 248) Intertext House Parkgate Road London SW11

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
AGE

SUBJECT
10.61
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EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

EXCEPTING

AUTO -CHANGES

9 SIGNAL GENERATORS. Cash 66.19.6 or 2.5/- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 21/6, P. & P. 5/-. Coverage 100 kc/s to 100
Mc/s on fundamentals and 100 Mc/s to 200 Mc/s on harmonics. Case
10" x 64" x 54". Three miniature valves and Metal Rectifier. A.C.mains 200/250V. Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30
per cent; Modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable
100 millivolts. CW. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output. Magiceye as output indicator. Accuracy ± 2 per cent.

10 SIGNAL GENERATORS. Cash 64.19.6 or 25/- deposit and 4
monthly payments of 21/6, P. & P. 5/-. Coverage 120 kc/s to 84 Mc/s.
Case 10" x 64" x 44". Size of scale 64" x 3f", 2 valves and rectifier.
A.G. mains 230-250V. Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of
30 per cent modulated or unrnodulated R.F. output continuously
variable 100 millivolts. C.W. and mod. switch variable A.F. output
and moving coil output meter. Accuracy ± 2 per cent.

11 BATTERY RECORD PLAYER AND AMPLIFIER. 45 r.p.m.
"Star" motor "Acos" crystal pick-up. 3 transistor, push-pull amplifier
complete with transistors. Output 500 milli watts, 49/6, P. & P. 3/6.

12 8 -watt PUSH -PULLS VALVE AMPLIFIER. A.G. mains 200-250V
Size 1134" x 64" x 24". 5 valves. For use with all makes and type of
pick-up and mike. Negative feedback. Two inputs, mike and gram.
and controls for same. Separate controls for Bass and Treble lift.
Response flat from 40 cycles to 15 kc/s, ± 2 dB; 4db down to 20 kc/s.
Output 8 watts at 5 per cent total distortion. Noise level 40 db
down all hum. Output transformer tapped for 3 and 15 ohms speech
coils. For use with Std. or L.P. records, muscial instruments such
as guitars, etc. Suitable for small halls, 63.19.6, P. & P. 6/6. Crystal
mike to suit 15/-, P. &P. 1/6. 8" P.M. Speaker to suit, 12/6. P. & P.1/6.

13 B.S.R. MONARCH. UAB WITH FUL-FI HEAD. 4 -speed,
plays 10 records, 12", 10" or 7" at 16, 33, 45 or 78 r.p.m. Intermixes
7" 10" and 12" records of the same speed. Has manual play position:
colour, brown. Dimensions: 12f" x 10f". Space required above
baseboard 4f" below baseboard 21". Fitted with Ful-Fi turnover crystal
head, E6.19.6, P. & P. 5/-. With Stereo Head 67.19.6. P. & P. 5/-.

14 TRANSISTOR TESTER. For both P.N.P. and N.F.N. transistors
incorporating moving coil meter. In metal case, size 44" x 31" x 11".
Scale marked in gain and leakage, 19/6, P. & P. 2/6.

15 PUSH-PULL OUTPUT STAGE inclusive of transistors with
input and output transformers to match 3 ohms speech coil, suitable
for use with the POCKET RADIO. Kit of parts, including transistors,
19/6, P & P. 1/6. Wiring diagram 1/6, free with kit.

16 PORTABLE AMPLIFIER. On printed circuit for A.C. Mains
200/250V. Size 4" x 3" with tone and volume control. Valves:
ECL82 and EZ80. 39/6, P. & P. 2/6.

OCTOBER 1961

BARGAINS
1 3 -TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO with miniature SPEAKER,

FERRITE ROD, and 2 GERMANIUM DIODES. The only
3 -transistor radio available at the price. Build it in 1 evening!
Tunable over M/L waves. Complete with easy -co -follow instructions
and all components (less batteries obtainable anywhere 1/3). 27/6.
P. & P. 2/-. (All parts available separately.)

2 3 -TRANSISTOR SUPER POCKET RADIO with MINIATURE
SPEAKER. Plus Germanium Diode and Printed Circuit. Size 34"
x 4" x 1". Ferrite Rod Aerial. Two Surface Barrier Transistors and
one Audio. Tunable over medium and long waves. To build yourself
39/6, P. & P. 1/6. Circuit diagram 1/6, free with kit. All parts of
items 1 and 2 sold sep 1y.

3 OSCILLOSCOPE for D.C. and A.C. APPLICATIONS. A high
gain, extremely stable differential Y -amplifier (30 mV/C.M.). Provide
ample sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable for
measurements of transistor operating conditions where maintenance
of D.C. levels is of pa amount

Sun
importance. Push-pull X amplifier;

Fly -back suppression; I ternal Time -base Waveform available
for external use; pulse output available for checking TV line 0/F
Transformers, etc. Provision for external-I/P and CRT Brightness
Modulation. A.C. mains 200/250V 615.15.0, P. & P. 7/6 or 30/- deposit,
plus P. & P. 7/6 and 12 monthly payments of 26/6. FULL 12 MONTHS'
GUARANTEE INCLUDING VALVES and TUBE.

4 A.C./D.C. POCKET MULTI -METER KIT. 2" moving coil meter,
scale calibrated in A.C./D.C. volts, ohms and milliamps. Voltage
range A.C./D.C. 0-50, 0-100, 0-250. 0-500. Milliamps 0-10, 0-100.
Ohms range 0-10,000. Front panel, range switch, wirewound pot
(for ohms zero setting), toggle switch, resistor and rectifier. 19/6.
P. & P. 1/6. Wiring diagram 1/- free with kit.

5 CHANNEL TUNER. Will tune to all Band I and Band III stations.
Complete with P.C.C.84 and P.C.F.80 valves (in series) I.F. 16-19 or
33-38. Can be modified as an aerial converter (instructions supplied).
32/6, plus 3/6 P. & P. HEATER TRANSFORMER to suit above,
200-250V, 6/-, plus 3/6 P. & P.

6 MAINS TRANSFORMERS. All with tapped primaries, 200.250V,
0-160 180, 200V, 60 mA, 6.3V 2 amps, 10/6: 350-0-350V, 70mA, 6.3V.
1 amp, 6.3V 2 amp, 10/6. 250-250V 70mA, 6.3V 2 amp, 10/6. P. & P. 3/-.
280-0-280 70mA 6.3V, 2 amp 6.3V, 1 amp, 10/6, P. & P. 3/-. 280-0-280
120mA, 6.3V, 2 amp 6.3V, 3 amp, 17/6. P. & P. 3/-.

7 WOLSEY 3 -ELEMENT FOLDED DIPOLE. I.T.V. Aerial less
mounting bracket for external use, complete with 12 yds. of coaxial
cable, 15/-. P. & P. 3/6.

23d HIGH STREET, ACTON,
LONDON, W.3.

ALL ENQUIRIES S.A.E.
GOODS NOT DISPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
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THE WORLD-FAMOUS
DAYSTRO

Ni RANGE OF EQUIPMENT

For the Discerning who require
THE BEST PERFORMANCE AT MINIMUM PRICE

4 -WAVEBAND TRANSISTORISED PORTABLE
RECEIVER, Model RSW-1

This possesses Medium, Trawler and
two Short-wave bands and is mid -way
between the domestic broadcasting and
professional general communications re-
ceiver. Ideal and inexpensive for those
who wish to listen to world broadcasts,
shipping and aviation communications,
etc. It is not the set to buy if you wish

only to enjoy domestic broadcasting. In a handsome solid
leather case, it has retractable whip aerial and socket for
car radio use. £22.10.0

TRANSCRIPTION RECORD PLAYER (STEREO)
Manufactured by Goldring-Lenco. This
4 -speed unit is fitted with a G60 pick-up
arm. Infinitely variable speed adjustment
from 33k to 80 r.p.m. Fixed speed of
16 r.p.m. Its balanced turntable (3f Ib)
reduces rumble, wow and flutter to very

Model G.L.58 low level. The unique lowering device
fitted provides absolutely safe means of placing pick-up on
record. £20.12.2

HI -Fl FM TUNER
This model is available as two units which,
for your convenience, are sold separately.
They comprise an R.F. Tuning Unit, Model
FMT-4U (L3.5.0 including purchase tax) with I.F. output
of 10.7 Mc/s, and an Amplifier Unit complete with attractively
styled cabinet, also power supply and valves. Model
FMA-4U (a1.111) making a total equipment cost of

£14.16.0

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER Model DX -100U
The most popular Amateur transmitter in
the world requires no introduction to
Amateurs the world over. It covers all bands
from 160-10 metres. Self-contained, in- 1-

cluding power supply, modulator and V.F.O. 150W
D.C. input. £81.10.0

TRUVOX TD -1 Mk. 6 TAPE DECK
This mono/stereo Tape Deck, designed to
semi-professional standards, is a very high
quality piece of equipment. Limited quan-
tity available at the greatly reduced price
of

00000000.000000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000
THE "MOHICAN" GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER Model GC -1U E38.15.0
In the forefront of design, with 4 piezo-electric transfilters, variable tuned B.F.O. and Zener
diode stabiliser, this is an excellent fully transistorised portable or fixed station receiver for
both Amateur and Short wave listeners. Other features include printed circuit boards, telescopic
whip antenna, tuning meter and large slide -rule dial of approximately 70". Uses 10 transistors.
0 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000 00000,000 0000.000
MONEY -SAVING "PACKAGED DEALS"
For the benefit of customers wishing to purchase several
units of their Hi-Fi equipment at the same time, useful
price reductions are offered. Such "Packaged Deals" 9
may include RECORD PLAYERS and TAPE DECKS of
your personal preference, not necessarily featured in
our catalogue. Two money -saving examples are given
below and quotations for your own special requirements
will gladly be sent on request.
GL -513 Transcription Unit 120.12.2 TA -1M

S-33 Stereo Amp.
Twin SSU-1 Speakers

(Bookcase Type)

£12. 8.6 Collaro "STUDIO"
IJSC-1

£21.15.0 MA -12

154.15.8
Packaged £51.10.0

118. 2.6
£17.10.0

118.18.6

£10.19.6

165.10.6
Packaged £59.10.0 6

PRICE OF TAPE DECK PURCHASES WITH AMPLIFIERS
TA -IM with Collaro "STUDIO" 130.10.0
TA -IS with Collaro "STUDIO" 135.14.0
TA -IM with TRUVOX Mk.6 146.17.6
TA -IS with TRUVOX Mk. 6 152.1.0

ara.aoc,c,-,,c>o.c>o.o-c-oc,o,,..o--aoc,,,,00.a.o.o,,,, el

4 All prices include free delivery U.K.
4 Deferred terms available over £10. 4

4
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THE "COTSWOLD
HI-FI

£29.15.0

THE "COTSWOLD". This is an
acoustically designed enclosure 26" x 23"
x 15a" housing a 12" bass speaker with 2"
speech coil, elliptical middle speaker
together with a pressure unit to cover the
full frequency range of 32-20,000 c/s.
Capable of doing justice to the finest
programme source, its polar distribution
makes it ideal for really Hi-Fi Stereo.
Delivered complete with speakers, cross-
over unit, level control, Tygan grille
cloth, etc. All parts pre-cut and drilled
for ease of assembly and left "in the
white" for finish to personal taste. 121.19.0

EQUIPMENT CABINETS

The "GLOUCESTER"
(open)

left "in the white" for finish to personal taste.
range. Prices from £11.5.6 to £17.18.6.

Available direct from DAYSTROM LTD
166

DEPT.

You have four different
equipment cabinets de-
signed to meet the wide
variety of tastes and
requirements. There is
the 'CHEPSTOW', for
those who have minimum
floor space; the 'MAL-
VERN' in contemporary
design for the Tape and
Gram. enthusiast, and
the 'GLOUCESTER' Mk.
I and II for those with
traditional tastes. All
parts pre-cut and drilled
for ease of assembly and
Send for details of whole

RCIO GLOUCESTER

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR



Easily -built Equipment ia-Tivor_gl of excellent quality

TA -1M

O -12U

DC -1 U

S-33

DX -40U

AG -9U

U JR-1

MA -12

AT MUCH LOWER COST
TAPE RECORDING/REPLAY AMPLIFIERS, Models TA -1M and TA -1S. Available both monophonic(TA -1M) and stereophonic (TA -1S) and the former can be modified later to stereo with modificationkit TA -1C. Special features include bias level control, thermometer type recording level indicators,,press -button control. Attractive metal case. TA -1M £18.2.6 TA -15 623.6.0
GRID DIP METER, Model GD-1U. A very handy instrument for the lab., the "Ham" of ServiceEngineers. Complete set of plug-in coils provided covering 1.8 Mc/s to 250 Mc/s. Additional plug-incoils at 15/-. Extending range to 350 k/cs. 1 mA panel meter used. 610.9.6
TRANSISTORISED version of above, model XGD-1, 1.75 Mc/s to 45 Mc/s £10.8.6
5" OSCILLOSCOPE: 0-121/. "Y" sensitivity 10mV/cm, 3 c/s to over 5 Mc/s. Rise time, 0.08 µsecsor less. Sweep, 10 c/s to 500 kc/s. Electronically stabilised. 636.10.0
n" PORTABLE SERVICE OSCILLOSCOPE: OS -1. Ideal instrument for service and portableuse. Size 5" x 8" x 14". Wt. 10+16.

619.10.0
DECADE CAPACITANCE BOX: DC 1U. Provides capacity values from 100 mmf to 0.111 mfdin 100 mmf steps. Ideal for experimental development and design work. £6.5.6
VALVE VOLTMETER: V -7A. The world's largest -selling VVM. Measures volts to 1,500 (DC &RMS) and 4,000 pk. to pk.; resistance 0.10 to 1,000MS3 DC. D.C. input inpedance 11 Megohms. 613.0.0
HI-FI STEREO 6 WATT AMPLIFIER: S-33. Low-priced but high quality; less than 0.3% distn.at 2} watts per channel.

612.8.6
HI-FI STEREO 16 WATT AMPLIFIER: S-88. Superb reproduction for the man who wants thebest in Hi-Fi. Only 0.1% distortion at 6 W/chnl. Many special features. £26.12.6
AMATEUR TRANSMITTER: DX -40U. 75W CW; 60W pk. c/c phone; 40W into Aerial. £32.10.0HI -Fl SPEAKER SYSTEM: SSU-1. Ideal twin speaker/ducted-reflex cabinet for stereo/mono inaverage room (left "in the white"). Legs E1.1.0 extra.

610.17.6AUDIO GENERATOR: AG -9U. 10 volts, 10 c/s to 100 kc/s pure sine -wave. Switch -selectedfrequency and attenuator.
619.19.6

JUNIOR TRANSISTOR RADIO: U JR-1. Youngsters are not excluded from our kit programme.
This special single transistor set is an excellent introduction to radio and an instructive present. 62.16.6
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO UXR-1 In elegant solid hide case, with golden relief. Sixtransistors, dual -wave, fine reproduction, very easy to build. £14.18.6
SINGLE CHANNEL 12 WATT HI -Fl AMPLIFIER: MA -12. Ideal for stereo conversions, etc.Generous auxiliary power provided.

610.19.6
COLLARO "STUDIO" TAPE DECK. This extremely attractive and compact 3 -speed monaural
tape deck features digital counter, pause control and piano -key switches. 617.10.0

(Following models not illustrated)

MULTIMETER, Model MM -1U. Sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt D.C. .5000 ohms A.C. Ranges 0-1.5,
5, 15, 50, 150,500 and 1500V. AC and DC. Current 0-150 micro -amps to 0-15 amps in 5 ranges. Resistanceranges RX1(15 ohm centre scale) RX100 and RX10,000. 41" 50 micro -amp meter. 611.18.6
CAPACITANCE/RESISTANCE BRIDGE: C -3U. Measures capacity 10pF to 1,000p.F. Resistance1000 to 5M0; Pwr. factor.

68.6.6
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR: VF -1U. 10y output; covers 10 to 160 metres. 611.2.0
AUDIO WATTMETER: AW-1U. Up to 25W continuous, 50W intermittent. 614.14.0
AUDIO VALVE-MILLIVOLTMETER: AV -3U. 1mV to 300V AC. 10 c/s to 400 kc/s. 613.18.6
ELECTRONIC SWITCH: S -3U. This extremely useful device extends your single -beam "scope"for double -beam uses.

610.15.6
DIRECT READING CAPACITANCE METER: CM -1U. Full-scale ranges of 0-100 mmf, 1,000mmf, 0.01 mfd and 0.1 mfd. E14.15.0
AUDIO SINE -SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR. Model A0 -1U. Inexpensive generator covering20 c/s to 150 kc/s and square waves to 50 kc/s in four ranges. Maximum output 10V., distortion lessthan 1 per cent.

612.18.6
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR, Model RF-IU. Up to 100 Mc/s fundamental and 200 Mc/s on harmonicsand up to 100mV output on all bands.

611.18.0

HI -Fl STEREO/MONO PREAMPLIFIER, Model USP-1. This extremely versatile and inexpensiveunit has a very favourable signal-to-noise ratio and a thousand uses. Gain may be preset over a widerange. Input 2mV to 20mV. Output from 20mV to 2V. £6.17.6

All prices include free delivery in U.K. Deferred terms available on orders above E10

*SEND THIS COUPON NOW
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

(Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS)

NAME

OCTOBER 1961

Without obligation please send me

BRITISH HEATHKIT 'CATALOGUE

FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)

I DAYSTROM LTD

GD-1 U
and

XGD-1

OS -1

V -7A

S-88

SSU-1

UXR-1

'STUDIO'

(Tick here)

DEPT RC10
GLOUCESTER ENGLAND

A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of the
I WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS
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ARMSTRONG AF 208 AM/FM

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

* Full VHF Band (87-108 Mc/s,) and Medium Band,
187-570M. * 7 Valves * 5 Watts Output * 15dB
Negative Feedback * Separate wide range Bass and
Treble Controls * 2 Compensated Pick-up Inputs
* Frequency Response 30-22,000 c.p.s. *2dB * Tape
Record and Playback Facilities * Continental Recep-
tion of Good Programme Value * For 3, 7f and 15
ohm speakers. Send S.A.E. for leaflet.

Price 22 Guineas Carr. Free

LATEST "E.M.I." 4 SPEED SINGLE
RECORD PLAYER

Acos 73 Hi-Fi Pick-up for LP, and/or 78, 7", 10" and
12' records. Silent motor, heavy turntable, auto stop.

Special offer L6. 5. 0 post free
Stereo/Monaural E6.19.6

BUILD THIS REPRODUCER BARGAIN
SPECIAL SINGLE PLAYER KIT

B.S.R. TU9 4 -speed Gram Pick-up Unit E4.5.0
Handsome portable case 13" x IV x 61" f2.5.0
Ready -built 3 -watt, printed circuit, amplifier

with two valves and speaker E3.12.6

or £9,, 9. 0 complete kit, post free

I 465 kc
I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
/s Slug Tuning Miniature Can. II" x

1" x I". High Q and good band width. By Pye
Radio. Data sheet supplied.

New boxed VALVES 90 -day Guarantee
IRS 7/6 6K8G 7/6 EA50 1/6 EZ80 7/6
1S5 7/6 6L6G 10/6 EABC80 8/6 E1148 1/6
1T4 6/- 6N7M 6/6 E891 6/- HABC80 12/6
2X2 3/6 6Q7G 8/6 EBC33 8/6 HVR2A 6/6
3S4 7/6 65A7 6/- EBC4I 8/6 MUI4 9/-
3V4 7/6 6517M 6/6 EBF80 10/- P61 3/6
5U4 7/6 651,17 6/6 ECC84 PCC84 9/6
5Y3 7/6 6V6G 6/6 ECF80 9/6 PCF80 9/6
5Z4 9/6 6X4 7/6 ECH42 10/6 PCL82 11/6
6AM6 5/- 6X5 6/6 ECL80 10/6 PEN25 6/6
6B8 5/- 12A6 7/6 ECL82 10/6 PL8I 12/6
6BE6 7/6 I 2AT7 8/- EF39 5/6 PL82 10/6
6BH6 9/6 I2AU7 8/- EF4I 9/6 PY80 7/6
6BW6 9/6 I 2AX7 8/- EF50 5/6 PY8 I 9/6
6D6 6/- 128E6 8/6 EF80 8/- PY82. 7/6
6F6 7/6 12K7 6/6 EF86 12/6 SP6 I 3/6
6H6 3/6 12Q7 6/6 E F92 5/6 U13C41 9/6
615 5/6 35L6 9/6 EL32 5/6 UCH42 9/6
6.16 5/6 35Z4 7/6 EL4I 9/6 UF4I 9/6
617G 6/6 80 9/6 EL84 8/6 U L4 I 9/6
6K6GT 6/6 807 5/6 EY51 9/6 UY41 8/-
6K7G 5/- 954 1/6 EZ40 7/6 U22 8/-

DK96, DF96, DAF96, DL96, 8/6 each or 30/- set

NEW ELECTROLYTICS

TULULAR TUBULAR

FAMOUS MAKES

CAN TYPES

1/350v. 2/- 50/350v. 5/6 I 6/450v. 5/-
2/350v. 2/3 I 00/25v. 3/- 32/350v. 4/-
4/450v. 2/3 250/25v. 3/- I00/270v. 5/6
8/450v. 2/3 500/12v. 3/- 2,500/3v. 4/-
8/500v. 2/9 8+8/450v. 3/6 5,000/6v. 5/-
16/450v. 3/- 8 +8/500v. 5/- 32+32/350v. 5/-
16/500v. 4- 8 +16/450v. 3/9 32+32/450v. 6/-
32/450v. 3//9 8 +16/500, 5/6 32+32 +32/350v. 7/-
25/25v. 1/9 16 +16/450v. 4/3 50 +50/350v. 7/-
50/25v. 2/- 16 + 16/500v. 6/- 64 +120/350v. 11/6
50/50v. 2/ - 32+32/350v. 4/6 100 +200/275v. 12/6
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C.R.T. BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS
For Cathode Ray Tubes having heater cathode
short circuit and for C.R. Tubes with falling
emission, full instructions supplied.
TYPE A. LOW LEAKAGE WINDINGS.
OPTIONAL 25% and 50% BOOST ON
SECONDARY: 2 V. OR 4 V. OR 6.3 V. OR
10.3 V. OR 13.3 V. WITH MAINS PRI-
MARIES. 12/6.
OUR LATEST SUPERIOR PRODUCT.
MAINS INPUT TYPE A2. HIGH
QUALITY LOW CAPACITY 10-15 pF.
OPTIONAL BOOST 25%, 50%, 75%.
16/6 each.
TYPE B. MAINS INPUT. LOW CAP-
ACITY. MULTI OUTPUT 2, 4, 6.3, 10
and 13 V. BOOST 25% AND 50%. THIS
TRANSFORMER IS SUITABLE FOR
ALL TV TUBES. 21/- each.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
200/250 AC

STANDARD 250-0-250, 80 v.
tapped 4 v. 4 a., Rectifier 6.3 v. I a. tapped
5 v. 2 a. and 4 v. 2 a.

22/6
MINIATURE, 200 v. 20 mA., 6.3 v. I a. 10/6
MIDGET, 220 v. 45 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a. ... 15/6
SMALL, 220-0-220 v. 50 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a. 17/6
STANDARD, 250-0-250 65 mA.,

17/6
HEATER TRANS., 6.3 v. 11 a. ... 7/6

10/6
Ditto 1.4, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.3 v. 11 a. ... 8/6
MULLARD "510" OSRAM "912",
300-0-300, 120 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a. c.c., 6.3 v.

GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLT-
AGE. Outputs 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12,
15, 18, 24 and 30 v. at 2 a. .. 22/6
AUTO. TRANS. 150 w., 0, 10, 120,

22/6
AUTO. TRANS. 500 w., 0, 115, 200,
230, 250 v. ... ... 82/6

38/6

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Heavy duty 50 mA, 4/6.
Miniature 3V4, etc., 4/6. Small, pentode, 4/6. Multi -
ratio push-pull, 7/6. Multi -ratio push-pull 10 w.,
15/6. Goodmans heavy duty 10/20 w. 6K push-
pull, 30/-.
L.F. CHOKES 15/10 H. 60/65 mA, 5/-; 10 H.
85 mA, 10/6; 10 H. 120 mA, 12/6; 10 H. 150 mA, 14/-.

TELEVISION REPLACEMENTS
Line Output Transformers

from 45/- each, NE'N Stock
and other timebase components

Most makes available. S.A.E. with all enquiries

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTI-
FIERS. 2, 6 or 12 v. 15 a., 8/9; 2 a., 11/3; 4 a., 17/6.
Free charger circuit.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input
200/250 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v. II a., 15/6;
2 a., 17/6; 4 a., 22/6.

4 AMP. CAR BATTERY CHARGER with amp.
meter Leads, Fuse Case, etc., for 6 v. or 12 v., 69/6.

BOOKS
Valve and TV Tube Equivalents 9/6
TV Fault Finding ... 5/ -

Quality Amplifiers ... ... 4/6
Radio Valve Guide. Books I, 2, 3 or 4 each 5/ -
Transistor Superhet Receivers ... 7/6

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos 8/6

Precision engineered. Size only 1 f" dia. x 5"

ACOS CRYSTAL MIKE 40 ... ... 25/ -

BAKER SELH U RST
LOUDSPEAKERS

12in. Baker 15w. Stalwart, 3
or 15 ohms ... 90/-
12in. Baker ditto, foams us -
pension, 15 ohms ... E6

12in. Baker Ultra Twelve, 20
c.p.s. to 25 kc/s £17.10.0
15in. Auditorium, 35 w.,

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Sin. Rola, 17/6;
7in. x 4in., 18/6; 4in. Hi-Fi Tweeter, 25/-; 8in. Plessey,
19/6; 61 in. Goodmans, 18/6; 10in. R.A., 30/-; 12in.
Plessey, 30/-; 10in. x 6in. R.A., 27/6; 12in. Baker 15 w.
3 ohm or 15 ohm models, 90/-; Stentorian HFI012
10in., 95/-; HFI016, £8.

CRYSTAL DIODES. G.E.C., 2/-; GEX34, 4/-;
0A8 I , 3/-.
40 CIRCUITS FOR GERMANIUM DIODES, 3/-.
H.R. HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms, brand new,
15/- pair. Low resistance phones, BA5, 7/6 pair,

SWITCH CLEANER FLUID, squirt spout
4/3 tin.
TWIN GANG CONDENSERS. Miniature tran-
sistor gang 208 and 176 pF, 10/6 each; 365 pF,
miniature, I fin. x I fin. x I fin., 10/-; 500 pF standard
with trimmers, 9/-; midget, 7/6; midget with trim-
mers, 9/-.

SHORT WAVE. Single 50 pF, 75 pF, 100 pF,
160 pF, 5/6 each.

TUNING AND REACTION CONDENSERS.
100 pF, 300 pF, 500 pF, 3/6 each, solid dielectric.

CONDENSERS. 0.001 mfd. 7kV T.C.C., 5/6;
ditto 20 kV., 9/6; 0.1 mfd. 7 kV., 9/6; 100 pF to 500 pF
Micas, 6d.; Tubular 500 v. 0.001 to 0.05, 9d.; 0.1, 1/-;
0.25, 1/6; 0.1 /350 v., 9d.; 0.5/500 v., 1/9; 0.01/2,000 v.,
1/9; 0.1/2,000 v., 3/6.

CERAMIC CONDENSERS. 500 v. 0.3 pF to
0.01 mfd., 9d.
SILVER MICA. 10% 5 pF to 500 pF, 1/-; 600 pF to
3,000 pF, 1/3; close tolerance (plus or minus I pF),
1.5 pF to 47 pF, 1/6; ditto I% 50 pF to 815 pF, 1/9;
1,000 pF to 5,000 pF, 2/-.

465 K//s. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Total
cost 15/-. Uses B.F.O. Unit ZA 30058 ready
made. POCKET SIZE 21in. x 41in. x lin.
Slight modifications required, full instructions
supplied. Battery 7/6 extra 69 v. + 11 v.
Details S.A.E.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way, short spindle ... ... 2/6
6 p. 4 -way 2 wafer, long spindle 6/6
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3/6
3 p. 4 -way, I p. 2 -way, long spindle ... ... 3/6
Wavechange "MAKITS". Wafers available: I p.
12 wafer, 2 p. 6 wafer, 3 p. 4 wafer, 4 p. 3 wafer,
6 p. 2 wafer. I wafer, 816; 2 wafer, 12/6; 3 wafer,
16/-. Additional wafers up to 14, 3/6 each extra.
TOGGLE SWITCHES, s.p., 2/-; d.p., 3/6; d.p.d.t.,
4/-.
JACKS. English open -circuit 2/6, closed-circuit 4/6,
Grundig-type 3 -pin 1/3
JACK -PLUGS. English 3/-, Grundig 3 -pin 3/6

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL sE-r, 29/-.
H.F. coil, aerial coil, oscillator coil, two i.f. trans-
formers 10.7 Mc/s., detector transformer and
heater choke. Circuit and component book
using four 6AM6, 2/6. Complete Jason FMTI
kit, Jason chassis with calibrated dial, com-
ponents and 4 valves, £6.5.0.

VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. int. oct., 4d. EA50, 6d.
812A, CRT, 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, and 7 pin,
1/-. MOULDED MAZDA and int. Oct., 6d.;
B7G, BBA, B8G, B9A, 9d. B7G with can, 1/6. B9A
with can, 1/9. Ceramic, EF50, B7G, B9A, Int. Oct.,
1/-. B7G, B9A cans, 1/- each.

RADIO COMPONENT
Our written guarantee with every purchase. Buses 133 or 68 pass door. S.R. Stn. Selhi
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VOLUME CONTROLS
Long spindles. Midget
5K ohms to 2 Meg.

No. sw. D.P. Sw
3/- 4/6

Linear or Log Tracks.

80 CoaxCABLE
Semi -air spaced fin.
Stranded core, 6d. yd.
40 yds. 17/6; 60 yds. 25/ -
Fringe Quality, Air

Spaced If- yd.

RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.
w., 4d.; .4 w., 4d.; I w. 6d.; 14 w. 8d.; 2 w. If-.

HIGH STABILITY. w. 1%, 2/-. Preferred values.
10 ohms to 10 meg. Ditto 5%, 100 ohms to 5 meg. 9d.

15 watt

5 WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS /3
10 watt) 25 ohms- 10,000 ohms

21-
1/6

I2.5K to 50K 10 w 3/ -

WIRE -WOUND WIRE -WOUND
POTS. 3 WATT. Pre-
set Min. TV Type. All 4 WATT POTS. Long
values 10 ohms to 25K,
3/- ea.; 30K, 50K, 4/-. Spindle, Values, 50 ohms
(Carbon 30K to 2 meg.,
3/-) to 50K, 6/6; 100K, 716.

COAXIAL PLUGS, If-. PANEL SOCKETS, I/ -
LEAD SOCKET, 2/-. OUTLET BOXES, 4/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, per yd. 6d., 80 ohms
or 300 ohms.
TWIN SCREENED BALANCED FEEDER, 1/6
yd. 80 ohms.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic 30, 50, 70 pF. 9d.; 100 pF.
150 pF. 1/3; 250 pF. I/6; 600 pF. 750 pF. 1/9; Philips,
30 pF. If- each.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT. Air drying, 3/- tin.
NEON MAINS TESTER SCREWDRIVER, 5/ -
SOLDER RADIOGRADE, 4d. yd., lb. 51-,

I lb. 9/-.

HIGH GAIN TV PRE -AMPLIFIERS
BAND I B.B.C.

Tuneable channels I to 5. Gain 18 dB. ECC84
valve. Kit price 29/6 or 49/6 with power pack.
Details 6d. (PCC84 valves if preferred.)

BAND III I.T.A.-Same prices
Tuneable channels 8 to 13. Gain 17 dB.

PAXOLIN PANELS, 10in. x Sin., 1/6.
MINIATURE CONTACT COOLED RECTI-
FIERS, 250 v. 50 mA, 7/6; 250 v. 60 mA, 8/6; 250 v.
85 mA. 9/6.
SELENIUM RECT. 300 v. 85 mA. 7/6.
COILS. Wearite "P" type, 3/- each. Osmor Midget
"Q" type, adj. dust core from 4/- each. All ranges.
TELETRON D.W.R. L. & Med. T.R.F. with
reaction, 3/6.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8/9; M. & L., 12/6.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. L & M. for transistor
circuits, 10/- each.
FERRITE RODS Bin. x lin., 2/6.
H.F. CHOKES, 2/6.
T.R.F. COILS A/HF, 7/- pair; HAX, 3/-, DRR2, 4/-.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. Plain,
undrilled. 4 sides, riveted corners, lattice
fixing holes, 22in. sides. 7in. x 4in., 4/6;
9in. x 7in., 5/9; 1 I in. x 7in., 6/9; I 3in. x 9in., 8/6;
I4in. x I lin., 10/6; 15in. x I4in., 17/6;
I8in. x I6in. x 3in., 16/6.
ALUMINIUM PANELS. 18 s.w.g., I 2in.
I2in. 4/6; I4in. x 9in.. 4/-; I2in. x 8in., 3/-;
10in. x 7in., 2/3.

AUTOCHANGER ACCESSORIES
Suitable player cabinets (uncut boards). 49/6.
Amplifier player cabinets with cut boards, 63/-.
2 -valve amplifier and 64 speaker for above,
ready mounted on baffle, I2in. x 7in., Sin. deep,
79/6. Wired and tested ready for use.

QUALITY 2 -STAGE HI-FI AMPPLIFIER.
A.C. only, 200-250 v. Valves ECL82 and EZ80.
3 watt quality output. Mullard tone circuits,
bass boost, treble and volume controls.
Separate engraved Perspex front -panel with
de -luxe finish. Heavy duty output transformer
3 ohm. Shrouded mains transformer. Stove
enamelled chassis size 6in. x 5in. x 3in.
Bargain price (4.10.0. Circuit supplied.

ALADDIN FORMERS and cores. }in. Ed., lin
10d.

0.3in. FORMERS 5937 or 8 and cans TVI or 2,
fin. sq. x 22in. or fin. sq. x I kin., 2/- with cores.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES. Epicyclic ratio 6-I, 2/3.
SOLON IRON, 25 w., 200 v. or 230 v. 24/-.
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. x Iiin. With adj. sliders,
0.3A, 1,000 ohms, 4/3; 0.2A 1,000 ohms, 4/3.
LINE CORD. 0.3 A 60 ohms per foot, 0.2 A 100
ohms per foot, 2 -way, 1/- per foot; 3 -way 1/- per foot.
MIKE TRANS. 50:1, 3/9; 100:1 potted, 10/6.
P.V.C. CONN. WIRE, 8 colours, single or
stranded, 2d. yd. Sleeving, 1.2 mm, 2d.; 4 mm, 3d.;
6 mm, 5d. yd.
SPEAKER FRET. Gold cloth, I7in. x 25in., 5/-;
25in. x 35in., 10/-. TYGAN, 52in. wide, 10/-;
26in. wide 5/- ft. Samples S.A.E. Expanded Metal,
Gold, /tin. x I2in., 6/-.

AMERICAN BRAND "FIVE" FERRO -
DYNAMICS RECORDING TAPE

Long Play 7in. reel, 1,800 ft. 35/-
5fin. reel, 1,200 ft. 23/6
Sin. reel, 900 ft. 18/6

Standard Play 7in. reel, 1,200 ft. 25/ -
Sin. reel, 600 ft. 16/ -

Double play 7in. 2,400 ft., 60/-; Sin. 1,200 ft.,
37/6; Spare Reels, Sin. 1/6; 4in., 5in., Skin. 2/-0
7in. 2/6. "Instant" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head
Defluxer, 200/250 v. a.c., 27/6. Leaflet S.A.E.

QmAx CHASSIS
C UTTE R

The cutter consists of three parts: a die, a punch
and an Allen screw.

Sizes Price Key
kin. 2/9 II -
pin. 2/9 I/ -
fin. 3/9 II-
lin. 3/9
in.

fin. ...

fin. ...
lin. ...

tin. ... ...
271sin. ...

lin. square hole

6/-
6/-
6/-
8/-
8/-

20/6
30/-
33/6
38/6

1/-
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
2/3
2/3
2/3
1/6

"REGENT" 4 VALVE
"96" RANGE

VALVES

Kit Price
L6 . 6 . 0
corr. 4/ -

PRINTED CIRCUIT BATTERY
PORTABLE KIT

Medium and long wave. Powerful 7 x 4 in.
high Flux Speaker. T.C.C. Printed Circuit and
condensers. Components of finest quality
clearly identified with assembly instructions.
Osmor Ferrite Aerial Coils. Rexine covered
attache case cabinet. Size 12 in x 8 in. x 4 in.
Batteries used B126 (L5512) and AD35 (L5040),
10/- extra. Instructions 9d. (free with kit),
Mains Unit ready made for above 39/6 Sold
separately. Details free.

iP EC I A LISTS 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD
WEST CROYDON -I-I-iri665

& P. charge 1/-, over L2 post free. C.O.D. 1/6. (Export welcome. Send remittance and extra postage)

BRAND NEW & BOXED
with Cabinet, Amplifier & Speaker

L12.10.0 CARR. 5/-

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
4 Speed Autochangers:
BSR, U.A.14 E7.10.0
Collaro Autochanger E7.19.6

Garrard RC209 (9.9.0
Garrard RC 210 (10.10.0

4 Speed Single Players:
Garrard TA Mk. II (8.0.0
Garrard 4 HF Transcription (17.19.6

Garrard Stereo Heads 42. extra.
All Sapphire Stylii available from 6/-.

ARDENTE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS
Type D3035, 7.3 CT:1 Push Pull to 3 ohms for 0072,
etc., lie. x fin. x fin., 9/6.
Type 3034, 1.75:1 CT. Push Pull Driver for 0072,
etc., lie. x /in. x lin.. 9/6.
Type D3058, 11.5:1 Output to 3 ohms for 0072, etc.,
lin. x lin. x fin., 9/6.
Type D167, 18.2:1 Output to 3 ohms for 0072 etc.,

x lin. x lin., 12/-.
Type D239, 4.5:1 Driver Transformer, /in. x lin. x
bin., 101-.
Type D240, 8.5:1 Driver Transformer, lin. x }in. x
lin., 10/-
ARDENTE TRANSISTOR VOLUME CON-
TROLS. Type VCI545, 5K with switch,Idia. .9in., 8/-.
Type VC1760, SK with switch, dia. .7in., 10/6.

WEYRAD
COILS AND TRANSFORMERS FOR A
2 -WAVE TRANSISTOR SUPERHET
WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT AND

FERRITE ROD AERIAL
Long and Medium Wave Aerial-RA2W. On
6in. rod, min. diameter, 208 pF. tuning, 12/6.
Oscillator Coil P50/IAC. Medium wave. For
176 pF. tuning, 5/4.
I st and 2nd I.F. Transformer-P50/2CC. 47,9
kc/s, }tin. diameter by kin. high, 5/7.
3rd I.F. Transformer-P50/3CC, to feed diode
detector, 6/-.
Driver Transformer-LFOT2, 116in. x kin.
x Ifin., 9/6.
Printed Circuit-PCA1. Size 22in. x 82in.
Ready drilled and printed with component
positions, 9/6.
7in. x 4in., 35 ohm Speaker, 25/-.
These components are approved by transistor
makers and performance is guaranteed.
Constructor's Booklet with full details, 2/-.

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS
Audio 0071 .., 6/- R.F. 0C44 ... 10/6

0072 ... 8/6 0C45 ... 9/6
Sub -miniature Electrolytics (15 V). I mfd.
2 mfd., 4 mfd., 5 mfd., 8 mfd., 25 mfd., 100 mfd.,
2/6.
B.B.C. Pocket 2 Transistor. M.W. and
L.W. Radio Kit, 32/6. Phones 7/6 or deaf aid
earpiece, 12/6.
"PW" ROADFARER AM/FM RADIO KIT
Transistorised throughout. Advanced
design, operated from internal batteries or
direct from mains. Four Sections all on
printed circuit. AM Tuner, FM Tuner, Audio
Amplifier, Mains Supply Unit.
Attractive Plastic Cabinet. Ferrite Rod,
Aerial for AM, Telescopic Aerial for FM. Order
Order now. Lowest price E15.
"P.W." Pocket 6. Transistor kit. All parts,
printed circuit and cabinet. Osmor Designed
Kit, (8.15.0.
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TEST EQUIPMENT
OF EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

 TEST EQUIPMENT
 VALVE VOLTMETER (illus.)
4 -valve Bridge Circuit. 23 ranges inc. D.C.
Kit inc. valves, 41" sq. meter and case. £23.0.0
High voltage probes L3 extra.

 OSCILLOSCOPE OG.10 (illus.)
Sensitivity of 10 mV/cm. with bandwidth
2 c/s. to 2 Mc/s. Push/pull amps. on X and
Y plates. With 2i" tube, valves and case.

E22.10.0

 AUDIO GENERATOR A.G.10
Tunes from 10 c/s to 100 Kc/s with output
constant within 1dB. Square wave rise time
better than 2 microseconds. With valves
and case. £15.19.0

 AUDIO ATTENUATOR
AA.10.

Nine steps by switches from 1dB to 40 dB.
£7.15.0

 WOBBULATOR W.11
For all IF and RF alignment. Complete kit.

£14.19.0

 CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
CALIBRATOR C.C.10.

For use in 10 Kc/s to 250 Mc/s range with
0.01% basic accuracy. £19.19.0

Jason

-
I Literature on all I

Jason items gladly
sent on request.

 New Argus Tran-
sistor Radio Tuner
for Recorder and
Amp. £7.10.0

by

Jason
in

KIT FORM
A number of positive advantages stem out of
presenting Jason Electronic Test Equipment in
kit form. There is naturally a high degree of
satisfaction to be obtained from building
first-class equipment of this kind fqr yourself
,You benefit too from using instruments of a
standard which would otherwise cost very much
more than the equivalent Jason Kit. Jason
Instruments are in regular use in laboratories
and test departments throughout the world. As
Kits, they provide excellent opportunities for
training in electronics. Built, they provide
accuracy of exceptionally high order together
with reliability and welcome robustness.

 NEW STEREO/MONO DE
LUXE TAPE UNIT JTL
In Kit Form, complete 21 gns.

Ready Built and tested 29 gns.

AMPLIFIERSTUNERS
(Built).

J.2-10. Mk. III Stereo/Mono Amp. £40.19.0

J.10 Mono Amp., 10 watt £24.0.0

F 74T.4 FM Fringe Tuner £23.6.9
(inc. L6.15.7 P.T.)

JTV/2. Switched FM and TV Sound Tuner
(inc. L6.15.7 P.T.) £25.19.7
Monitor-as ITV/2 but for cabinet mounting
(inc. L5.4.1. P.T.) £19.19.1

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
HIGH FIDELITY TEST EQUIPMENT

JASON ELECTRONIC DESIGNS LIMITED, KIMBERLEY GARDENS, LONDON N.4.
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..CLYNE RADIO LTD. THE COMPONENT

SPECIALISTS
18 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1 MUSeum 5929/0095
162 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7 NORth 6295/6/7
9 CAMBERWELL CHURCH STREET, S.E.5 RODney 2875

All post orders and correspondence to 162 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7

OPEN: Tottenham Court Rd.,
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. to Fri., Sat.
1 p.m. Holloway Rd. and Cam-
berwell: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily.,
Thurs. 1 p.m., Sat. 5.30 p.m.
Our Advantageous M.P. and Credit
Sale Terms are available on any
single item over E5. Your enquiries
invited. Please print your name
and address.

INCLUSIVE OFFER!!
STEREO AMPLIFIER
fitted in ATTRACTIVE
TWO TONE
REXINE
CARRYING CASE
4 watts per chan-
nel. Both speaker
units are detach-
able (as illustrated)
volume/on off,
bass and treble controls.
High flux eliptical Speakers incl.
A.C. mains 200/240v. Cabinet cut
out for B.S.R. Stereo autochanger.
Full connection details supplied.
Special price 13¢ Gns. plus 7/6 P. & P.
Limited quantity only. B.S.R. UA 14
STEREO AUTOCHANGER available at
E8/19/6 extra. Plus 3/6 P. & P. (Both items sent post
free if purchased together.)

Have you tried the
famous AmericanFerrodynarnics

"BRAND FIVE"
Recording Tape.
An enthusiast's must!
High Quality
Acetate Base:
5' 600ft., 16/-;
5' 900ft., 18/6;
51' 1,200ft. 23/6; 7' 1,200ft. 25/-; 7' 1,800ft. 35/-1
Extra Quality Mylar Dupont: 3. 300ft. 13/-; 5" 1,200ft.
37/6; 7" 1,800ft. 441-; 7" 2,400ft. 60/... Each on plastic
spool. All post free.

BRAND NEW -NOT SUB -STANDARD

PLASTIC TAPE SPOOLS -Best quality Sin. 1/6;
5in. 2/-; 5lin. 2/3; 7in. 2/6. PLASTIC SPOOL
CONTAINERS for spool sizes 5in. 1/6; 52in. 2/-;
7in. 2/3. Any single item plus 6d. P. & P. Total over
El. Post free.

THE "CITIZEN"
Our Sensitive 5 Stage (4 transistor plus diode) pocket
transistor receiver -for full medium wave reception
-with the following outstanding features:

Only

95/ -
Plus
2/6

P. & P.

* Completely self -contained -No external aerial or
earth required. * Genuine 21in. High Flux P.M.
Speaker. * Push-pull output -250 rnilliwatts. * Gen-
uine Ediswan transistors. * Socket provided for
personal listening. * Socket provided for connection
to Car Aerial. * Volume Control with on/off switch
-Condenser tuning. * Easy assembly on colour
coded pre -tagged circuit board. * Attractive red
polystyrene cabinet measures 53 x 3 x I 2in., chrome
handle, attractive dial. All required components in-
cluding full instructions, solder, etc. and battery at
special inclusive price of only 95/-. (Yes, Ninety -
Five Shillings Only!) Plus 2/6 P. & P. Nothing more
to spend. Suitable crystal deaf -aid type miniature ear-
piece fitted with miniature jack plug at 7/6 extra
only! if req. All parts available separately -Itemised
list and full assembly instructions, sent for 1/6 post
free. Hear this amazing little receiver working, at
any of our branches.

"PAGEBOY" 2 -TRANSISTOR
POCKET PORTABLE

Completely portable -No external Aerial or
Earth Required.
An amazing little receiver
with built in aerial and small
enough to be held in the
palm of the hand. Medium
wave reception at wonderful
volume. No fiddly
tuning! Condenser
tuned! Supplied
with drilled chassis
and colour coded
components. Easily
assembled with the
aid of the easy -to -
follow assembly in-
structions provided.
Total cost of all
necessary components, including transistors,
wiring wire and even solder. ONLY 32/6, plus
1/6 P. & P. Battery 3/- extra. Ardente type deaf -
aid earpiece complete with cord and plugs 1216
extra. Parts price list and Easy Lay -out Plans 1/6
post free. Demonstrated at all our branches.

1 VALVE SHORT WAVE RADIO
World-wide coverage
Covers 40-100
metres with
the coil sup-
plied. Can be
extended to
cover 10-100
metres. Provi-
sion is also
made for the
addition of two
extra valve
stages. Employs the
famous Acorn -type 954
valve. All necessary components can be supplied
complete with full assembly instructions at
ONLY 35/- plus 2/- P. & P. Send 2/- for point-
to-point wiring diagram and price list.

at most reasonable cost.

"POPULAR FOUR"

1==a1MMI=Z:
ex

IMPROVED APPEARANCE AND
PERFORMANCE

A new three valve plus miniature contact -cooled
rectifier, mains T.R.F. Receiver is now available.
New De Luxe Cabinet polished walnut finish,
cream trim, attractive horizontal dial (as illu-
strated). Quality 5in. P.M. speaker. Specially
wound high gain super -sensitive Denco coils.
Medium and Long Wavebands. Excellent Conti-
nental reception! Overall dimensions: I 2in x
6in. x Sin. A.C. 200/250 v. Simple construction
with guaranteed results. Easy to follow practical
and theoretical diagrams supplied. All neceassary
components, down to the last nut and bolt, are
offered at a SPECIAL INCLUSIVE PRICE
OF £5.5.0, plus 3/6 P. & P. Instruction book
available separately 1/6, post free. ALL PARTS
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS!
GRUNDIG TM 20, special version of TK 20,
complete with pre -amplifier for recording and
playback. Ready to connect. BRAND NEW.
Full guarantee. Supplied complete with GCM3
microphone (listed 6 gns.) at special price of
35 gns. only, plus 151- pkg. carr.
Also TM60 STEREO VERSION, complete but
less microphone at 77 gns. plus pkg. carr.

M.P. AVAILABLE

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS TUTOR"
Complete Kit as specified

65/- plus P. & P. 2/ -
All parts available separately

Send stamp for list

OUTSTANDING
METER IMPORT

20,000 ohms
per volt!

MODEL 200H.
Volt-ohm-Milliameter
Ranges: A.C. Voltage:
10, 50, 100, 500, and
1,000 volts (10,000 ohms
per volt). D.C. Voltage:
5-25, 50, 250, 500, and
2.5k. (20,000 ohms per
volt). D.C. Current: 0-50
rnicroamps. 0-2.5 m/a,
0-250 m/a. Resistance:
0-6k, 0-6 meg. (300 ohm
and 30k at centre scale).
Capacitance: 10 pF to
.001 mfd. .001 mfd. to I

mfd. Decibels: -20 to
-1 22 dB.

A fully guaranteed pocket size meter, (actual size:
4)in. x 32in. x lin.) knife edge pointer, top quality
supplied complete with test prods and full operating
instructions at £6.19.6 ONLY. Post free. JUST
ARRIVED!! Identical in appearance and size, with
rotary type switch, but 10,000 o.p.v. PRICE £5.19.6.
Post Free. Optional extra. attractive carrying case
13/6 only. (Bonafide trade enquiries invited). Leaflet
available. M.P. AVAILABLE

RADIO JACK
Covers local medium wave stations variably tuned.
Compact self contained unit requiring only connection
to aerial (no power supplies regd.) for 1st class recep-
tion when used in conjunction with your tape recorder
or high gain amplifier. All necessary parts available
at a special inclusive price of ONLY 19/6, P. & P. 1/6.

THE "WAVEMASTER 7 -TRANSISTOR
LUXURY PORTABLE

400
Milliwatt
Output

To build your-
self, Medium
and Long
Waves - Push -
Pull Superhet
A.V.C. Perfect
Car Radio rec-
eption. Size
10in. x 61in. x
4)in. at base tapering to
4in. at top. Very attractive
two-tone grey Vynide covered cabinet with black
and gold printed escutcheon plate, cream and gold
knobs, handle and cabinet fittings * Weight -com-
plete with long -life 72 volt battery -4¢ lb. * Mazda
high-grade transistors throughout. * High -Flux 7in.
x 4in. Elliptical Speaker. * Slow motion tuning,
* Co -axial socket at rear for direct connection to Car
Radio Aerial * Improved reception by use of seven -
section plated telescopic aerial disappearing into
Cabinet when closed. 34in. above Cabinet when fully
extended. Construction simplified by Bakelite chassis
board with the following components already mount-
ed: I.F. Transformers (3), Oscillator Coil, Trimmer
Bank, Output Transformer, Interstage Transformer,
Aerial Brackets and Earth Bar. SPECIAL INCLUSIVE
PRICE for all required components, full assembly
instructions -nothing more to buy -is £10.19.6 plus
3/6 P. & P. Alignment service available. Full assembly
instructions and individually priced parts list, all of
which are available separately, 2/6, post free.
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Dept. AC, 187 London Road,
Mitcham, Surrey. MIT 3282. ShopHOME RADIO OF MITCHAM hours: 9.0 to 6.30 p.m. (Weds. 1.0
p.m.)

AV 0 M U LTI M I N OR

A well de-
signed, simple to

use rectifier moving
coil test meter of pocket size

PULLIN SERIES 100

TESTMETER

21 ranges and
sensitivity of -
10,000 ohms per
volt. Rugged,
accurate instru .e.4.4`...

ment with new
style diakon meter
cover which gives
clear wide-angle ';s, 11 ",. ,

vision. Supplied
complete with '411116.-

NEW !
GRUNDIG TK14
TAPE RECORDER

.

-``..".."7 A sparkling new tape recorder from
,, k the famous GRUNDIG organisation

at the lowest ever price. Compact size
in modern streamlined case and simple
to use piano key controls. Takes 5i"
spools and has digital recording

-7.rig yy indicator. Supplied complete with
f "' ... tape, spare spools, micro -

--- phone, ready to use. Send
-..--, - 3d. stamp for full details.

and sturdy construction, com- leads and prods.
plete with moulded -rubber test
leads and clips. 19 different
ranges covering AC and DC
voltage, DC current and resist-
ante up to 2 megohms. Full
details on request.
Price L9.10.0 post 1/6.

Full specification -..,on request.
PRICE £12.7.6 post paid. Terms
£2.7.6 deposit and 6 monthly payments
of 35/-, or 12 montly payments of 18/6.

We also stock genuine
GRUNDIG long -play tapes:

TLP 2, 1,200 ft 5,1" spools,
35/-, post 1/-.
TLP 3, 1,800ft 7" spool,

ONLY11 3 -5-GNS. "....* 50/-, post 1/-.

WE ARE ACTUAL STOCKISTS
FOR THE FAMOUS

HEATHKIITS

ROLA CELESTION P44
12" LOUDSPEAKERS

This popular 12" unit is available in 3 ohms or
15 ohms speech coil. Heavy-duty magnet
assembly and suitable for high quality domestic
use, or public address, and dance halls, etc.

TRANSISTORS
Price Reductions by Mullards
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The Circuits presented in this
series have been designed by
G. A. FRENCH, specially for
the enthusiast who needs only
the circuit and essential data

suggested circuits
R3

kit

ADESIRABLE FUNCTION IN ANY
remote control system is that
the interconnecting medium be

inexpensive. When the remote and
local positions are connected to-
gether by wires, it is normally
preferable that the minimum number
of interconnecting leads be employed.

The device described this month
takes advantage of a rather novel
technique to enable four separate
circuits to be controlled over a single
pair of lines. The principle under
which the circuit operates is such
that the number of controlled
circuits could be readily increased to
ten without undue complication,
control of these being still effected
over a single pair of remote leads.
An additional feature with the
present circuit is that the current
flowing through the remote leads is
very small. These leads may, in
consequence, have appreciable resist-
ance without upsetting circuit opera-
tion. Low-cost wire can accordingly
be employed.

The circuit illustrated is experi-
mental in character and may need
to be modified to suit particular
requirements or components.

The Circuit
The circuit of the remote control

system accompanies this article. As
may be seen it employs four triodes,
each being one-half of a 12AT7. A
relay having an energising current
of 10mA has its coil connected in
each anode circuit, a series resistor,
RI, R3, R5 or R7, limiting coil
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current so that it falls within the
maximum cathode current for the
triode. Relay 1 has a single set of
changeover contacts, whilst the
remaining relays have two sets of
changeover contacts each.

The cathodes of the four triodes
connect to a fixed potentiometer,
R9 to R12, offering voltages which
are 5, 10, 15, and 20 volts positive of
chassis. The h.t. supply is specified
as 200 volts at 30mA. A separate
supply of 20 volts at 200mA is
required for the fixed potentiometer.

A 1MSZ resistor is inserted in
series with each grid to limit grid
current to a safe value.

Two leads connect to the remote
control unit. The latter has a battery
and a fixed potentiometer (R13 to
Rig) which enables positive poten-
tials of 5, 10, 15 and 20 volts to be
tapped off by SI. Values for R13 to
R17 are not specified in the diagram,
and these are discussed later.

Circuit Operation
To understand the circuit opera-

tion it is first of all necessary to
remember that each 12AT7 triode
has a short grid base. When, at an
h.t. voltage of 200, each triode is
negative of its cathode by 5 volts the
valve passes very little anode current,
this current being much lower than
that needed to energise the relay in
its anode circuit. Negative voltages
on the grid in excess of 5 volts can
cause the valve to cut off completely.
When the grid of each 12AT7 triode
has a potential equal to that on its

cathode the valve passes a relatively
high current. In this case the current
it passes is sufficiently high to
energise the relay in its anode circuit.

Let us now consider the circuit
when switch Sy is open. Under this
condition the upper remote lead has
the same potential as chassis. This
potential is passed to each valve grid,
either direct or via one or more of
the lower de -energised contacts of
relays 2, 3 and 4. Since their grids
are at chassis potential all the valves
are cathode biased by the voltages
given at the taps in the fixed potentio-
meter R9 to Rly. In consequence,
none of the valves passes sufficient
current to energise its relay, and the
relays remain in the de -energised
position.

Let us now close Sy and set SI
to the " +5V" position. This causes
a voltage which is 5 volts positive of
chassis to be applied to the valve
grids, with the result that VI(a) grid
takes up the same potential as its
cathode. Vi(a) conducts and relay 1
energises. The remaining relays
remain de -energised.

When Si is set to the "+10V"
position the grid of Vi(b) assumes the
same potential as its cathode, where-
upon this valve conducts and causes
the relay in its anode circuit to
energise. The lower set of change-
over contacts for relay 2 now
operates, and this disconnects the
grid of Vi(a) from the new control
voltage and connects it to chassis.
In consequence, Vi(a) is now biased
by the 5 volts developed across R12
and its anode current drops suffi-
ciently to allow relay 1 to de -
energise.

Next, let us set S1 to the " +15V"
position. In this instance the grid of
V2(a) assumes the same potential as
its cathode, whereupon it conducts
and relay 3 energises. The lower
changeover contact of relay 3 dis-
connects the grid of V1(b) from the
new control voltage and connects it
to chassis. Vi(b) becomes cut off,
relay 2 de -energises, and the lower
changeover contact of relay 2 moves
to the de -energised position. Pre-
viously it connected the grid of Vi(a)
direct to chassis; it now connects
the grid of Vi(a) to chassis via the
energised contacts.of relay 3. Thus,
the relay in the anode circuit of
Vi(a) remains de -energised, as before.

When Si is set to the " +20V"
position, zero grid voltage with
respect to cathode is applied to
V2(b). This valve now conducts,
causing relay 4 to energise. The
lower changeover contact of relay 4
transfers the grid of V2(a) from the
new control voltage to chassis
potential, and relay 3 de -energises.
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The lower changeover contact of
relay 3 moves to the de -energised
position, whereupon the chassis
connection to the grids of Vi(a) and
V1(b) is now obtained via the lower
changeover contact of relay 4.

It is interesting to note how the
circuit operates when Si is moved in
the reverse direction. Let us first of
all return it to the " +15V" position.
The grid of V2(b) now takes up a
potential which is 5 volts negative
of its cathode, with the result that
relay 4 de -energises. Its lower set of
changeover contacts moves to the
de -energised position, transferring
the grid of V2(a) from chassis to the
new control voltage. The grid of
V2(a) now assumes the same potential
as its cathode and this valve con-
ducts, energising relay 3. The lower
changeover contact of relay 3 moves
to the energised position, trans-
ferring the grids of V1(a) and V1(b)
from the momentarily applied new
control voltage to chassis potential.
The relays in the anode circuits of
V1(a) and (b) remain, therefore,
de -energised.

When Si is set to the "
position relay 3 de -energises, causing
the new control voltage to be
applied to the grid of V1(b). V1(b)
conducts, energising relay 2, and
causing the grid of V1(a) to connect
once more to chassis. Relay 1

continues in the de -energised posi-
tion.

Setting Si to the "+5V" position
causes the grid of V1(b) to go 5 volts
negative of its cathode. whereupon
relay 2 de -energises. The grid of
V1(a) now connects to the new
control potential, whereupon the
valve conducts and relay 1 energises.
If S2 is now opened Vi(a) is also
biased back, and relay 1 de -energises.
We have just considered circuit
operation when changing from one
control voltage to the next. If an
individual control voltage is selected
and suddenly applied to the circuit,
the resultant operation is somewhat
simpler. To take an example, let us
assume that, with S2 open, we set Si
to the " +15V" position, and then
close S2. The control voltage
selected is capable of causing V1(a),
V1(b) and V2(a) to conduct. However,
as soon as relay 3 energises its lower
changeover contact transfers the
grids of V1(a) and Vi(b) to chassis,
and relays 1 and 2 stay de -energised.

Summing up, it may be stated that
relay 1, 2, 3 or 4 may be made to
energise at will by setting SI to the
appropriate position. When switch
S2 is open none of the relays operate.
In consequence, it becomes possible
to control four remote circuits via a
single pair of remote leads.
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Further Points
With an experimental device of

this nature it is inadvisable to specify
all components closely. In the
circuit given it is assumed that an
h.t. supply of 200 volts at 30mA is
available, together with relays cap-
able of energising at 10mA. The
values given for R9 to R12 allow a
standing current of 200mA through
this potentiometer. Valves type
12AT7 are quoted because they have
a short grid base. However, any
other triodes (or triode -strapped
pentodes) having similar characteris-
tics could be employed in their
place.

Resistors R1, R3, R5 and R7

To controlled circuits

course, be an increase in h.t. current
requirements.

The series grid resistors R2, R4,
R6 and Rs limit grid current to a
safe value, particularly when positive
voltages are momentarily applied
when changing from one control
condition to the next.

A simple voltage selector circuit
employing a battery is illustrated for
the remote position, but this may be
changed to any alternative form
favoured by the constructor. The
circuit into which the selected
voltage is fed has a high resistance
and there is no necessity to employ
very low value resistors in the
potentiometer given by R14 to R18.

Via

LJtj Ls

Rel I ERel 2 2R¢13

Mn
Ifim R5 R6

20%

V20

12 AT 7

2

3

IMA
I/4W
20%

V2b
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ER° 4

IMA
7 8 1/4W

20b

+ 20V

P2954+ ISV 2W 5%

RIO

+10V 2W5%
RI%

+5 sir 2W5%

See text for Resistors whose values are not specified

Rel 1.2.3 and 4. energising current 10mA

should have values which limit
cathode current to a safe figure when
the appropriate valve is conducting.
(The limiting cathode current for a
12AT7 is 15mA.) If relay coil
resistance is sufficiently high these
resistors may not, of course, be
needed.

It is possible to use relays having
energising currents higher than
10mA. If this is done, it will be
necessary to employ valves capable
of passing the additional cathode
current or to parallel two (or more)
12AT7 triodes at each position. It
would be advisable, in addition, to
re -value the components in the fixed
potentiometer R9 to R12, so that the
standing current is increased in
proportion. There will also, of

325A
2W 5%

HT+
°200V 3OmA

Potentiometer Supply
+ 20V 200mA

HT

Control
Unit
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A total resistance in this potentio-
meter of some 501a1 should prove
to be quite satisfactory in practice.
Due to the fact that relay current
flowing through potentiometer R9 to
R12 will cause cathode voltages to be
slightly higher than occurs when all
the relays are de -energised, the
control voltages tapped off at the
remote unit may need to be some
0.5 volts positive of the correspond-
ing voltages given at the taps in R9
to R12 with all relays de -energised.
If desired, switch Si and R14 to R17
may be dispensed with, being
replaced by a variable potentiometer
with a linear track. The latter could
then be fitted with a scale indicating
the setting needed for each relay to
energise. Consumption from the
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remote battery will be low, but it
could, nevertheless, be replaced by a
suitable mains unit, if a power point
is available at the remote position.
Alternatively, a source of supply
could be obtained from the local unit,
but this would involve the use of a
third remote lead.

A disadvantage with the circuit is
that relays not required may be
momentarily energised when chang-
ing from one control voltage to the
next. If this effect is undesirable it
should be capable of being cleared

by introducing a slight time delay
into the grid circuit of each valve.
A suggested modification could
consist of coupling the grids of
Vi(a),.Vi(b) and V2(a) to chassis via
capacitors having values of 0.5, 0.2
and 0.1tIF respectively.

Adding Further Relays
The circuit given with this article

shows four relays controlled over a
single pair of remote leads. More
relays can readily be added by the

simple process of employing further
valves whose cathodes tap into
voltages rising in steps of 5 volts,
and by continuing the changeover
contact circuitry through which the
control voltage is routed. It will
also, of course, be necessary to
provide additional control voltages
from the remote unit.

The 12AT7 has a limiting maxi-
mum negative voltage of 50. In
consequence the maximum number
of control functions possible, when
using this valve, is ten.

CAN ANYONE HELP?
Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within

a reasonable period of time

RME69 Receiver.-K. Laycock, 274 Leeds Road,
Bradford 3, Yorks., would like to borrow or purchase
any information on this American communications
receiver.

H.M.V. AM/FM Receiver Model 1622.-G. Escritt, 99
Endike Lane, Hull, Yorks., requests the loan of service
sheet or manual.

* * *

R1116A Receiver.-R. W. Ling, 16 Marsh Street,
Middlesbrough, Yorks., wishes to obtain a circuit
diagram of a battery eliminator for this receiver (120V
h.t. and 2V 1.t.).

* * *

Peto-Scott "Trophy 8" Pre-selector.-J. Chatterton,
230 Brownley Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester 22, is
urgently in need of the circuit diagram for this unit
-loan or purchase.

Photo -Tube Keyer.-D. P. Sladen, 155 Sanderstead
Road, South Croydon, Surrey, wishes to know if any
reader could supply a circuit for such a unit or provide
information on where a completed unit could be
obtained.

* *

Reflectograph Model 500 Tape Recorder.-A. J. Ellis,
53 Prestbury Road, Cheltenham, Glos., wants to obtain
the service manual or circuit diagram. Having assisted
several readers through this feature in the past, he now
requires help himself!

* * *

13C624 and Wavemeter Type W1310.-C. W. Austin,
135 Shaftesbury Avenue, Kenton, Harrow, Middx.,
requires either the service manuals, circuits and/or any
modifications to these two units.

A New Voltage Level Indicator for Tape Recorders
The EM87 is a new Mullard voltage indicator tube primarily intended for use as a recording level indicator in tape

recorders.
In many recorders the a.f. voltage appearing at the anode of the recording output stage is about 10V, which is

insufficient to close the display of currently available level indicators. The EM87 has a grid base of only 10V and in
addition it has a high sensitivity in the initial region of the control characteristic (Vg=OV).

Over -modulation of the tape is immediately apparent, since a.f. signals greater than 10V in amplitude cause the
luminous areas to overlap, giving a brighter centre portion to the display.

Maximum ratings are: anode voltage 300V, anode dissipation 600mW, cathode current 5mA, and deflection electrode
voltage 300V. The heater draws a current of 300mA at 6.3V.

The EM87 has the same overall physical dimensions (72.8mm overall length x 22.2mm diameter) and the same pin
connections as the EM84. The fluorescent strip is 32.6mm in length by 4mm in width.
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Simple Stereo
Balance Indicator
By P. SAMPLE

THIS SIMPLE UNIT WAS BUILT TO PROVIDE.AN EASY
and cheap method of audibly balancing stereo
amplifiers and indicating phase. It was built

into an existing pre -amplifier, and is connected to
the input circuits whenever it is required.

It was decided that the best signal to balance the
relative outputs of each amplifier in the stereo
equipment was a short duration pulse with a low
repetition frequency. At first it was thought that a
valve would be needed. The use of a valve would,
however, mean a number of alterations to get the
components into the amplifier, and would also
increase h.t. and heater current requirements.

Eventually the circuit shown was evolved. This
had all the necessary requirements in that it pro-
duced a pulse at a frequency of about 1 pulse per
second, it had low current drain and, most important
of all, required only a few components.

Circuit
The circuit will be recognised as that of a con-

ventional relaxation oscillator, which has been
slightly modified.

Such an oscillator usually produces a sawtooth
waveform, but the 300pF capacitor in series with
the output reduces this to a short duration pulse
corresponding to the time during which the neon
conducts and discharges capacitor C1. The
frequency of oscillation is determined by the time
constant of C1 and R1+ VR1. Since the oscillator
only requires about 120 volts to operate, a potential
divider consisting of R2 and R3 is used, the values
shown being for an h.t. potential of 300 volts. The
output signal is taken from a potentiometer which
is part of the resistor through which capacitor C1
is charged.

The values shown provide ample signal strength
to load a Mullard "5-10" amplifier when fed
through the auxiliary tape socket on the pre-
amplifier. It would be suitable for any other
amplifier having an input sensitivity of the order of
100-300mV.

Construction
As the object of this indicator is that it can be

operated immediately -when required, the com-
ponents are mounted inside the pre -amplifier. Since
these are so few, sufficient room will be found in
most makes of pre -amplifiers.

The components are mounted on a tagstrip and
a hole is drilled in the back of the pre -amplifier
chassis for VRi. The tagstrip is then mounted close
to VR1 and wiring completed. It is important that
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the oscillator is not placed too near any high
impedance signal leads, otherwise there is likely to
be stray pick-up. Since the oscillator is running all
the while, it would be disturbing to hear a slow
ticking noise whilst using the amplifier.

The neon employed is of the miniature type found
in mains indicators, although any similar type would
suffice. The series resistor must be removed.

It is necessary for there to be a spare position at
the input of the pre -amplifier. The two inputs of
this position are joined together and the output of
the oscillator is fed to the common connection. ' The
sensitivity of the input should be similar to that
given above and also should not have any frequency
correction.

In the writer's case, the output of the oscillator
is permanently connected to the spare pair of inputs.
All that is then necessary, to use the indicator, is to
set the input selector switch to the appropriate
inputs and adjust VRi.

E121

Components List

Resistors (all 1 watt) Capacitors
R1 3.3Mi2 CI 0.25p.F 350w.v.
R2 150k SI C2 300pF
R3 1001a1

Potentiometer
VR1 500ki/ pre-set
N Neon (see text)

Operation
The volume control is set at the position normally

used for stereo reproduction and VR1 adjusted until
the pulses are at sufficient volume; VR1 need not be
adjusted again. The balance control can then be
set to give a sound source mid -way between the
speakers.

The oscillator also gives a very good indication
when the speakers are correctly phased and is much
better than the usual method of putting on a mono
disc of a solo voice and changing leads until the
impression is gained that the speakers are in phase.

Using this indicator, the sound comes from a
definite source between the speakers when they are
in phase, and the difference is noticed immediately
if the speakers are switched out of phase.
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a soldering iron

ECONOMISER
FEW THINGS CAN BE MORE INFURIATING TO THE

radio man than to return to the bench after an
absence of an hour or so, only to find that his

best soldering iron is still switched on, wasting
watts and its own bit. The writer's somewhat
restricted work -place leads especially to this sort of
thing, since the switch feeding the iron is tucked away
in a corner and is not very visible. Having left the
iron on for several hours three times within ten days,
it was decided that something must be done at once
and a search in the spares box for a solution was
commenced.

The obvious answer was some form of warning
light on the iron itself, and this turned up, after a
short search, in the form of a peanut 80 volt neon
left over from other work. Such a neon, fitted to
the mains lead, would do very well. But how to
house a wire -ended bulb with series resistor, for
which there is no official holder, in a completely
safe manner?

22Ortn

Hole in plastic stopper

Ei47

Peanut neon

A further search brought up a small plastic tube
24 in long by iin in diameter which once contained
throat tablets. This was cut down to I lin in length
and a small hole pushed with a screwdriver through

By B. B. RAFTER

the tight -fitting plastic stopper. Through the hole
was pushed an odd twelve inch length of plastic -
covered flex to the bared ends of which were sol-
dered a 220k0 quarter -watt resistor and the peanut
neon, as shown in Fig. I. The joints were then
covered with small strips of insulating tape and the
whole assembly pushed home into the plastic tube.

It remained to connect the other ends of the flex
across the terminals of the bayonet plug on the
end of the iron lead. With a few further strips of
tape the flex was then fixed onto the iron lead as

Fiq.2

E148

Indicator flex
taped to mains
lead

)

se)

Mains lead to
iron

illustrated in Fig. 2. When the iron was switched on
the small orange glow from the neon occurred at
eye -level over the bench.

The soldering iron has not been left on since
fitting this device. Indeed, the author's wife has
now ordered one to be made for her electric flat-
iron!

Television for "Northern Star"
Shaw Savill Line's new passenger liner Northern Star (22,000 tons) will be fitted with a television system providing

a completely co-ordinated internal and off -air service all over the world. This is to be supplied and installed by
Marconi s Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., to an order negotiated by Marconi Marine.

Northern Star's passengers will be able to receive local television programmes at ports of call, and will also have the
added facility of closed-circuit telecine and live television programmes while the liner is at sea.

Following similar installations for the Orient Line's Oriana and Canberra, this will be the third sea -going t.v. system
to be supplied by Marconi's.

Northern Star is being fitted out at Vickers Naval Yard at Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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Simple

Transistor Square Wave Oscillator
By H. T. SLINGO

ASMALL
PORTABLE SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR

can be an extremely useful item of equipment.
It may be used for signal tracing, both a.f.

and r.f., and for morse practice if the on -off switch
is replaced by a key.

The unit described in this article is very simple
and cheap to make as well as being small and easily
portable. In the original oscillator, two 0071's
were used, but almost any small audio or "red spot"
transistor should be suitable.

The Circuit
The circuit (Fig. 1) consists of a multivibrator

which, with the components specified, oscillates just
above lkc. The frequency of oscillation could be
altered by changing C1 and C2, larger values
lowering the frequency and conversely smaller
values raising it. The square wave produced is
shown at Fig. 2 (a). Although not perfect, it has a
rise time of 312 secs., which ensures that the waveform
is quite rich in harmonics.

Circuit Operation
The arrangement is basically an R.C. coupled

amplifier with its output fed back to the input.
Suppose that the collector current of TR2 is rising.
There is in consequence a fall in collector voltage,
and the base of TR1 is made more positive via C1.

E142

PTRIRETR2

SW1

4.5V

C3 +

Output

Soldered to
CO se

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Simple Transistor
Square Wove Oscillator
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This causes the collector current of TR1 to decrease
and the collector voltage to rise. The base of TR2
is thus made more negative by the amplified potential
reaching it via C2. The result is that TR2 passes a
comparatively heavy collector current. The collector
potential of TR2 falls steeply causing the base of
TRJ to be driven positive beyond the cut-off point.

E143

Fig. 2. (a) output waveform and (b) differentiated
waveform

With TR1 non -conducting, feedback ceases, the
length in time of this condition being determined by
the time constants in the circuit. During the cut-off
period, the base of TR1 grows less and less positive,
the charge in C1 leaking away through the base-
emitter junction R2, R3 and TR2. When the cut-off

Components List

Resistors (all k watt)
R 1 , R6 151a2±10%
R2, R4 2701a1±10%
R3, R5 47k0+10%

Capacitors
C1, C2 0.005p.F, 250WV paper
C3 0.0212F, 350WV paper

Transistors
TR1, TR2 Mullard 0071 (see text)

Miscellaneous
SW1 Single pole toggle switch
Battery EverReady 4.5V pocket lamp battery

No. 1289
Sockets, Wander plugs
Case 2 -oz. tobacco tin
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point is passed, TRI conducts with a rising collector
current. The feedback is now from the collector
of TRi via C2 to the base of TR2, and the original
process is reversed until another cycle commences.
The number of oscillations in each second is deter-
mined primarily by the time constants of C2 R5 and
C1 R3, but all circuit constants including the tran-
sistors and applied voltages, have an appreciable
effect. It is advisable therefore, to employ the
specified component values, if the results given by
the prototype are to be duplicated.

Notes and 'Constructional Details
The oscillator will function reliably when the

supply voltage is reduced to 1.5, but the output falls
off quite considerably. The battery consumption is
low, being 0.5mA only at 4.5 volts, and the battery
should, therefore, have a considerable life.

Construction is very simple, the case for the
prototype being a 2 oz. tobacco tin which holds all
the components and the battery quite snugly. The

Soldered to
bottom of
tin

Battery

end of battery7
under lip of tin

22 SWG tin plate
bracket

E 144

2

34

Fig. 3. Showing, method of mounting the battery within
the case
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battery fits at one end and is kept in position by a
small tinplate bracket soldered to the bottom of
the tin. (See Fig. 3.) The battery is made finally
secure by fitting the lid. The remaining space in

100,1

4.7M n

10:1

To output 4701;n
sockets of 5014n
oscillator

To input
of amplifier

E145

Fig. 4. Simple attenuator

the tin was used for the oscillator components, the
necessary holes being punched in the lid to take the
switch and the output sockets. The remaining
components can then be mounted, miniature
resistors and capacitors being used where possible
to conserve space. It should be noted, as the layout
is very compact, that tfie transistor lead -out wires
need to be fairly short (about in) and that a heat
shunt should be used to prevent unnecessary heat
reaching the transistor elements whilst soldering.

The photographs give inside and outside views of
the oscillator in its prototype form. The type of tin
employed may be readily identified, and it is, of
course, possible to give the tin a coat of enamel
which will obliterate the existing printing and
impart a "professional" finish to the unit. The
potentiometer shown in the photograph was used
for experimental purposes, being discarded after the
circuit had been finalised to that given in Fig. 1.

Results
When it was completed, it was found that the

prototype gave an output of 4 volts amplitude, peak
to peak, this approximating to a square wave.
(Fig. 2 (a) .) Mark -space ratio was about 50:50, the
rise time was 3p. secs, and frequency of ,oscillation
was just above 1 kc.

When a 2,000n earphone was connected to the
output, the resultant sound was well audible two
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or three feet away. However, connecting the
earphone seriously distorted the waveform.

When a load of 5,0000 was connected in place
of the earphone, the waveform at Fig. 2 (b) was
obtained. This waveform is given because of
differentiation by C3 and the 5,0001) resistor. The
output voltage also drops to about 3 volts peak -to -
peak.

Uses
It is, of course, possible to use the unit for audio

frequency tracing in amplifiers, etc., but it will need
attenuating if the amplifier has a useful degree of
gain. This attenuator would need to have a fairly
high input impedance if the waveform is to be
preserved in its original shape and observed on an

oscilloscope, a suitable attenuator is shown in
Fig. 4.1

Finally, the unit can be used for signal tracing
in radio frequency circuits. This was tried with both
an f.m. and a t.v. receiver.

The output of the oscillator was connected to the
aerial socket via a 100pF capacitor and it was
clearly audible from the loudspeaker with both
receivers. It is advisable, when this type of test is
being carried out, to disconnect the aerial from the
receiver in question, since the harmonics of the
oscillator could otherwise be transmitted to
neighbouring receivers.

I This attenuator, especially when used to give 100:1 reduction
may cause integration with rounding off of the waveform if the
input circuit to which it connects has appreciable capacity.-EDITOR.

A Simple
LOUDSPEAKER BOX
By M. J. PITCHER, B.Sc.

Cabinet making presents a problem for many
radio and hi-fi experimenters. In describing
the construction of a simple loudspeaker box
our author also passes on a number of practical
hints which will be of use in the building of a

wide variety of cabinets

HOW MANY HOURS DID YOU SPEND BUILDING YOUR
amplifier, or radio tuner? How long did you
spend fixing up a loudspeaker baffle or

knocking together a box for the loudspeaker? Too
many constructors spend good money and hours of
valuable time with nuts, bolts, wire and soldering
iron, and too little time on the box from which the
sound comes. If your inclination is to cut a hole,
more or less in the middle of a piece of scrap wood,
fix your speaker to it and hang it on the picture rail,
this article is for you.

It is hoped to show that with very little skill and
simple tools it is possible to make boxes that are a
delight both to the eye and the ear. The techniques
described can also be applied to making cabinets for
all kinds of equipment.

The dimensions shown in Fig. 1 were specially
chosen to suit some plywood that was left over from
a previous job. They hold nd special magic. It has
been found, however, that any speaker up to 7in
diameter gives very acceptable quality when fitted
in this box. The use of the bass lift control in the
associated amplifier gives more than adequate
compensation for the comparative smallness of the
box.
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The eye appeal of the box depends on the covering
material, and this will be discussed later. The shape
of the speaker opening is also important in this
respect. A square opening is easier to produce than
a round one, and it is easier to cover the edges; it
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Cutting Ust
A Front A 13.x I I 11/2.
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I Sub-baffk D 101,2%11
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of loudspeaker box
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is also easier on the eye. The square opening
requires the speaker to be mounted behind it on a
sub -baffle, but the errors made in cutting and truing
up the circular opening for the latter are safely
hidden from view.

M160

Fig. 2. Pinned butt joint showing positions and angles
of locating pins

Cutting the holes, round or square, presents by
far the biggest problem, so this will be disposed of
first. The wood is marked exactly where the cut is
to be made, a hole is drilled near the line on the
waste side, and the waste is cut out with a coping
saw. If this tool is unfamiliar it should be explained
that it looks rather like a fret -saw, but has a thicker,
smaller frame, and widely spaced teeth that ensure
very rapid cutting. It is a very versatile tool and
will repay its very modest cost many times over.

The sides and front of the box are best made of
*in birch ply. Veneered ply can be bought, but this
merits special joints to hide the raw edges, and it is
best avoided. Most timber supply shops are able
to cut material to size on an electric saw thus pro-
ducing nice square edges. It is well  worth the
trouble of finding such a source of supply, especially
if you are not too handy with saw and plane.

There are two kinds of joint to consider. A box
which carries nothing heavier than a loudspeaker
can be butt -jointed (Fig. 2), the joints being fixed
with lin panel pins. Such joints are reasonably
strong providing that the edges are square and the
pins hammered in at an angle. If you intend to
house a power pack or heavy components in the
same box a stronger joint will be needed. The writer
used a pinned tenon joint. (Fig. 3.) The tenons
are first marked and cut using the coping saw. Be
careful to keep your cut on the waste side for each
tongue, but exactly on the line at the root. Aim at
producing a "won't fit" joint which can be eased by
paring with a chisel.

In both types of box the front is butted and fixed
with panel pins fixed at an angle. All pins should
be punched under the surface of the wood.

After assembly, the edges should be rounded
using a medium rasp, or plane, and sanded to a
finish with medium sandpaper. All joints, pin -holes,
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blemishes and gaps due to poor carpentry can be
filled with Polyfilla. This is superior to "plastic
wood" because it does not shrink and can be sanded
to a smooth finish much more quickly. It is also
much cheaper, but has a longer drying time and
should be left overnight.

The box may now be given a coat of wood primer.
If you are using a "one coat" type of paint such as
Valspar, thin a small quantity with 20 % turps
substitute and use as a primer. When dry, sand
down and paint additional coats without thinning,
until the required depth of colour is achieved.

At slightly greater expense the box can be covered
with self-adhesive plastic film. This is available in
a great variety of attractive patterns including wood
veneer. This film needs a smooth non -porous
surface and one, or more, coats of paint are essential.

Fig. 3. Pinned tenon joint

To the writer's mind the most attractive finish,
and the speediest, is to use the plasticised fabric
which is used as a covering for record players, etc.
Using latex adhesive on both fabric and box the
whole job can be completed in half an hour. Care
is necessary in this case to lay the material down
accurately without air bubbles, for wherever it
touches it stays-forever.

The speaker opening in the sub -baffle can be
covered with a piece of Tygan, or similar material.
This can be fixed with latex adhesive. An alternative
and quick method of attachment to chipboard is to
staple the material down with an office stapling
machine, the same means serving on the softer kinds
of plywood.

The speaker can now be mounted on its sub -baffle,
and in turn mounted in the box, by screwing through
to the front panel. If the back of the box is on view
it can be covered with peg -board, or similar
material. If a plywood back is used a few half inch
holes should be cut to relieve the pressure.

The cost of the timber to make the box itself will
be about six shillings. Covering the box with paint
or material, according to taste, will cost a few more
shillings. So, to make yourself a box that will
produce a reasonable quality of sound, and please
the rest of your family with its appearance.
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The third in a series of articles which,
starting from first principles, describes the
basic theory and practice of radio

part 3

understanding radio

IN LAST MONTH'S ISSUE WE DESCRIBED POTENTIAL
and potential difference, and discussed some
typical cells and batteries. Also introduced was

the subject of resistance, with which we shall now
continue.

Ohm's Law
We know already that if we apply an e.m.f., which

can be measured in volts, to a conductor there is a
flow of current, which can be measured in amps.
As it must do, the conductor possesses resistance.
Let us now examine the relationship between the
voltage of the applied e.m.f. and the current which
flows. If the resistance were to remain constant we
would find that increasing the voltage of the e.m.f.
caused a corresponding increase in current; this
being a situation which is simple to visualise. If an
e.m.f. of 5 volts causes a current of 1 amp to flow,
it is not surprising to find that an e.m.f. of 10 volts
causes a current of 2 amps to flow.

Let us now examine what happens if we change
the value of the resistance. A certain conductor
allows a current of 2 amps to flow when an e.m.f.
of 10 volts is applied. If we double the value of the
resistance, we will find that the e.m.f. of 10 volts
only causes a current of 1 amp to flow. Again, this
is easy to visualise, because an increase in resistance
must obviously cause a decrease in the current which
flows. If we wished to maintain the 2 amp flow of
current when the value of the resistance had been
doubled we would have to increase the e.m.f. from
10 to 20 volts. The same relationship holds true if
the resistance is altered by any other factor and, to
sum up, it may be said that if the voltage of the
applied e.m.f. remains constant the current which
flows varies inversely as the value of the resistance.
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By W. G. MORLEY

We can say also that, to maintain a constant
current, the voltage of the applied e.m.f. varies
directly as the value of the resistance.

Both these statements may be combined in the
following equation:

R-
in which R represents the value of the resistance,
E the e.m.f. and I the current. The unit employed to
measure resistance is the ohm, and resistance in
ohms can be substituted directly in the equation
when E is expressed in volts and I in amps.

A quick example will help to demonstrate the use
of the equation. When an e.m.f. of 6 volts is applied
to a conductor, a current of 2 amps flows. What is
the resistance of the conductor?

We know that

so that, substituting for E and I, we get
6

R

Therefore R=3, and the resistance of our conduc-
tor is 3 ohms.

The equation may also be expressed as:
E

E =IR.
These last two forms are merely alternative ways of
saying the same thing.

We have introduced the unit of resistance, the
ohm, and we can say (from the equation) that if an
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e.m.f. of 1 volt causes a current of 1 amp to flow,
the resistance is 1 ohm. The term ohm is frequently
abbreviated to n (this being the large Greek letter
"omega"). In radio work multiples of ohms are
frequently encountered, giving us the kilohm (k11)
which is equal to one thousand ohms, and the
megohm (Mi)) which is equal to one million ohms.

All conductors possess resistance, and this can be
a nuisance if it limits our ability to pass a current
along a conductor. On the other hand, most radio
circuits require that resistance be ptirposely inserted
at certain points. In this instance we employ a
component which has been specially made to offer
resistance, the component being known as a

resistor.1
When we referred to the relationship between the

voltage of the applied e.m.f. and the current which
flows through a conductor we inserted the qualifica-
tion "if the resistance were to remain constant".
In practice, varying the e.m.f. applied to a conductor
can change its resistance, mainly because it may
suffer a temperature change and partly because the
change in applied e.m.f. causes a change in resistance
on its own account. The temperature change just
referred to is due to the fact that the temperature
of a conductor rises when a current is passed through
it, this being combined with the further fact that
conductors offer different resistances at different
temperatures. In radio work, resistors which are
intended to present fixed values of resistance are so
designed that changes in resistance due to the
applied e.m.f. are sufficiently small to be of no
consequence in most applications, and the effect
does not normally give trouble. If the resistance
offered by a conductor is such that current truly
varies inversely as voltage (that is, that there is no
change of resistance for changes in applied e.m.f.)
the conductor is said to obey Ohm's Law. Fre-

quently the expression R =--- is described as being

"Ohm's Law" but, to be pedantic, such .a statement
does not exactly represent the case.

Resistors which obey Ohm's Law may be de-
scribed as linear resistors.2. This is to differentiate
them from non-linear resistors, which are com-
ponents whose resistance may vary markedly with
applied e.m.f.

We introduced the subject of resistance last month
by way of conductance, stating that these are
reciprocal units of measurement. The basic unit of
conductance is the mho (the word "ohm" spelt
backwards)and it satisfies the following equation:

Conductance (in mhos)-Resistance (in ohms).

Thus, a resistance of 3 ohms is the same as a conduct-
ance of 1/3 mho. Mhos may be encountered in

I

I In early literature, and in some electrical references, the term
"resistance" may be used instead of "resistor".

2 Because, if a graph is drawn for their current and voltage relation-
ships, it becomes a straight line.
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radio work occasionally as millimhos (one thou-
sandth part of a mho) and micromhos (one
millionth part of a mho).

Resistivity
The ability of a material to pass an eledtric current

is defined in terms of its resistivity (or, sometimes,
specific resistance). The resistivity of a material is
normally expressed in terms of the resistance given
between two opposing faces of a cube made from
the material, each side of the cube having a length
of 1 centimetre. (Some figures for resistivity may
refer to a cube having 1 inch sides.) Resistivity is
quoted at a particular temperature, because tempera-
ture changes can cause changes in the resistance of
the material. We saw last month that the resistance
of a conductor in wire form varies directly as its
length and inversely as its cross-sectional area. It
is, in consequence, possible to determine the
resistance of a wire from its resistivity when the
latter is quoted in ohms per centimetre cube.

TABLE 1

Material

Approximate Resistivity
in microhms

(=millionths of ohms)
per cm. cube at 20° C.

Aluminium .. 2.8
Brass .. .. 7.5
Carbon .. .. 30-190
Copper .. . . 1.7
Eureka .. 48
Iron ... . 10
Phosphor Bronze 11.5
Silver .. .. 1.6

Table 1 gives approximate figures for the resistivity
of familiar conductors. It will be noted that the
best conductor in the group given in the Table is
silver, and that the second best conductor is copper.
Also included is Eureka, this being an alloy from
which "resistance wire" is drawn. Eureka is a
special alloy designed to offer a relatively high
resistivity together with low change in resistance for
change in temperature. Other resistance alloys with
similar characteristics to Eureka are Constantan and
Advance.

An alternative method of expressing resistivity is
more convenient when evaluating the resistance of
wires. In this case the resistivity is defined in ohms
per circular mil foot. This is the resistance of a wire,
drawn from the material, which has a length of one
foot and a diameter of one mil ( =0.001in).

Power
We must now leave the subject of resistance for a

short while and introduce the concept of power.
This diversion is necessary because power plays an
important part in the design and characteristics of
practical resistors.
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When a current flows through a conductor it
causes the temperature of the conductor to rise. In
consequence work has been done, in that electrical
energy has been converted into heat. Power defines
the rate of doing work and, for electricity, is defined
in units known as watts. A watt is equal to the
product of e.m.f. in volts and current in amps; so
that, if an e.m.f. of 1 volt causes a current of 1 amp
to flow in a conductor, the resultant conversion to
heat is that given by a power of 1 watt. The relation-
ship may be expressed as follows:

P =El,
where P is power in watts, E is e.m.f. in volts and
I is current in amps. The term watt may be
abbreviated to the single letter W, and multiples and
subdivisions likely to be encountered in radio work
are kilowatt (kW) which is equal to a thousand
watts, and milliwatt (mW) which is equal to one
thousandth of a watt. Power is normally represented
in a formula or equation by the letter P.

Electrical units of power are frequently en-
countered in our everyday life. A 100 watt 200 volt
electric light bulb is not, for instance, an unfamiliar
object. Such a bulb contains a conductor whose
temperature is raised to incandescent level for a
power of 100 watts when an e.m.f. of 200 volts is
applied. Since power in watts is equal to the
product of e.m.f. in volts and current in amps, the
current which flows through the bulb is 0.5 amp.

Electrical energy may be converted into forms
other than heat. In a loudspeaker it is converted
into sound waves and, in an electric motor, it is
converted into rotary motion.3 In all cases where
work is done, this may be defined in watts.

The expression just given for power may be
combined with those defining the relation between
resistance, voltage and current. Thus, we may have:

E2P=-R
or P=12 R.

When the cost of electric energy has to be calcu-
lated, a unit commonly employed is the watt-hour.
This unit defines the work that has been done by
electric current over a given period, and is equal to
the product of power in watts and time in hours.
Thus, a 100 watt bulb running for 20 hours repre-
sents an expenditure of 2,000 watt-hours. 2,000
watt-hours will similarly have been expended if a
2 kilowatt electric fire has been switched on for 1
hour. The unit normally employed in Britain is the
kilowatt-hour, this being equal to one thousand
watt-hours. The kilowatt-hour is also known, in
this country, as the Board of Trade Unit (B.O.T.U.).

Wirewound Resistors
After our necessary diversion with power we may

now return to the general question of resistance,
carrying on in particular to practical resistors as are
used for radio work.

3 Some of the power applied to the loudspeaker and electric motor
will be expended in the form of heat, partly because of the inevitable
resistance of the conductors employed. Efficient design cart maintain
this wasted power at a low level.
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Practical resistors may be divided into two general
categories. These are wirewound resistors and
resistors employing carbon. Carbon resistors may
be manufactured in a number of different ways, and
we shall deal with these after we have discussed the
wirewound types.

Basically, a wirewound resistor comprises a
former made of insulating material on which is
wound a length of resistance wire in spiral form.
See Fig. 9 (a). The ends of the wire are clamped
to metal bands fitted round the tube, the latter being
terminated in tags to which solder connections may
be made, or in lead -out wires. (Fig. 9 (b).) Lead -out
wires are normally made of tinned copper wire (i.e.

Fig. 9 (a). The construc-
tion of a typical wire -
wound resistor
(b). Lead -out wires may
be employed instead of
tags

(c). Taps may be made
into a wirewound resistor,
as shown here

Metal band
clamped over
Former and
wire

Resistance
wire wound
on Former

Tags I
Circular Ceramic
Former

Protective
insulating
covering

Lead -out--
wires

Ta into Resistor

MI65

copper wire with a thin outer layer of tin to prevent
corrosion and facilitate soldering). The wire and
former assembly is usually covered with an insulating
protective coating. This may be a bulky "cement",
or a relatively thin coat of varnish. One or more
taps may also be made into the resistor, as shownin Fig. 9 (c).

The power expended in a resistor is converted to
heat, the amount of power the resistor is called upon
to handle being dictated by the circuit into which
it connects. If a resistor has to handle a significant
degree of power it is necessary to allow at least part
of the heat generated inside it to escape; otherwise
its temperature may rise to an excessive level and
cause an undesirable shift in its resistance, a burn -out
in the resistance material, or damage to the insulating
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materials employed in its construction. The most
convenient method of cooling - a resistor is by
radiation of heat from its surface and by convection
currents in the air which surrounds it.4 Both these
methods of cooling take place from the surface of
the resistor; with the consequence that the greater
the surface area of the resistor the greater the power
it can dissipate.

Wirewound resistors can be manufactured econo-
mically with much larger surface areas than carbon
resistors. They may also operate at higher tempera-
tures than carbon resistors without risk of resistance
value shift or burn -out. As a result, wirewound
resistors are almost inevitably employed when high
powers have to be dissipated.

The usual former material for the typical wire -
wound resistor shown in Fig. 9 (a) is ceramic, and
the insulated coating may consist of a fired ceramic
or vitreous paste or of a silicone -bonded resin. All
these coverings are capable of withstanding tempera-
tures around 250° C. Where lower temperatures are
envisaged the covering may be given by a moulded
phenolic resin or similar plastics material.5

The resistance wires employed with wirewound
resistors are also chosen for optimum characteristics

4 In the latter case the hot air around the resistor rises, allowing
cooler air to take its place.

5 Bakelite is a typical, indeed the original, phenolic resin.

(mainly with regard to shift in resistance value)
within the temperature range envisaged.

TABLE 2

Wirewound
resistor

. wattage rating

Typical overall dimensions
of resistor (excluding tags

or lead -out wires)

Diameter Length
4 0.5in 0.65in
8 0.5in 1.4in

10 0.7in 1.4in
20 0.75in 2.2in
40 lin 3.75in

Table II illustrates typical wattage ratings and
dimensions for wirewound resistors employing the
construction of Fig. 9 (a), these applying when the
resistor is operated in free air. If the resistor were
completely or partly enclosed, or if the ingress of
cooling air were limited, the wattage ratings given
in the table would have to be reduced.

Next Month
In next month's issue we shall conclude our

discussion on wirewound resistors, and carry on to
carbon resistors.

COMF'ACTRONS
by

P. T. VARNEY

The idea of putting two valves in the same
envelope has been widely employed in the past,
but recently the General Electric Company of
America have considerably extended the idea
by including up to four valves in the same glass
envelope. These valves will, for obvious reasons,
be know as "compactrons".

The first two valves of the series are mainly
intended for use in domestic superhets, although
may other uses will certainly be found for them.
These two valves will enable the ordinary "four
plus one" superhet circuit to be constructed using
only two valves-the power rectifier being incor-
porated in one of the valves! The first of the valves
will be used as a converter and i.f. amplifier; it
contains two sections which are roughly equivalent
to a 12BE6 and a 12BA6 in the same envelope.
The second valve will be used as a detector (diode),
audio amplifier (high II triode), power output
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(tetrode) and h.t. rectifier.
The valves will be of a similar design to the

present miniature types, but will have bulbs of
somewhat larger diameter in order to accommodate
the various sections. The height is expected to
vary between about 1 in. and 2i in., according
to type. A special 12 pin base is used in order
to provide the necessary number of connections
to the various sections of the valve. The pins
are in a diameter circle protruding from a
glass base of about 1 Win diameter.

At the moment the valves are being developed
mainly for domestic radio and television equipment,
but the manufacturers are making plans for designing
and producing up to about a hundred types of
compactrons for all kinds of uses. It is expected
that the price of each compactron will be about
twenty per cent lower than the total price of the
conventional valves which it can replace.
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This month, Smithy the Serviceman, aided by his able assistant Dick, investigates a mysterious
line output stage fault. He also discusses noise limiting circuits and the new Mullard PC97

tuner unit triode.

N ITS OWN, KELLY'S EYE!"
The muttered words were

just audible across the Work-
shop.

"Shiny Ten, Downing Street!"
Puzzled, Smithy the Serviceman

put down his soldering iron.
"Legs, Eee-leven!"
Smithy turned round and his

perplexed expression deepened. His
assistant seemed to be entirely
engrossed in the television chassis
on his bench.

"One and Two, just a doz!"
There was silence for a moment.
"Oh yes, I forgot that one. On its

own, the Temperance Seven!"
Smithy looked more closely at

his assistant. The latter, having
just taken a voltage reading in his
receiver, turned round and caught
the full intensity of Smithy's scrutiny.

Poor E.H.T. Regulation
"Is everything O.K. ?" asked Dick,

slightly alarmed at Smithy's expres-
sion.

Smithy was disconcerted at the
complete lack of concealment in his
assistant's youthful and innocent face,
and he momentarily forgot the
question he had prepared.

"It was funny you should look
round then, anyway," continued
Dick artlessly, "because I was just
about to tell you how I've success-
fully traced rather a queer snag."

As always, Smithy was hooked by
the mention of a peculiar fault.

"Oh yes," he said, the phenomenon
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which had previously caused him to
turn round slipping from his mind,
"what was it ?"

"Well," replied Dick, "to start at
the beginning, this set came in with
insufficient height and a bad case of
`blooming'. The vertical scan was
reasonably linear, so I left the frame
timebase alone for the time being."

"Fair enough," commented
Smithy. "Incidentally, by 'blooming'
I suppose you mean the effect given
when the picture expands in size as
you increase brilliance?"

"That's right," said Dick. "In this
case I could get a fairly dim picture
resolved which looked quite O.K.,
apart from the lack of vertical height.
But when I turned the brilliance up
to a normal setting the picture
`bloomed' out like billy -oh. If I
turned the brilliance control further
the picture faded out completely, and
I had to turn the control right back
and wait for a few moments before I
could even get back to the dim
picture."

"It seems a fairly classic case of
line output stage trouble," said
Smithy. "The `blooming' effect is
due, of course, to poor e.h.t. regula-
tion. As you increase brilliance you
increase the e.h.t. current drawn by
the tube. The poorly regulated e.h.t.
voltage then goes down, giving you
the effect of the picture expanding."

"I've never," interjected Dick,
"quite understood exactly why the
picture expanding business takes
place."

" What happens," explained
Smithy, "is that when e.h.t. drops
there is a reduction in the velocity
of the electrons travelling to the final
anode. In consequence, these elec-
trons spend a longer time in the field
given by the deflector yoke and,
therefore, suffer greater deflection.
So your picture 'blooms' out."

"I'm with it now," commented
Dick.

"Fair enough," said Smithy.
"Now let's get back to the line out-
put stage. (Fig. 1 (a)). You had a
second effect in which, after you had
advanced the brilliance control, the
picture faded out completely and
you had to wait several moments
with the brilliance turned fully back
before it reappeared. That second
effect was almost certainly due to the
fact that the heater of the e.h.t.
rectifier was only getting sufficient
power from the line output trans-
former to just warm up to emitting
temperature in the first place. When
the line output transformer was
loaded by increasing the brilliance,
the power available for the e.h.t.
rectifier heater dropped. It went
below emitting temperature and you
lost your e.h.t. The delay before
e.h.t. reappeared was needed to allow
the rectifier to heat up again."

"I thought, myself, that something
like that was happening," said Dick.

"You were quite right then,'
replied Smithy. "A minor point to
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bear in mind, when both e.h.t.
voltage and e.h.t. rectifier heater
power suffer from bad regulation, is
that this means that both the e.h.t.
circuit and rectifier heater circuit are
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Fig. 1 (a). The basic line output circuit employed in Dick's television
receiver. The capacitors and resistor in the boosted h.t. circuit are given

typical values
(b). The e.h.t. reservoir capacitor of (a) will, in practice, be formed by
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"What would cause poor regula-
tion in the c.h.t. circuit'?"

" There aren't many things,"
admitted Smithy. "A low e.h.t.
reservoir capacitance due to bad
earthing of the outside graphite on
the tube could conceivably do it,
(Fig. 1 (b)), although this fault
doesn't always cause excessive
`blooming'. You may occasionally
have an open -circuit in the line out-
put transformer overwind, or in the
e.h.t. connection to the tube, (Fig. 1
(c)). A spark can bridge the gap
here and allow e.h.t. with poor regu-
lation to appear for quite a while
before the open -circuit finally burns
away. Anyway, in this particular
case, we don't need to worry about
things of this nature because of the
common fault which has also reduced
rectifier heater power."

"Seeing that I had the slow recti-
fier warm -Up effect," broke in Dick,
"the first thing I did was to change
this valve."

Smithy looked a little puzzled.
"There's no harm in changing

the rectifier," he commented, "but I
don't quite see the logic of doing so."

"I did it," said Dick, "because I
thought that, if the rectifier cathode
were only just hot enough to emit,
this could, be due to a fault in either
the cathode or the filament. The
rectifier could then insert quite a lot
of resistance into the e.h.t. circuit on
its own."

"Ah, I see," said Smithy, light
breaking in. "Anyway, there's no
harm in changing it, and you might
have been lucky. My own experience
with valve e.h.t. rectifiers is that
they're either 'on' or they're 'off',
as it were, and you don't get the
case where they insert the few odd
megohms needed to cause 'blooming'.
Did changing the rectifier clear the
snag?"

"No," admitted Dick. "I next
swapped the line output valve and
the booster diode, but there was no
joy here, either. After that I took
a few voltage measurements. The
h.t. applied to the anode of the
booster diode was 195 volts, - so I
assumed that the circuit had enough
h.t. to work with. I then checked
the boosted h.t. voltage, and I found
that this was only 250 volts above
chassis at the boost reservoir capaci-
tor, instead of the usual 500 or 600
volts. So that's it?"

"What's it ?"
"The fault, of course," said Dick

impatiently.
"But what is the fault?"

"Why the line output transformer!
If you aren't getting enough boost
volts it's obvious that the line out -
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put tranny is up the wall and needs
replacing."

Low Boost Voltage
Smithy sighed and sat down.
"Dear, oh dear me," he said, "will

you never get rid of that line output
transformer complex of yours? Just
because you've swapped a couple of
bottles and taken two voltage
measurements you immediately jump
to condemning the line output
transformer. Anyone would think
you enjoy changing line output
transformers!"

"Well, couldn't it be the cause of
the trouble here ?"

"Of course it could! But there
are several other things a darned
sight simpler to replace than the line
output transformer and they could
just as easily cause the fault. For
instance, the screen -grid feed resis-
tor to the line output valve could
have gone high. Again, if the screen-
grid has a bypass capacitor this could
have gone leaky or open -circuit."

"Wait a minute," broke in Dick,
"I can understand a leaky screen -
grid capacitor causing trouble, be-
cause it would reduce screen -grid
voltage. But I don't see how an
open -circuit capacitor could cause
the fault as well."

"It can do with some circuits,"
replied Smithy. "You see, the screen-
grid bypass capacitor allows the
screen -grid to retain a high potential
during the latter part of the scan
when the valve passes most current.
You would, in fact, be surprised at
the loss in line output power that
results in some sets if this capacitor
goes open -circuit. Another snag
which could cause the trouble is
insufficient drive to the line output
grid, although this would normally
also play tricks with horizontal
linearity. Any components connec-
ted across sections o the line out-
put transformer ano e winding, such
as capacitors or idth or linearity
controls, can also cause the trouble
although here again horizontal scan-
ning in the reproduced picture
would probably suffer as well.
Finally, there is the possibility of
trouble in the boost reservoir
capacitor."

"Well, it isn't leaky," remarked
Dick defensively, "because I checked
for that after I found the boost h.t.
voltage was low."

"Then perhaps the capacitors'
gone open or low value. The
boosted h.t. reservoir capacitor is a
very busy component. you know,
and it suffers more electrical strain
than most of the other paper
capacitors in the set."

Smithy's last words were lost,
because Dick had already rushed to
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the spares cupboard. He quickly
found a replacement component and
soldered it into circuit in place of
the boost capacitor previously fitted.
Hopefully, he switched on the re-
ceiver and waited for it to warm up.

The screen came to life and
exhibited a comfortably bright pic-
ture with considerable vertical over-
scan. Dick adjusted the brilliance
control and was pleased to see that
the previous "blooming" effect was
completely absent.

"That's cleared the e.h.t. snag.
Smithy," he said, exultantly. "All
I've got to do now is to get the
vertical circuits working properly.
Where previously I had vertical
underscan I now have vertical
overscan."

"There's a knob at the back for
that," chuckled Smithy. "If you'd
looked a bit more closely at the
circuit for this set you'd have
noticed that the frame oscillator gets
its h.t. from the boosted h.t. line.
When the boosted, h.t. voltage was
low someone must have turned the
height up to overcome it. All
you've got to do now is to turn it
down again!"

Dick had the grace to look slightly
abashed, and Smithy returned to his
bench.

Tuner Triode
It was about half an hour later

(after Dick had returned his repaired
television receiver to the rack and
had successfully treated another) that
the muttering commenced again.

"One and Three, unlucky for
some!"

Smithy paused and listened expec-
tantly.

"Two -Oh, blind twenty!"
There it was again.
"Two and One, key of the door!"
Smithy turned quietly.
"All the Twos, dinkey-doo!"
As had occurred previously, his

assistant appeared to be completely
absorbed in his work.

"Two and Six, bed and break-
fast!"

By looking very carefully, Smithy
was just able to make out the move-
ment of his assistant's lips.

"Three -Oh, blind thirty!"
"House!" yelled out Smithy.
The effect on Dick was galvanic.

He suddenly lost his balance and
fell sideways off his stool, the screw-
driver he had held in his right hand
describing a graceful parabola in the
air. At the same time his feet
became entangled with his soldering
iron cord, causing the iron to trace
out an arc of a circle whose radius
was the free length of lead from
Dick's legs. Smithy avoided the iron
nimbly as it flashed past him, noting

simultaneously that a crash from the
vicinity of the sink indicated that the
flying screwdriver had reduced the
meagre Workshop stock of cups by
one. He was, however, too late to
avoid Dick's stool, which toppled
neatly over on to his left foot, the
seat edge falling precisely on his
instep.

Smithy's roar of anguish caused
Dick to look up from his prone
position on the floor, whereupon he
thoughtfully devoted his attention to
the spectacle of the dancing Service-
man. After some moments he was
distracted by a smell of burning. He
got up to retrieve the soldering iron.
which was by now almost lost in a
cloud of vapourised linoleum. Dick
quietly put his stool into its correct
position by his bench, and sat down
on it.

"What on earth," he asked even-
tually, "possessed you to do that?"

Smithy was, for once, completely
at a loss.

"Do what ?" he gasped weakly.
"Yell out at me like that. I

nearly shot out of my skin!"
"It's your own fault," retorted

Smithy, recovering himself. "You
shouldn't have kept muttering Tom-
bola numbers all the time.

"Tombola ?"
"Housey."
"Oh, you mean Bingo!'
Grunting in affirmation, the Ser-

viceman aggrievedly took off his left
shoe and sock, and very carefully
inspected his foot for injury. There
was not the slighest evidence of
abrasion, of bruising, or of any other
damage whatsoever.

"I don't think there are any bones
broken," Smithy remarked eventu-
ally, in a relieved tone of voice.

His thoughts returned to his
assistant.

"Anyway, what was the idea of
saying those numbers all the time ?"

A gleam of pride came into Dick's
eyes.

"I was practising." he said,
grandly. "You may not know it,
but I'm the new official number-
caller for the Bingo Club at 'La Vie
Boheme'."

"Where ?"
" 'La Vie BohCme'. You know,

Joe's Caff."
"I thought it was 'El Picador'

since he got the bamboo wallpaper
up:"

put a Formica top on the
counter last week," explained Dick,
"so he's changed it again. He always
changes the name when he gets
something new in."

Smithy absorbed this news quietly,
and a thought struck him.

"What happened to the previous
official number -caller?" he remarked.
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Dick looked a little uncomfortable.
"Well, there was a bit of a punch-

up," he remarked, "You see, he got
Number Six upside down and called
Doctor's Orders during the Snowball
House. Nobody's seen him since."

Smithy chuckled.
"It sounds a dicey occupation,"

he grinned, "and I should watch it,
if I were you. Anyway, it's about
time we got back to the grind."

"I suppose so," replied Dick.
"Incidentally, have you seen this new
t.v. set I've got here? It doesn't use
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a cascode in the tuner input stage at
all-just a single triode,"

"Ah yes," said Smithy. "That'll
be the new Mullard PC97.''

"You don't sound very surprised,"
commented Dick aggrievedly.

"I'm not," replied Smithy. "For
one thing, triode input stages have
been used in the States over at least
the last three years."

"I didn't know that," said Dick.
"Anyway, how can you get a triode

to amplify at v.h.f. ? Surely, it would
oscillate like the clappers!"

"Not if you neutralise it," said
Smithy. "Although, even then, you
want to design the valve so that the
capacitance between grid and anode
is as low as possible. With a conven-
tional cascode like the PCC89 the
capacitance between anode and grid
of the earthed -cathode triode is of
the order of 1.9pF whilst that of
the earthed -grid triode is approxi-
mately 4.1pF. (Fig. 2 (a)). The
Mullard PC97 has a much lower
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Fig. 2 (a). The basic cascode tuner unit amplifier. The grid of the upper triode is normally held at approximately half
the full h.t. potential. The anode -grid capacitances quoted are those for the PCC89
(b). The anode -grid capacitance of the Mullard PC97 is maintained at the very low level of 0.5pF
(c). Neutralising the PC97 by coupling the remote end of the anode coil to the grid via a neutralising capacitor. The

bypass capacitor has a relatively low value, a typical figure being 100pF. The decoupling resistor may be 1 to 51cLI,
and the neutralising capacitor have a range of some 2 to 12pF

(d). The anode circuit of the PCC97 can be represented as a pi tuned circuit
(e). The internal structure of the PC97, showing the effect of the screening plates. The special shape of the anode

.also contributes towards the low anode -grid capacitance
(f). The pin layout of the PC97. Two cathode pins are available
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capacitance between grid and anode,
this being around 0.5pF only."(Fig. 2
(b)).

"I see," said Dick, musingly. "Of
course, with the cascode the lower,
earthed -cathode, triode works into
the low cathode impedance of the
upper triode. This low impedance
should keep voltage gain in the
lower triode down, in any case, and
thus help in preventing oscillation."

"That's pretty near it," said
Smithy, "although you do in prac-
tice neutralise the lower triode of a
cascode."

But Dick was pursuing his ideas
in his own way.

"And, of course, there's no risk
of feedback in the upper triode," he
continued, "because the earthed grid
comes between cathode and anode."

"W. G. Morley," remarked Smithy
encouragingly, "could not have put
it more succinctly."

"Do you really think so ?" ex-
claimed Dick, forgetting his train of
thought.

"Definitely."
"Well, I suppose I am a bit of a

gen kiddy at times," said Dick mod-
estly. "I do know, you know."

"I'm quite certain you do," replied
Smithy soothingly. "Anyway, let's
get back to the PC97. As you have
just, in your masterful manner,
explained, the basic make-up of the
cascode assists towards stability. The
very low anode -grid capacitance of
the PC97 also assists towards stabil-
ity, because, amongst other things,
it makes neutralising requirements
much less critical."

"How do you neutralise it,
Smithy ?"

"By getting a neutralising voltage,"
replied Smithy, "from the h.t. end
of its anode coil." (Fig. 2,(c)).

"But that point's decoupled to
chassis!" protested Dick.

"Not by all that much it isn't,"
said Smithy somewhat inelegantly,
"because you use a decoupling capa-
citor having a lowish value around
100pF. This lowish value brings you
back to the old pi tuned circuit
(Fig. 2 (d)) in which the coil is really
tuned by the decoupling capacitor
and the output capacitance of the
triode in series. The r.f. voltage on
the end of the coil remote from anode
will be 180° out of phase with that
at the anode itself, and so you've
got a nice little bit of neutralising
voltage all ready for feeding back,
via a capacitive trimmer, to the grid.
Since the value of the decoupling
capacitor is fairly low, enough r.f.
appears across it for neutralising
purposes."

"It's very neat, isn't it ?" commen-
ted Dick. "One thing I notice is the
extreme simplicity of the circuit
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around the triode as compared with
the usual cascode arrangement."

"That's a considerable advantage
of the triode," said Smithy, "and it
makes tuner unit design simpler and
cheaper. You will usually find,
incidentally, that the bypass capaci-
tor for the anode coil is of the feed -
through variety, this being done to
keep inductance in this part of the
circuit down to a minimum. I should
add also that, in practical tuners,
adjustment of the neutralising trim-
mer will not normally be done by
the likes of us; it will, instead, be
carried out at the factory with special
test equipment."

"How is the capacitance between
grid and anode brought down to a
value as low as 0.5pF ?"

"By putting C -shaped screening
plates around the two backbones of
the grid," said Smithy, "that is, the
two thick vertical wires which sup-
port the grid wires. (Fig. 2 (e)).
Although these plates kill the rela-
tively' high capacitance between the
backbones and the anode they still
leave free access from the working
areas of the grid to the anode. The
screening plates come out to a
separate pin which may then be
connected to chassis."

"This all seems very knobby," said
Dick approvingly. "Any other
points ?"

"Oh yes," said Smithy. "The
PC97 has got a frame grid, with all
the advantages that that confers. And
the cathode comes out at two pins
(Fig. 2 (f)), which reduces cathode
lead inductance."

"Won't the gain of a single triode
be lower than that of a cascode ?"

"It may be a little lower," said
Smithy, "but that doesn't neces-
sarily matter, because you can pick
up the lost gain very easily in the
if. strip anyway. The limiting factor
to receiver sensitivity is noise -factor,
and the noise factor of a tuner
input stage using a PC97 is of the
same order as that of a cascode
stage."

"Well, the PC97 certainly seems to
be a welcome introduction as far as
I'm concerned," commented Dick.
"If only because it may simplify
tuner circuits and make servicing
easier!"

"I'm quite certain you're right
there," commented Smithy, looking
at the clock. "Anyway, it's about
time we got back to work again."

Interference Limiter
Obligingly, Dick returned to his

bench and peace descended on the
Workshop once more.

But not for long.
"Three -Oh, blind thirty!"
Dick was taking up again where he

had left off.
"All the Threes, feathers!"
Smithy started. He'd forgotten

that one. A poignant and long -
forgotten scene of wartime canteen
Housey schools filled his mind, and
he sat down dreamily for a moment.

"Five and Seven, Heinz Varieties!"
"Wait a minute," called out

Smithy. "You've forgotten one."
Dick looked round.
"Which one is that ?" he asked.
"Four and Five," said Smithy,

"Half -Way!"
"I haven't heard that one before,"

admitted Dick. "ni have to re-
member it for the next session. Any-
way, there aren't many out -of -the -
ordinary nembers after thirty-three.
There's All the Sixes, clicketty-click.
After which you get All the Sevens."

"I know that one," said Smithy
proudly. "All the Sevens, walking
sticks!"

Dick glanced at him in surprise.
"Walking sticks ?"
"That's right; the sevens look like

walking sticks."
Smithy's assistant pondered.
"I don't think much of that one,"

he pronounced eventually. "It's dead
corny."

"All right then," said Smithy
irritably, "What's your version?"

"All the Sevens," replied Dick
firmly, "Sunset Strip!"

Smithy looked blank.
"I'm completely lost there," he

remarked, after a moment. "You'll
have to explain it to me."

However Dick knew that, with
Smithy, such explanations tended to
become involved, and he decided to
change the *subject.

"Let me first complete this t.v.
chassis," he said, craftily. "It
shouldn't take long; all that's wrong
with it is weak and distorted sound.'

"Oh yes," said Smithy, rising once
more to the bait. "Have you checked
back to the grid of the voltage ampli-
fier triode?"

"I have," replied Dick, "and it
gives a good fat hum when I touch
it. So the triode and output pentode
should be in pretty good trim."

"Try the sound interference limiter
diode," said Smithy. "See what
voltage it has on it with reference
to chassis."

Obediently, Dick located the inter-
ference limiting diode (Fig. 3 (a)) and
checked the voltage on both its anode
and cathode.

"There ain't any volts," he pro-
nounced shortly.

"Fair enough," said Smithy.
"Then it's pretty certain that the
resistor between h.t. positive and
the diode anode has gone open.
Very common fault, that."

"Yes, I've met it before," said
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Dick equably. "Incidentally, I've
never quite been certain how these -
sound interference limiter circuits
work."

"It's easy enough, really," said
Smithy. "Normally, the diode is held
in a conducting condition by reason
of the current flowing through it

constant, when the diode is conduc-
ting, is sufficiently low to anable the
diode cathode to 'follow' the a.f.
voltages on the anode."

Smithy paused to light a cigarette.
"Now you will note," he con-

tinued, "that the sound detector is
so connected that the rectified i.f.
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Fig. 3 (a). A typical sound interference limiting circuit with representative
values where applicable. Thermionic diodes are shown for reasons of
clarity. The sound detector circuit is meant to illustrate the polarity of the
rectified signal only, and omits i.f. filter components after the diode
(b). If the lower resistor of the pair in series with the interference limiting
diode is open -circuit, a moving coil testmeter may not indicate this fact
directly. However, applying the testmeter will cause current to flow through
the diode and sound to be reproduced by the receiver at normal, or nearly

normal, level

from the h.t. supply via the resistors
above and below it. In consequence,
the a.f. applied to its anode appears
on its cathode, and may then be
passed on to the following a.f. stages.
A capacitor is connected across the
lower resistor and the combined time
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signal at the top of the detector load
is negative -going. If an interference
pulse is applied to the sound detector,
the latter causes this to be rectified
to a sharp -sided negative -going pulse.
This pulse is applied to the anode of
the noise limiter diode and makes it

go negative, thereby causing the
diode to stop conducting. The
cathode of the diode cannot go neg-
ative as quickly as the anode during
the pulse, because of the capacitor
across the lower resistor. There-
fore, no a.f. at all is applied to the
a.f. stages for most of the duration
of the pulse and the latter is, in
consequence, limited."

"Very smart," remarked Dick.
"And quite a simple little circuit,
too."

"It's an effective one as well," said
Smithy, "and you'll find it used in a
very high percentage of the television
receivers you service, the diode
being either a thermionic valve or a
crystal diode according to make and
model. The resistors in series with
the diode require high values, and
these may lie between 0.5 and 10MSI.
It's a common fault for one of these
resistors to go open, whereupon the
sound becomes weak and distorted,
as occurred with your set. Most fre-
quently, it's the top resistor which
goes faulty because this normally has
the higher value of the two."

"I knew it was the top resistor in
my case,"' said Dick thoughtfully,
"since there was no voltage on the
diode. However, if it had been the
bottom one I might have been led up
the garden, because my meter would
still have given me a voltage reading
on the diode which was lower than
the h.t. voltage. The drop would be
caused by the meter current drawn
through the top resistor, but it
might well have made me think the
circuit was O.K."

"That's true enough," said Smithy,
"and it might be advisable to finally
check between the h.t. positive line
and the diode if you wanted to be
absolutely sure. In practice, however,
you would almost certainly find that
the act of connecting the meter across
the open -circuit lower resistor (Fig. 3
(b)) would bring back the sound at
full, or nearly full, level, because the
meter would draw current through
the diode once more. The fact that
sound returned would tell you that
there was something very queer with
the lower resistor."

"You're assuming the use of a
moving -coil meter here, aren't you ?"

"Oh yes," said the serviceman, "A
very high resistance valve voltmeter
probably wouldn't, for instance, draw
enough current through the diode to
make it work properly. At the same
time, such a meter would tell you
that the diode was very nearly at
h.t. potential, so you would know
where the fault was anyway."

"Yes, of course," said Dick. "I
hadn't thought of that."
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The Last Word
He looked round the Workshop,

noting the large quantity of success-
fully repaired receivers stored neatly
on the racks.

"Do you know, Smithy," he con-

tinued, "I think we've done jolly
well today. I reckon we can describe
ourselves as representing the apex of
this establishment!"

"Apex of the establishment ?"
said Smithy, puzzled. "I don't get

it."
"What I mean," grinned Dick, "is

that we're Nine -Oh, Top of the
Shop!"
Acknowledgement Fig. 2(e) is taken from
New Product Information-PC97 published
by Mullard Limited.

INCREDUCTORS
by

J. B. DANCE, M.Sc.

THE INCREDUCTOR IS A NAME GIVEN TO A COMPARA-
tively new type of inductance designed in
America, the inductance value of which can be

altered by changing the magnitude of a direct
current passing through one of the windings.
Increductors are small devices, comparable in size
with the smallest a.f. transformers and are manu-
factured by C.G.S. laboratories, Inc. of Wiltor.,
Connecticut.

One type of increductor consists of two windings
on a toroidal ferrite core. One of these windings is
used in the signal circuit and the other is the control
winding. Direct current is passed through the latter
and produces magnetic flux in the toroidal core,
thereby changing the incremental permeability of
the material of the core. The inductance of the
windings will also be altered, as it is proportional
to the incremental permeability of the core material.

Increductors have obvious uses in sweep circuits.
For example, if a sawtooth current waveform is
passed through the control winding of an incre-
ductor, the signal winding of which forms part of
the resonant circuit of an oscillator, the oscillator
frequency can be made to sweep repeatedly over
quite a wide frequency range. Thus the increductor
is a very useful component in panoramic work.

A third winding known as the bias winding may
be used in addition to the signal and control wind-
ings; it enables a desired mean value of inductance
to be obtained around which the instantaneous value
can be varied by passing an alternating current
through the control winding. Increductors with
three windings are also useful when the signal circuit
is to be controlled by two independent quantities.
It is possible, further, to obtain the required control
of inductance by moving the pole of a permanent
magnet towards the toroidal core.

Inductance Range
The inductance of the signal winding when no

control current flows through the control winding is
known as the starting inductance. Practical incre-
ductors with starting inductances varying from about
0.01 mH to 10 H have been made. These components
can be used at frequencies varying from d.c. to about
500 Mc/s.
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The "inductance change ratio" is an important
parameter in increductor design. It is the ratio of
the maximum to minimum signal winding inductance
as the direct current in the control winding increases
from zero until the core is saturated. Maximum to
minimum inductance ratios of 400 to I have been
obtained using increductors for audio frequency
work, whilst ratios of 3 to I have been obtained in
components suitable for use at 300 Mc/s.

Q Factor
The Q factor of increductors is important. At low

audio frequencies the Q may be 80 to 120, but rises
to about 250 with frequency, eventually dropping to
about 5 at 500 Mc/s. If the signal input is large,
the Q may be reduced below the value for a small
signal owing to the flux produced in the core by the
current flowing in the signal winding.

The control power required varies from about
1/100 watt to 10 watts. The increductor control
winding should preferably be fed from a "constant
current source", as it is a current controlled device.

Control currents can be used to change the induc-
tance of certain types from 100 mH to 100 H, whilst
some types can handle 100 watts at 150 Mc/s. The
temperature coefficient of inductance is usually be-
tween 0.01 and 0.02 % per degree Centigrade. The
signal windings have a capacitance of about 50 to
100 pF at audio frequencies and about 1 pF at v.h.f.
response speeds in the microsecond region have been
obtained.

The control winding resistance may be 10011 to
21(0 for control currents of about 10 to 200 mA,
but it is always possible to reduce the number of
turns and increase the control current providing
that the number of ampere turns is maintained.

A typical American type is being produced under
the type number 6XBK4 at $13.60 (about £5) and
can be used from 3.7 to 216 Mc/s.

One can only wonder whether, in the future, radio
receivers (or even transmitters) will be tuned by
means of a potentiometer, the resistance of which
controls the inductance of increductors in the tuned
circuits.
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NEWS AND COMMENT .

Computers
Most of us probably heard in our

schooldays the statement that if a
dozen monkeys sat at typewriters
hitting the keys indiscriminately
everyday for so many billion years
they would, at some point in that
time, produce a complete Bible. The
Royal Air Force to illustrate the
tremendous operating speed of an
electronic computer they are to
install, say that it could read and
record every word in the Bible in
under four minutes!

The computer will be at the famous
Hendon Station which is to become
a Computer Centre and the focal
point of the world-wide R.A.F.
supply network. The Centre will
have a formidable task as it will have
to deal with more than 700,000 dif-
ferent items ranging from "V" -
bomber mainplanes to split pins
situated in all parts of the world; as
it can handle 4,000 messages an hour
it will no doubt fulfill its task. The
human element will not however be
missing as a staff of 200 will be
required, largely for the purpose of
running the ancillary equipment and
maintaining communication links
with every station and depot in the
Royal Air Force at home and over-
seas.

All the above may seem rather far
removed from the applications of
electronics as represented by the
articles in this magazine, but it has
always interested us that however
advanced radio scientists may become
they still maintain an interest in
publications such as this. We were
very amused a year or two ago when
a leading British pioneer radio scien-
tist complained to us that his copy
of the "Constructor" kept disappear -
ring from his desk-having been
borrowed by his associates!

Transistors in Cars
This is not another, reference to

the misuse of radios in public places,
but to a further possible extension of
the use of transistors.

The Delco-Remy Division of
General Motors Corporation in the
U.S.A. is at present testing a partly
transistorised ignition system that
eliminates the capacitor and contact
points in an otherwise conventional
set up. With no points to wear out
relatively quickly, the transistorised
ignition system should greatly reduce

the time required for maintenance.
It is thought that motor cars may

become a major user of these tiny
devices.

Radio Shows
Some eyebrows were raised last

year when it was first announced that
a section of the National Radio Show
would be allocated to piano makers.
At the German radio exhibitions
they apparently go much further in
the direction of "sideshows". Dance
competitions, beauty contests, fash-
ion shows, popular concerts, sporting
and gymnastic displays, afternoon
and evening dances, and even a giant
firework display are considered quite
appropriate.

It was noticeable at Earls Court
that, apart from colour television,
personalties and exhibits of general
interest seemed to attract th9 rtublic.
After all, one piece of radio or tele-
vision furniture is much like another,
except for gold radio cabinets of
course, and to the uninitiated the
"innards" are just a wonderful
mystery. The Metropolitan Police
stand for example always seemed to
attract attention, and a traffic police-
man discussing the rules of the road
automatically had an audience; very
interesting but hardly radio.

Readers of this magazine would no
doubt like to see more of a construc-
tional nature exhibited-manufactur-
ing processes, illustrated talks, and
demonstrations and discussions on
technical problems. We must how-
ever always remember that the pri-
mary purpose of the Show is to sell
British radio manufactures through-
out the year and the present style of
exhibition is possibly the most
suitable for this purpose.

B.B.C. T.V. Promotions
A lesser known aspect of B.B.C.

activities is the sale of t.v. pro-
grammes to networks in other
countries. A special department
having the above designation was
formed in March 1960 and in its
first year sold more than 1200 pro-
grammes to over 50 countries, and
the number sold increases each
month.

The programmes are of all types,
drama, outside broadcasts, light en-
tertainment, talks, schools and child-
rens programmes and sporting events.
They have included "Face to Face",

"Spycatcher", "Andy Pandy", "Life-
line", "An Age of Kings", "Hancocks
Half Hour" and "Whacko".

The General Manager is Ronald
Waldman who says that the Sales
Section has exerted an influence on
world television far greater than its
size would lead one to expect.

Quotation
"Children enjoy seeing cowboys

shooting each other in Westerns be-
cause they simply don't believe it".
"What they fear is insecurity. If they
see other children or even small
animals ill-treated or abandoned on
the screen, it really does upset them.
This is a point that is sometimes
overlooked"-Lord Boothby during
the course of his address at the open-
ing of the National Radio Show at
Earls Court.

In Brief
 The Plessey Company, The Auto-
matic Telephone & Electric Company
and Ericsson Telephones recently
announced that they had been con-
sidering the benefits that would come
from pooling their interests in the
communications field. As a result,
proposals for a merger of the three
companies are being put to their
respective shareholders.

The Plessey Company recently
acquired the Philco Corporation
holding in Semiconductors Ltd. of
Swindon. This company is now
wholly owned by Plessey.
 Visitors to B.B.C. establishments
will notice that the Commissionaires
are wearing a freshly designed uni-
form which has the open -necked
style much favoured by police forces
and other uniformed organizations
nowadays.
 The British Sound Recording
Association has a special whole day
Audio Convention to mark its Silver
Jubilee Year. The Convention will
be held at the Institute of Electrical
Engineers on Saturday 14th October
commencing at 10 a.m. Several
distinguished speakers will give talks
on subjects of interest to sound
recording enthusiasts.

Following the Convention there
will be a Silver Jubilee Dinner at the
Howard Hotel, Norfolk Street,
Strand, for members only. At the
Dinner Timothy Eckersley will give

(continued on page 224)
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Radio
Astronomy
PART 1

by

FRANK W. HYDE
F. R. S.A., F. R.A.S.

Space observation from the surface of the Earth has, over recent years, been greatly extended by
the introduction of Radio Astronomy techniques. Radio Astronomy is still a very young science and,
because of this, it offers especial scope for the imaginative amateur who will already be conversant
with the basic electronic principles involved. This is, indeed, a field in which it fell to an amateur,
Grote Reber, to produce the first Radio Telescope and thereby pave the way for all later research.

The article which follows is the first of an important series commissioned from the foremost
amateur authority in this country. Our author, Frank W. Hyde, appeared recently in the B.B.C.
television programme "The Sky at Night" and is scheduled to appear again in the future.-Editor.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SERIES OF ARTICLES IS TO
introduce the radio enthusiast to a new and
exciting field of electronics. This field is called

Radio Astronomy. It is the newest branch of the
age-old science of astronomy representing as it does
another step forward in man's endeavour to solve
the mysteries of the environment in which he finds
himself-the horizons are boundless.

The first astronomers had only their eyes as
instruments of observation, yet though some of these
observations are records from antiquity, it is a
matter for admiration 'that they have been noted
with both accuracy and method. Various instru-
ments came into being, some were portable and
some remain as monuments to astronomical work.
Such a one is the Jai Singh observatory in India.
This observatory, with its columns and staircases,
its triangles and knomens, bears witness to the
extensive efforts of astronomers in days gone by.
Man was able to view the universe outside his world
through the optical window, obscured though it was
by the atmosphere. It is perhaps a little ironic that
the very medium which makes life possible in the
form known to man, should be the means of limiting
his exploration of the universe from the earth. With
the advent of the optical telescope this window
became less obscured, it being opened a little wider

The heading illustration shows the author inside the observation
shed. The instrument in use is a spectroscope.
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and, with this new horizon, many old ideas had to
be discarded in order to make way for the new ones
derived from more accurate observation. In this
world of optics the amateur played an important
part. Indeed, astronomy is one of the sciences which
owes so much to the efforts of amateurs that the
history of astronomy abounds with names like
Newton, Halley, Herschell, Lord Rosse and many
others in this country and abroad. From the times
of Galileo' much headway was made and, with the
growth of industry and the development of optical
engineering, larger and more versatile instruments
added to our knowledge of our extra -terrestrial
surroundings.

A New Window
At the point in optical astronomy when the limits

became more and more frustrating a new window
was opened in the spectrum. This time it was some
way removed from the optical window. Like so
many new discoveries, this window was uncovered
during investigations into problems quite uncon-
nected with astronomy. Search was being made for
the cause of interference on radio telephone links.
This work, which began in the field laboratories of
the Bell Telephone Company, was entrusted to Karl
Jansky. He spent a considerable amount of time

1 1564-1642.-Editor.
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seeking the causes for the interference on these net-
works. After much experimenting he built equip-
ment and an aerial which was steerable. This he
christened "The Merry-go-Round y. It cannot be
too greatly emphasised that the work carried out by
Jansky ranks as one of the fundamental discoveries
of science. The difficulties which arose and the
problems which had to be solved in the frequency
range of 10 Mc/s and upwards in those early days
were quite formidable. Jansky began his work about
1930. In his now famous paper in which he reported
the results of his work these words were used: "In
conclusion, data have been presented which show
the existence of electromagnetic waves in the earth's
atmosphere which apparently ,..oine from a direction
that is fixed in space. The data obtained give for
the co-ordinates of this direction a right ascension
of 18' hours and a declination of -10°." This was,
of course, a part of the sky we know as the Milky
Way.

After the presentation of his report he was trans-
ferred to other work and, did riot himself pursue
the matter further. The discovery made headlines
but was soon forgotten. However, another., Ameri-
can, Grote Reber, was intrigued by Jansky's work
and began his own investigations.

Reber was an amateur who, having covered all
the Dx activities, was looking for new fields to
conquer. His scientific training led him to attempt
work at very high frequencies on the grounds that
greater resolution was obtainable. This was true
in theory, but the practice at that time was insuffi-
ciently advanced for him to make progress. Even-
tually, in 1937, he completed a 31 -ft diameter dish
and, working at 160 Mc/s, he was able to confirm
Jansky's work. The intensity of the radiation at
160 Mc/s was considerably less than that which
Jansky had found at 20 Mc/s. We now know that
this is part of the normal spectrum and that generally
the intensity falls with increase of frequency. Reber's
dish was the first instrument to be called a Radio
Telescope. Thus, for the first time, the seal of
practice was placed on what was to become an ever-
expanding field of research. Though the designation
Radio Astronomy had not then been given to this
field of endeavour, there were others working in it,
both professional workers and amateurs in the
communications field studying the effects of radio
fade-outs. The activities of the sun and its effect on
the earth's magnetic field enhanced atmospheric
static and sudden increases in noise level at the time
of solar flares. Strangely enough little attention was
paid to the sun as the origin of these effects, the
general opinion being that it was due to the changes
in the condition of the ionosphere. This was true,
of course, but was the secondary effect of the radia-
tion from the sun. It was believed that the noise
received originated in, or near, the E layer of the
ionosphere. A number of workers had formulated
ideas on the subject although there was little ex-
change of information, but among amateurs there
was an active investigation in progress. The writer
became seriously interested in extra-terrestial sources
at this time, that is in the period between 1935-38.
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It is interesting to note that another amateur,
D. W. Heightman, in a review in Wireless World of
amateur activities in 1937 records that he had
experienced increased noise level which he attributed
to charged particles from the sun arriving at his
aerial. The first positive identification of electro-
magnetic waves from the sun was established by
Southworth in America and Hey in England in 1942.
During the war the rapid move forward of electronics
made possible more efficient receivers and aerials.
The technique of high frequencies rapidly developed,
principally due to radar requirements, but little
information could be circulated. Immediately after
the war the new science of radio astronomy blos-
somed and grew extremely quickly. History will now
record that this new window on to the universe,
opened accidentally by Jansky in 1932 in America,
was seized upon by scientists in England and
Australia, for it was within the Commonwealth that
the principal work in the years immediately after the
war, was carried out. The impetus reached America
and rapidly expanded there, also. A chronicle of
that early work would take up too much space in
these articles but reference will be made, from time
to time, to particular aspects as equipment is
described.

Radio Telescope Operation
When the words Radio Astronomy are used it

generally follows that thoughts turn to the great
250 -ft steerable parabola at Jodrell Bank. This is,
of course, at the moment, the largest radio telescope
of this type in the world. It is not, however, neces-
sary for a radio telescope to follow this design.
Indeed, there are as many variations in arrays as
there are techniques. This, perhaps, is the right
point at which to proceed to a simple explanation
of the operation of a radio telescope.

It has already been stated that the new window
through which we observe the universe is removed
some distance in the electromagnetic spectrum from
the optical window. In fact it covers the region from
about 30,000 Mc/s or 1 centimetre wavelength to
10 Mc/s or 30 metres wavelength. In each part of
this spectrum some particular aspect of extra-
terrestial radiation may be studied. Generally
speaking, however, those radiations falling in the
region between 10 and 50 Mc/s are subject to very
considerable modification by the ionosphere and are
indeed studied for that reason. The first Russian
satellite enabled much information to be obtained
about the ionosphere by the use of the two fre-
quencies of 20 Mc/s and 40 Mc/s. The writer's own
recordings of the signals from that satellite at 40
Mc/s show very well the effects of the ionosphere,
particularly absorption and the Faraday rotation;
the complete set of these is being issued in a Memoir
on Earth Satellites, published by the British Astro-
nomical Association.

To understand the operation of a radio telescope
a comparison with an optical telescope may be made.
Using the reflecting telescope as the example,
reference to Fig. 1 shows at (a) an optical arrange-
ment and at (b) a radio arrangement. The optical
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telescope receives light waves which are reflected by
the primary mirror to a secondary mirror or prism
and thence to the eye -piece where the image may
be examined. In the radio telescope the radiations
are received at.the reflector, collected by the aerial,
passed to the receiver and thence to a recording
device which may be an oscilloscope, a tape recorder
or a pen recorder. The analogy is thus a very close
one. In the optical telescope the mirror receives
the energy as light, in the radio telescope the aerial
receives the energy. The magnification of the
optical telescope is determined by the ratio of the
focal lengths of the eye -piece and the primary mirror.
The magnification of the radio telescope is deter-
mined by the gain of the receiver. The optical
telescope enables the image to be studied by means
of an eye -piece; the radio telescope does this by a
direct audio recording, or by observing an oscillo-
scope, or making a permanent record on a paper
roll. The recorder is, therefore, the eye -piece of the
radio telescope. The pen recording has the greatest
advantage since it is a permanent record which can
be stored. There are many instances where records
have been subsequently examined in the light of
new knowledge and facts confirmed. This will be
dealt with in greater detail later.

It will be clear from the analogy of these two
techniques, the optical and the radio, that there are
the same opportunities for amateurs in radio
astronomy as there were in optical work, for the
radio enthusiast already has the know-how of
electronics and communications. It will be apparent
that the essentials of a radio telescope are (i) an
aerial, (ii) a receiver, and (iii) a recording device.
With this simple equipment some idea of what goes
on -in this new field can be obtained. The simplest
of all the arrangements is the ordinary television set.
Those who live in fringe areas will be all too familiar
with the effects of solar outbursts. In June and
July this year they were especially prominent. The
outburst in June was, in fact, the cause of poor
results from the writer's investigation this year of
the occultation of the Crab Nebula at 27 Mc/s.
After very strong outbursts, those who live in the
north particularly will have observed the effects of
the Aurora Borealis on the B.B.C. television
channels. This takes the form of shadows, reminis-
cent of sound on vision, accompanied by rapid
fading and a low rumbling sound somewhat like an
Underground train approaching from a tunnel. It
is not however necessary to wait for spectacular
outbursts to apply this simple technique. All the
normal channels will give- opportunities to study
extra -terrestrial radiation. If a channel is selected
different from that of the local television transmitter,
and provided the channel selected does not have a
transmitter located to the south of the receiver, an
aerial can be arranged so that as the sun crosses the
meridian it passes through the beam of the aerial.
When this happens an increase in the noise from
the receiver will be noticed and also the "snow" on
the screen will be increased. This will begin before
transit of the sun and continue after for such a
length of time as is determined by the beam width
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of the aerial. The familiar "H" of Band I, or the
yagi of Band III arranged for horizontal polarisation
will be a suitable aerial to use, and those who are
more ambitious can stack them in order to get a
narrower beam. If the assembly can be made
steerable so much the better, for as the aerials are
swung across the sun the rise in "noise" and "snow"
will be more easily detected.

Growth of an Observatory
The writer began post-war activities with quite

simple gear. Most of the equipment assembled
together before the war had been lost or destroyed
by enemy action. Work was begun again in a back
garden with an assembly not dissimilar from that
of Jansky in form. It consisted of a wooden frame-
work some 6ft square with supports on two sides
to hold a cross bar in position. On this bar were
mounted three sets of yagi aerials, in pairs. Spacing
between pairs was one -quarter wavelength, and the
spacing between sets one wavelength. The whole
group could be moved in declination and the whole
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Fig. 1. (a) The reflecting telescope and (b) the radio telescope

frame rotated about a centre point by means of the
wneels at each corner of the framework. It could
be moved to any part of the garden because the
centre pin was an old piece of 1 in steam pipe just
driven in the ground where convenient. It had to
be moved quite often as there were complaints that
it got in the way of the washing. From this simple
beginning to the present site of 6+ acres is an
example of the fascination which the field of radio
astronomy can have. Though every amateur inter-
ested may not be able to expand to this extent, it
must be made clear that it does not mean that he
cannot contribute useful facts and make worthwhile
observations. Indeed, the most useful work on the
satellites was done with quite simple aerials. Later
articles will contain details of these and also of two
types of radio telescope specially designed by tne
writer for this series. They will be of such a size
that the average back garden will accommodate
them quite easily.

To complete the picture, the history of the growth
of the writer's observatory concludes this first part
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One of the steerable arrays for
240 Mc/s. These are free to move
in azimuth and altitude and may be
used as two steerable units in an
interferometer or as a triangulation
interferometer when used with the
fixed array
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The Martello tower from the
entrance to the observatory

The 9in Coude refractor which is
used for planetary studies and also
for solar work
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The fixed array for 240 Mc/s. This
is fixed in azimuth but steerable
with respect to altitude. Used alone
it constitutes a radiometer

The western array of the 27 Mc/s
interferometer. It is 75ft long, 27ft
wide and 27ft high, being fixed in
azimuth but steerable in altitude
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A general view of the receivers and
recorders. This is the "eyepiece"
of the radio telescope
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of the series. From the back garden the next move
was to the workshop where there was about a
quarter of an acre of land. Here the satellite aerials
were established and also an interferometer operating
on a frequency of 240 Mc/s was erected. The inter-
ferometer is an arrangement of two aerials spaced
a finite distance apart measured in wavelengths.
The combination of the outputs of the two aerials
produces fringes within the main polar diagram and
is analagous to the Michelson optical interferometer.
Detailed description of the operation of this system
and its variations will be given in later articles.

As time went on it became evident that a special
field of interest would be the lower frequencies of
the radio spectrum from 18 Mc/s to 35 Mc/s. It
was for this reason that the site on some derelict
marshes was rented. Aerials were set up in this case
some 1,000 feet apart with the equipment housed in
a caravan. Special observations of the outer corona
of the sun were undertaken including the occultation
of the Crab Nebula by the sun. These observations
were so satisfactory that it was decided to look for
a more permanent site for a full-scale observatory.
Such a place was found at Beacon Hill, St. Osyth.
This site covered some 61 acres at high tide and
10 acres at low tide, with 500 feet of private fore-
shore and a Martello Tower. Moreover, there was
180° of clear view optically from east to west, the
open sea being to the S.S.E. There were dwelling-
hauses nearby but in all cases well behind the site
of aerials and at a lower level. Thus electrical inter-
ference would be at a minimum and freedom of
operation for any work assured.

The tower itself was built along with eleven others
on this stretch of coast for the repulsion of a
Napoleonic invasion which, like that nearly 135
years later by the German armies, never materialised.
A great deal of money was spent on them and the
average cost was some £20,000 in the years between
1805 and 1810. Three of them had moats of which
the tower now described is one. The tower itself is
some 32 feet high and oval in shape, about 140 feet
in circumference. The walls are from eight to twelve
feet in thickness of old English bricks, about 50,000to a course. There are three floors proper, plus
cellars in the lower level below the moat floor. The
first floor is reached by a bridge and drawbridge
from the moat wall. The distance between the moat
wall and the tower is some 35 feet. The moat is a
dry one and about 14 feet deep. A well is provided
in the moat for drinking water. The whole stands
on a hill some 50 feet above sea level. There was
also a battery on the seaward side on which cannon
were mounted. Two of these are still at the side of
the tower and will form an entrance to the bridge.
During the Second World War a 2ft thick concrete
roof was added and this provides the platform for
the optical telescope dome. The first floor is used
as a workshop and store. It is here that aerials are
constructed where there is ample space to work
indoors in bad weather.

One of the interesting features is the central pillar
which supports the top floor by a continuous doming
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and provides support for the radial flooring of the
first floor. This pillar is of such dimensions and
stability that it is intended to house in the cellars a
north/south and an east/west beam siesmograph,
thus adding to the usefulness of the observatory.

The top floor is set out with two small and one
large rooms and are allocated to an instrument
room, a library and a lecture room. The lecture
room also serves to house the special long trestles
on which the pen recordings are laid out side by
side for comparison. The normal speed at which
the recorders are operated is 12in per hour, conse-
quently each twenty-four hours occupies 24 feet of
paper and requires a good deal of space when laid
out. This again emphasises that in radio astronomy
the collection of records over a long period of time
is necessary before conclusions can be drawn. Com-
parison of the charts over weeks, and in some cases
months, enables the short and long term changes to
be noted. It was this constant reference to previous
recordings that enabled radio astronomers in
Australia to locate times of radio emission arriving
from the direction of Jupiter. It will be seen that
these continuous recordings are of the utmost value
since they can be examined again and again in the
light of developments from later observations.

There are four radio telescopes in operation at
this obprvatory. They are all of the interferometer
type and work in various combinations with each
other. The largest arrays are those of the 19 Mc/s
Jupiter aerials and consist of 9 half-wave dipoles
each. These are mounted on poles some 14 feet
above ground level and thus provide a narrow polar
diagram in the north/south direction and when

 combined with a similar array 800 feet away to the
west form an interferometer of 18 wavelengths
spacing. The slope of the ground to the sea was
fortunately at the correct angle of elevation needed
for the purpose and thus simplified the arrays con-
siderably. Pre -amplifiers are located at each ter-
mination point of the arrays and the signals are
carried by high frequency cables to the instrument
room containing the receiver and phase switching
apparatus.

The next largest of the telescopes is that which
operates on 27.5 Mc/s. The arrays are large in that
each one consists of a corner reflector 75 feet long,
with a 27 feet high vertical screen and a 27 feet wide
horizontal screen. The screens are made of wires
spaced a fraction of a wavelength apart and fixed
to the supports. The whole assembly is mounted
on hinged bases and can be tilted through 90°
elevation. The aerial dipoles, of which there are 4
in tandem, are placed at the focal point of the
reflectors. The pre -amplifiers are placed at the foot
of the centre frame and from here again the signals
are fed by high frequency cable to the receiver in
the instrument room. The aerials are in this case
placed 22 wavelengths apart and the principal work
on which this telescope has been engaged is the
evaluation of the extent of the sun's corona, par-
ticularly at the time of the occultation of the Crab
Nebula by the sun in June of each year. The western
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aerial array of this telescope is shown in one of the
illustrations and shows the construction very well.

There are two more radio telescopes and these
are in operation at the high frequency end of the
spectrum. The arrays are of a different type and in
one case consist of a reflector 10 feet square covered
with lin chicken netting. Four yagi aerials are
arranged on the reflector and their output fed to a
pre -amplifier. The whole assembly is supported on
a unit which enables the aerial to be rotated in
azimuth and also moved in altitude. The aerials
can thus be pointed to any part of the sky. Used
alone the assembly forms a simple radio telescope
or radiometer. There are at the site two of these
arranged as one leg of an interferometer working in
combination with. another group of 8 yagis fixed
east and west but steerable in altitude. With this
system a very small area of sky, 40 minutes of arc
by 40 minutes of arc, can be examined. The receivers
are largely well known communication types. There
are two CR100, one CR150 (used for time signals
and very low frequency static observations), one
S27 with a range of 27 to 150 Mc/s, a Bendix,
covering 100 to 150 Mc/s, a very high frequency
receiver with a range from 500 to 3,000 Mc/s, two
R208 receivers covering 10 to 60 Mc/s. To this
have been added many other units, some of original

construction and some modified surplus equipment.
The three pen recorders form the most expensive
part of the equipment, but are, of course, essential
for work held to professional standards. The illus-
trations show various aspects of the radio side of
the observatory and also the optical units, the
captions explaining the details.

There will possibly be some terms used in this
first article which are unfamiliar to some. As the
series proceeds these will be explained. The next
article wi'll deal with aerials and their applications.
As far as possible the endeavour will be to carry
theory and practice together so that by the end of
the series those interested will be examining for
themselves the statements made and locating the
positions of some of the more powerful sources.
There will be scope for readers' own ingenuity in
construction and those more concerned with the
indoor work will find such items as phase detectors
and electronic phase switches of interest. The appli-
cation of transistors to this field is also of impor-
tance, and those interested in this aspect will perhaps
be stimulated to design ancillary equipment to the
specifications given. Any such designs put forward,
together with a working unit, will be put to the
test at the writer's observatory.

(To be continued)

R.A.F. and Weather Experts
in

Space Experiments
The Air Ministry Meteorological Office and the Royal Air Force are to assist scientists of Bristol University in

experiments into the relationship between solar modulation and cosmic particles entering the solar system.
The experiments, aimed at discovering more of what goes on in interplanetary space, are being conducted by ateam from the H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory of the University, under Dr. C. J. Waddington. Already the team havesent up balloons, carrying stacks of photographic emulsion, from the new Air Ministry Meteorological Station at Shanwell,Fife, and from R.A.F. Cardington.

Unlike ordinary meteorological balloons those carrying the emulsion stacks have special valves which, by releasing
excess gas, enable them to drift at a chosen height, usually about 115,000ft. Normal balloons go on rising until theyburst. The balloons are tracked by radar and at a pre -determined time the loads are dropped on parachutes.

Electrically -charged cosmic particles originating from outside the solar system come into conflict with solar magnetic
fields as they approach the earth, and some at least of them are deflected. Some of those particles that reach the upperatmosphere pass through the photographic emulsion-which is similar to the emulsion on an ordinary film but muchthicker-and when the emulsion is developed, rows of silver grains give a "picture" illustrating the behaviour of theparticles. The effect of their entry into the solar system is rather like that of a stick thrown into a bramble bush: onlythose coming from a "lucky" direction or thrown very hard, get through, says Dr. Waddington.

Although the experiments do not have any direct bearing on future space travel, the information gained supplements
that gained from space probes and satellites, and increases knowledge of interplanetary space. Meteorological officershave provided suitable locations for the launchings and track the balloons' flights by radar.
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Cover Feature

A Constructor visits the ILSNA,
THE PRESENT STATE OF THE RADIO AND TELEVISION

industry in the United States reflects, as well
as any, that country's tremendous economic

progress of recent years. "The Hi-Fi" is an essential
part of the furnishing of every home of modest
pretensions. The television set now takes up a
comparatively inconspicuous place among the
several electrical and mechanical gadgets which are
a part of the functioning of the modern American

household. But to speak in the singular here is an
understatement since it is usual to find, in addition
to the main set in the lounge, another in the hobby
room and perhaps a discarded model of the early
'fifties at the back of the garage.

Colour Television
How soon will it be before this main set in most

homes becomes a colour receiver? Even the manu-

W3KWH, Steel City Amateur Radio Club clubhouse. The building is 25 x 45ft inside, with two operating rooms,
meeting room, kitchen and rest rooms. The building is situated on the club's own property which is slightly over

one acre
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View from the kitchen of SCARC looking towards the two transmitting rooms. The 10, 15 and 20 -metre room is on
the left and the 6 and 2 -metre room on the right

facturers are hesitant to forecast at the present stage
Colour television got away to a false start following
the first transmissions, and only one home in a
hundred can boast the ownership of a colour re-
ceiver. Now, having taken a more cautious view of
the situation, some of the manufacturers who
withdrew their sets after the early disappointments
have squared their shoulders and are back in the
market. Colour is still expensive, but improvements
in design have made the service man's life much
easier and this is a great incentive to the dealer to
increase his sales. Installation of a colour set
involves little more trouble than in the case of black
and white: it is usual to expect that a set will work
properly as soon as it is plugged in and it is quite
often unnecessary to demagnetise the tube.

Improved reliability in the newer sets is borne
out by the fact that fewer buyers are taking out a
service contract, which can cost as much as £25 per
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annum. They are safe in doing this because many
adjustments can be made without removing the
back of the receiver and a tube replacement is no
longer a major operation.

Certainly the omens for the future of colour t.v.
are good at the moment. Three major networks
give a coast -to -coast coverage and the main limita-
tion on colour -fidelity would seem to be the taste of
the individual viewer when turning the knobs.

Hi-Fi
The hi-fi market continues to provide a steady

income to the numerous manufacturers of ready
made or kit -built tuners and audio components.
While we in England must be content with an hour
or so of stereosonic broadcasting each fortnight,
stations in many American cities provide daily two-
channel programmes of high quality. This has been
one of the best features of the localised (and spon-
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sored) radio system, in that, given the financial
backing, a station can afford to use its a.m. and f.m.
transmitters to provide a stereo service. Makers of
equipment have met the situation by offering com-
bined a.m./f.m. stereo tuners of advanced design
arid handsome appearance. Nevertheless, stereo has
not swept the field as reports in the trade have sug-
gested. True, the radio gramophone industries have
spared no efforts to popularise the idea-in typically

practice in Britain. While a good selection of
quality domestic recorders-the equivalent of those
in the upper price range in this country-is available,
there is not the proliferation of cheap or medium
priced machines which we have seen on the British
market during the past three years. One undoubted
reason why the disc has not given way so readily
to tape is that the disc recordings have been so
much cheaper in the U.S.A. and are becoming

Red Rask, W3RXT, chief v.h.f. operator at SCARC transmitting at the 6- and 2 -metre position on 2 -metres

American fashion one recent publication devotes a
full-length article to the subject of winning the interest
of the womenfolk. But one gains the impression
that the sceptics still have the upper hand. As one
person remarked to the author: "Once you have
got over the novelty, it is just like listening to any
other system". While talking about hi-fi, it is worth
noting that British audio equipment, particularly the
loudspeakers and amplifiers, are still highly thought
of by many audiophiles in the U.S.A.

Tape recording as a hobby occupies a rather
interesting situation when compared with current
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cheaper still. One large record company is currently
operating a "two for the price of one" campaign,
and this is in the 12in 1.p. classical range. It is less
of an economic proposition to make tape recordings
from the radio as an alternative to buying discs,
even when the price of tape is so much lower than
it is here.

The Home -Constructor
The home -constructor, using the word in the

strict sense, is probably rarer in the U.S.A. than in
this country. After passing the "experimental one
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valver" stage, the radio enthusiast is inclined to
look to the many excellent kits for his more advanced
models. While it is true that the end product may
be superior, the individual learns very little about
wireless fundamentals merely by following the
instructions supplied in the parcel, and this is a
matter of regret to the die-hards. A notable absence
in the American scene is that of the government
surplus components and equipments with which
we are familiar here. The constructor goes to his
local "ham" shop or writes to one of the big mail
order stores in New York or Chicago and expects
always to buy new, or at best from the bargain
counter. Apart from the replacement of faulty
components, kits obviously give the best value for
money. The effect of this is that there is probably
more uniformity among home radio projects, in dis-
tinct contrast to the numbers of British constructors
whose main pride is in building equipment with
components salvaged from the most unlikely places
or bought for a song in Lisle Street.

First impressions of an amateur radio store are
misleading, until one realises how large a proportion
of its business goes through the mail. Distances
alone in the United States are a sufficient explanation
for this. The personal shopper is in the fortunate
position of being able to examine the complete
range of goods in comfort; the assistants are helpful,
but not obstrusive, and when asked for advice
prove to be remarkably well informed. An oustand-
ing feature of any store is the quantity of radio
literature on show: American books which reach this
country represent only a fraction of those published
and manuals are available at various stages of
difficulty for beginners and experts alike on every
aspect of radio. Copies of the store's catalogue
-fully illustrated and running to several hundred
pages-are given freely, or sent to you for the cost
of the postage.

The Radio Amateur
In no country is the radio amateur received

among his fellow enthusiasts with more cordiality
than in the States. Certainly the visitor has no dif-
ficulty in linking up with the American hams, who
constitute more than two thirds of all radio amateurs
in the world and represent every conceivable walk
of life. It is easier there for anyone to get on the air
than in most other places. The "Novice" licence,
which permits transmission of c.w. and phone on
certain sections of the 80, 40, and 15 metre bands,
can be secured after only a modest test. Within the
year that the licence is valid the amateur is encourag-
ed to increase his knowledge and skill in preparation
for the Technician and General Class licences,
by which stage he will have attained a standard
roughly equal to the G.P.O. requirements and will
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enjoy similar band facilities to those granted in this
country. The really keen man goes on for his
"Extra Class", which calls for advanced theory and
a code rate of 20 w.p.m.

A subject for heated discussion among hams at
the moment is that of Citizens' Band Radio. This
concerns the allocation of 22 channels* in part of
the 27 Mc/s band by the Federal Communications
Commission for the private use of any person over
the age of 18, without the need for an examination.
Within the terms of the licence Citizens' Radio is
not intended for use as a hobby in itself, for radio
experimenting, or for general contacts of a random
nature to unknown stations. No doubt the regula-
tions could be more clearly stated, but it is implicit
that these frequencies should be used rather in the
same way as the private or business telephone. In
the event Citizens' Band is being treated by many
people as an easy way into "ham" radio, and
qualified amateurs are rightly indignant at this
intrusion by the "gossipers on eleven metres". The
restriction to 5 wafts input has not retarded its
popularity, and a number of manufacturers have
been quick to bring out receivers which conform to
the F.C.C. design requirements, at prices ranging
from £35 to £70 for a complete station. There is
little chance of the wavelengths being withdrawn
despite vigorous protests from amateurs, but there
are hopes of some change in the regulations.

The undoubted climax to the present visit was an
evening spent by the author at W3KWH, the Steel
City Radio Amateur Club, a few miles outside
Pittsburgh. Even in the States it is a rare experience
to visit a club in its own premises, the club -house
("shack" is hardly the word to use here) being
built entirely by the members, mostly from informa-
tion acquired from books! W3KWH enjoys a
commanding position 1,340 feet above sea level.
There are 34 members, who are a fair cross-section
of the community with the inevitable bias towards the
electrical trades, but with a nice blend of the arts
and science in that they include a music teacher and
a research physicist. Some idea of the excellent
accommodation can be seen from the photographs.
A feature of the construction which caused great
excitement is the electrical under -floor heating. When
this was switched on for the first time every tele-
vision picture in the area shrank to the size of a
postage stamp and a minor emergency in the public
supply followed. Matters were improved, but the
treasurer soon found that the bill for electricity
threatened to wreck the club finances and they have
since reverted to a more conventional form of
heating.

* There is a twenty-third channel in the Band which is shared
with stations in other services.-EDITOR.
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Variable Output
Voltage Stabilised
Power Supply

By HUGH GUY

IN THIS ARTICLE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A STABLE
source of supply voltage are discussed, and a
practical solution based on the use of a cascode

circuit is described in detail.
The performance of the complete supply,

component parts for which are readily available
separately, is summarised in the following specifica-
tion.

Specification

Mains Input
110, 205, 225, 245 volts a.c. 50/60 cycles.

Outputs via Socket or Terminals
(a) 300/350 volts at 175mA. Fully stabilised.

Unit must be derated for lower output voltages as
follows: 275V, 160mA, 250V, 150mA.

(b) 6.3V a.c. 3A. (Unstabilised.)
(c) 400-500V d.c. (Unstabilised).

Ripple
Less than lmV.

Output Impedance
At zero frequency : Zo is less than 1 a.
At 100 c/s: Approx. I ci at loads up to 40mA d.c.

Less than 10 for loads in excess of this. (Measure-
ments made when drawing signal current of 10mA
a.c.)

Stability with Mains Variations
10 % mains fluctuation produces less than 0.15

variation in output voltage.

Polarity
Chassis may be connected to either positive or

negative, or left floating.

Meter Facilities (Optional)
0-200mA, f.s.d.: 0-500V, f.s.d.

Necessity for Stabilisation
Every electronics experimenter periodically finds

a need for a supply of h.t. and 1.t. voltage during
the course of testing one or another of his pieces of
equipment.
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To meet this need he may temporarily tap the
supplies of an existing unit or perhaps use a simple
power pack he has constructed especially for such
tests.

There are disadvantages and dangers in either of
the above solutions to the supply problem. In the
first instance tapping an existing supply may over-
load it. At the same time the risk of temporary
short-circuits (almost unavoidable during a testing
phase) may permanently damage the parent unit.
Inevitably the ripple voltage of the supply will be
worsened. The worst hazard, however, is the
probability of interaction and resultant instability
due to the loading of one circuit on another. Testing,
say, a timebase circuit on a supply derived from an
amplifier could cause instability in both circuits.
Similar trouble can be experienced with supplies
obtained from a specially constructed power supply
if several different units are operated from it
simultaneously.

However, the main problem associated with
supplies of this type is that of varying output with
load; that is, the regulation problem. On circuits
drawing only a few milliamps-a simple pre-
amplifier for example-the output voltage obtained
from the supply will be very much higher than that
available when a heavier load of a hundred milliamps
or so is drawn. The disadvantage of such a supply
is that its output voltage is neither regulated nor
controllable. A graph illustrating this typical
variation is given in Fig. 1.

The following considerations show what is ideally
required from an h.t. power supply. It must provide
an output voltage which:

(1) Remains constant as the output current is
varied from zero to full load.

(2) Can be set to any predetermined level over a
wide range.

(3) Does not fluctuate with mains supply
variations.

In addition, as an extension to the first require-
ment, rapid variations of load current in one circuit
loading the supply must not be conveyed to any
other parallel circuit. In other words the first
requirement must apply regardless of the frequency
with which the output current is varied.

This requirement is specified as a permissible
output impedance. The ratio of permissible voltage
change to required load current change gives this
figure, and for the stabilised power supply described
here, is less than 10. This means that with an
output of 300 volts the output current can- be varied
from zero to the full load of 175mA with less than
0.175 volts change.

A performance of this high order rates this power
supply as an instrument well up to laboratory
standard, a purpose to which it is well suited.

Output Regulation
The simple unregulated supply mentioned earlier

can be modified to provide a controllable output.
The easiest way of doing. this is to provide a supply
which delivers a higher voltage than that ever likely
to be required and to connect a variable resistor
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Rv in series with the output. This arrangement is
shown in block form in Fig. 2.

The output resistor is adjusted to give the required
voltage on load, as indicated by the voltmeter V.
For very light loads a large value resistor is required
in circuit to drop the excess voltage. Heavier loads
demand a lower value of resistor but of fairly high
power rating.

For steady load requirements, the solution of
Fig. 2 is adequate, but it offers no protection against
mains or load fluctuations.

Where the load current alters either periodically
or in a random manner, its effect on the output
voltage could only be cancelled by a compensating
variation of output resistance. At this point, of
course, manual operation is no longer practicable
and some sort of automatic control is required.

This automatic control is provided by the elec-
tronic system of regulation.

Electronic Regulation
In the electronically regulated power supply, a

valve replaces the variable resistor used in the simple
pack. This valve, connected in series with the
output of the pack, must be capable of handling
the maximum current delivered by the supply.

-o
SIMPLE

UNREGULATED

POWER SUPPLY

Fig. 1. Output voltage variation with load

When this current is high, more than one valve may
have to be paralleled to pass the required current.
The grids of these control valves, as they are called,
are also connected in parallel, and will be controlled
by a correcting signal derived from the output of a
sensitive directly -coupled amplifier. In turn the
input to this high gain d.c. amplifier is produced by
comparing a sample of the stabilised h.t. output
with a fixed reference voltage. Any variation
between the level of the sampled stabilised h.t. and
the fixed reference voltage will then be amplified and
fed to the series control valve, altering its resistance
in such a way as to reduce the change in h.t. level.

This application of the principle of negative
feedback is used extensively in electronic circuit
design, and in this instance forms the basis of the
regulator section of the stabilised power supply.

The process can be followed in a step-by-step
analysis of Fig. 3, where the regulator section is seen
in simplified form. It consists of three main stages,
viz.: the series control valve, the high gain amplifier
coupled directly to it, and a voltage reference
provided by a neon tube. Current flowing through
the d.c. amplifier must pass through the neon tube
and, though this current will vary, it is a characteristic
of neon tubes that thc_voltage across the tube will
remain substantially constant. This means that for
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widely varying h.t. voltages, the cathode of the d.c.
amplifier stage (to which the neon is connected) will
remain at a substantially constant potential.

When the h.t. output is loaded its level will
inevitably drop. Likewise the d.c. amplifier grid

boo

300

O I I
0 100mA 200mA

LOAD CURRENT

Fig. 2. The elements of a controllable voltage supply

voltage, derived via the potential divider, R1, VR
and R2, will drop by a corresponding fraction.

Now the grid voltage of the amplifier will be
negative with respect to the stabilised cathode
voltage, and the reduction in grid level occasioned
by the loading will increase this negative bias.
Accordingly, the amplifier anode current becomes
reduced, the drop across the anode load R is
similarly reduced, and the negatiVe bias on the
control valve decreases.

This in turn permits the required load current to

Fig. 3. Basic electronic supply regulator

flow through the control valve at a decreased anode -
to -cathode voltage drop and the net fall of output
voltage is reduced.

For the regulator section to operate there must
inevitably be a finite fall in output voltage, since
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regulation is effected by amplification of the change
thus caused. This is a basic requirement of any such
error -actuated servo system.

Obviously if only a very small change of output
level is permissible then a very large amplification
is necessary to achieve this. Now, as explained
earlier, not only are these changes caused by the
load regulation characteristic of the supply but by
any alternating component of signal generated in
the equipment being supplied from the power unit.
As high a gain as possible is therefore required from
the d.c. amplifier for all frequencies and to achieve
this a capacitor C is connected from the h.t. output
to the grid of the d.c. amplifier stage. This a.c.
coupling is shown dotted in Fig. 3. Rg is the grid
leak to the coupling.

IrmA from PS.

Re

tR26

5 

advantages of the latter. Fig. 4 shows a typical
arrangement.

Practical Circuit
The Power Supply Section

Figs. 5 and 6 show the detailed circuit of the
complete stabilised power supply. Mains voltage is
supplied to the power pack via a double pole on -off
switch, Si, and a fused mains selector link. The
basic power supply section comprises a centre -
tapped h.t. transformer Ti feeding a full -wave
rectifier Vi followed by a capacitor input filter C1,
C2, Li, C3, C4.

The output voltage obtained from the supply
section must always be greater than the highest
stabilised voltage required, and consequently when

V3

Ro

}R22

PR

Fig. 4. Basic cascode amplifier

As a further aid to increased amplification and,
hence, better regulation, a pentode valve is often
used instead of the simple triode shown. The use of
a pentode generates its own series of problems
however, and the first of these is that of providing
a supply to the screen grid. In addition a disadvan-
tage of the pentode is that it is apt to generate more
noise than a triode, resulting in a greater level of
ripple on the output voltage than may be tolerable.

In recent years it has become the practice to
overcome these difficulties by the use of the cascode
circuit.

The cascode circuit is an arrangement of two
triode valves in series (one acting as the anode load
to the other) by means of which a gain approaching
that of a pentode is attainable without the dis-
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Components List

Resistors
R7 1MS2 4 watt 5% Hi -Stab
R8 lon 4 watt ±20 % carbon
R9 6852 4 watt ±20 % carbon
R10 6852 4 watt ±20% carbon
R11 1052 4 watt ±20 % carbon
R12 lkS2 4 watt ±20 % carbon
R13 lkS2 4 watt ±20% carbon
R14 Oin 1 watt wirewound
R15 471(12 2 watt carbon
R16 isokni- watt 5% Hi -Stab
R17 561a) 1 watt 5%
R18 1 kn watt ±20 % carbon
R19 looks) 4 watt ±20 % carbon
R20 221a/ 1 watt ±20% carbon
R21 500ki) 1 watt 5% Hi -Stab
R22 220k0 4 watt 5% Hi -Stab
R23 220kC2 4 watt 5% Hi -Stab
R24 1001c52 4 watt 5% Hi -Stab
R25 22k0 I watt +20% carbon
R26 471a2 watt ±20% carbon
PR1 wow carbon preset
VR1 251(0 1 watt pot. wirewound

Capacitors
C5 0.05vE, 300V, paper
C6 8tLF, 450V, electrolytic

Valves
V2 EL81 Mullard
V3 EL81 Mullard
V4 ECC81 Mullard (12AT7)
V5 85A2 Mullard

Switches
S2 s.p.s.t. toggle
S3 d.p.d.t. rotary wafer
S4 3 -way rotary

Miscellaneous
M 0-1mA loon m.c.
SK2 I.O. valveholder
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the supply is unloaded, the voltage at the rectifier
cathode is about 540 volts. To reduce the overall
size of the unit, electrolytic capacitors are used in
the ripple filter. To withstand the maximum voltage
produced, two capacitors are connected in series-
parallel, as shown, in each element of the filter.
Now the negative terminal of the electrolytic
capacitor is connected to the capacitor can.
Furthermore the complete unit is designed to enable
either the positive or the negative terminal of the
h.t. to be connected to chassis or for both terminals
to be left floating. This arrangement is useful if two
supplies are used, one as an h.t. supply and another
as a bias supply. Alternatively, the outputs of two
(or more) packs may be connected in series to obtain
a high output voltage.1 To achieve this, it follows
that one power supply must have its output
"floating" above (or below) earth potential.

For these reasons the electro-
lytic cans must be isolated
from the chassis and special
insulating card is used for this
purpose. To equalise the
voltage across each, resistive
voltage dividers are connected
in parallel with each capacitor
arrangement-R3, R4, and R5,
R6.

Resistor R1 is to restrict the
peak value of the current
flowing through the rectifier.

The unstabilised h.t. is made
available as an output on pin 6 of the octal outlet
socket.

SKI

The Stabiliser Section
V2 and V3 in the circuit of the stabiliser section

shown in Fig. 6 are the two series control valves,
connected in parallel. These types are the well
known television line output valve, the Mullard
EL81, ideally suited to this purpose. Parasitic
"stopper" resistors are connected in the anode,
screen -grid and control -grid circuits of each valve.

The stabilised output is taken from the control
valve cathodes via meter circuitry selected by switch
S3, and an on -off switch S2 to the output terminals.

V4 is the cascode, consisting of the Mullard
double triode ECC81; while the neon reference tube
V5, providing a nominal 84 volts reference, is the
Mullard 85A2. Ignition and maintaining current
is fed from the stabilised output via R15.

The voltage dividing chain mentioned earlier will
be identified here as resistors R17, R20 and VR1
connected across the stabilised output, in series with
the 0.552 meter shunt R14. The variable control
VR1 enables the stabilised output voltage to be set
to any level between 250 and 350 volts.

Components C5 and R19 comprise the a.c. feed-
back coupling used to minimise the output im-
pedance of the supply, whilst the insulated electro-

Power packs may be connected in series only if the insulation to
chassis of all power pack components is sufficiently good to withstand
the high voltages which result.-Ed.
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lytic C6 connected directly across the output limits
reflected transients from the load.

The cascode stage anode load R7 is of very high
value in order to obtain the maximum a.c. amplifier
gain, and as a result the current through the cascode
stage is low-0.5mA at the most. To improve the
gain still further extra current is diverted through
the lower triode via R23, thereby increasing the
mutual conductance, and hence gain, of the stage.

The network R22, R24, R16 and PRI enables an
extremely low output impedance to be obtained by
forming an auxilliary feedback loop, operating in a
similar manner to the main feedback loop. Con-
nected between the stabilised and unstabilised h.t.

r
6,3V 4A

C1-4 32+32.39)V.W

Fig. 5. Basic power supply circuit

Resistors
R1
R3
R4
R5
R6

Valve
V1

Components List

4752 3W wirewound ±20%
100k52 1W ±20%
lookn 1W ±20%
looko 1W ±20%
100k5l 1W ±20%

GZ34 Mullard

Capacitors
C1 C2 32+32u.F, 350V, in parallel
C3 C4 32+32tLF, 350V, in parallel can types,

clip fixing, liin dia.

Transformers
T1 418-0-418V r.m.s.
L1 10H, 180mA d.c.

Miscellaneous
SKI 3 pin shielded plug, Bulgin P162
Si d.p.s.t. toggle
VSFI Combined voltage selector panel and fuse -

holder with 3A fuse
F2 0-500mA fuse
PLI Pilot bulbholder, Bulgin D180 and 6.3V,

0.15A bulb
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rails, the preset variable control permits the grid of
the upper triode to be set at an optimum level so
that, in conjunction with the setting of VR1, it is
possible to obtain an output impedance of zero
ohms. That is, zero output voltage change over the
entire current range. The output impedance may
even" be made negative under certain conditions so
that, as the load is increased, the output voltage
rises. This is useful when h.t. must be supplied to
a unit some way from the supply, when the leads
connecting the two units may have appreciable
resistance or impedance.

In general the setting of PRI is not critical, but
instructions are given later showing how the control
may be set for best results.

The Meter Circuit
Although optional, the use of a 1mA moving coil

meter is recommended and serves the dual function,
when connected as shown in Fig. 6 of voltmeter
(0-500V), and milliameter (0-200mA), the appro-
priate scale being selected by means of S3. This
switch operates as meter scale selector, and is so
connected that the h.t. voltage may be read, and
adjusted prior to switching the h.t. on by means of
S2. In one position, the meter is connected in series
with R21, the meter multiplier, to read 500V full
scale. When the other position is selected, the meter
is connected in parallel with R25, a 0.50 shunt
resistor, and then reads 0-200mA full scale.

Fig. 6. Stabiliser section

L.T. Supply
Two 6.3V low tension windings are provided on

the h.t. transformer, one set supplying the stabiliser
circuit, and the other being connected to the output
terminals and socket. The first mentioned 1.t. supply
is connected to the junction of a voltage divider,
R25 and R26, to ensure thal the heater -cathode
voltages on all the valves is not exceeded and that
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the effects of capacitive coupling of hum are
minimised.

A centre tap to the second l.t. supply is brought
out to pin 1 of the octal socket. The pilot lamp is
connected to this supply providing quick evidence
of accidental l.t. short-circuits in the unit being
supplied by the pack.

Assembly and Wiring
Layout and wiring details are left entirely to the

reader, as it is appreciated that in many cases the
stabiliser section will be added to an existing power
unit. Suffice it to say that the wiring layout is by
no means critical and only the following points
require careful observation:

(1) The negative side of the supply and stabiliser
should not be electrically connected to the chassis.
Any existing earthed connections of this sort must
be lifted off the chassis and carried by means of
terminal strips in the same manner as the positive
high tension leads. The only earthed link is taken
from the wiper of S4 as indicated in Fig. 6. As
mentioned earlier the earthed cans of the electrolytic
capacitors, C1, C2, C3, C4 must be insulated
accordingly, and the only permitted exception to
this rule is the earth connection to the screen of the
transformer which, being connected to the lamina-
tions in some makes of transformers, should be
bonded to chassis.

(2) Parasitic stopper resistors R8, R9, R10, R11,
R12, and R13, should in each case be mounted close
to the appropriate valve pin. Because the EL81
valve has a top cap anode connection, stoppers R9
and R11 can be soldered directly to the top cap
connectors at one end, the wire downleads being
taken from the other ends of the resistors.

(3) The series -connected electrolytics, which may
have to be added as replacements in some existing
power supplies, should be mounted clear of the
rectifier and series valves, which tend to operate at a
fairly high temperature. Enlarging on this theme it
is important to ensure that the entire unit is
adequately ventilated, since it has to dissipate up
to about 100 watts or so.

Readers who have difficulty in obtaining a trans -
transformer having the ratings of that employed in
the unit described here may employ, as an alternative,
the Electrovoice transformer type 110D, which is
available from H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd., 289 Edgware
Road, London, W.2. The Electrovoice component has
secondary windings giving 6.3 V at 3A centre -tapped;
6.3 V at 3A centre -tapped; 5V at 3A; and 450-425-
0-425-450 V at 200mA. One 6.3V 3A winding may
supply the heaters of V2, V3 and V4, and the 425 V h.t.
taps replace the 418 V taps in the original transformer.
-EDITOR.

With regard to the choice of components, the
parts recommended may be obtained from many of
the usual sources advertised in The Radio Construc-
tor.

Testing
After construction, carefully check the wiring
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against the appropriate diagrams, and ensure that
all loose and surplus blobs of solder are removed
from the chassis. Plug the valves into their corre-
sponding sockets and fit the pilot lamp in its holder.
Then connect the unit to the mains after fitting the
fuse link at the correct mains voltage setting.

By means of SI, and with S2 at the "h.t. off"
position, switch the mains on. Set S3 to give a
voltage indication in the meter.

The pilot lamp will light up and, when the valve
heaters have warmed up, the stabilised h.t. voltage
will be indicated on the meter.

Turning the control VR1 from its minimum to its
maximum position should cause the h.t. to vary
from about 190V to 350V.

If an external voltmeter is available it should be
connected between pin 6 of the output socket and
the "h.t." - terminal to read the unstabilised h.t.
voltage. In the absence of any internal short-
circuits this will be between 500 and 540V.

While still unloaded, the voltage drop across each
of the electrolytic smoothing capacitors CI, C2,
C3, C4 should next be checked. In each case the
voltage should not exceed 300. If the drop across
C1 is widely different from that across C2, or if this
state of affairs exists with C3 and C4, then an extra
bleeder resistor should be connected in parallel with
the one already across the condenser with the higher
voltage on its terminals.

Next, with the voltmeter connected between pin 5
and the chassis of the power unit, S4 should be
turned to its centre position, thus isolating the
output from the chassis. The reading on the power
unit meter should remain unaltered, but the test
voltmeter should not record any voltage. If a
reading is observed, then its value should be
approximately the same as that obtained when the
test voltmeter is connected between the "h.t." -
terminal and the chassis. Both readings should be
zero as soon as any load is connected in parallel
with the test voltmeter. Any standing voltage
indicates an insulation leak which should be
corrected.

Finally, connect the test voltmeter with its positive
terminal to the chassis and its negative terminal to
"h.t. -". Switch to the "positive -earthed" position
on S4 whereupon the same voltage as is indicated
on the power unit meter will be obtained.

This completes the static tests to be performed on
the stabilised power unit.

A further test of a slightly more complicated
nature need only be followed by those constructors
concerned with obtaining the optimum performance
from the unit. This may be accomplished as
follows:

The output impedance of the supply is required
to be a minimum, perhaps even negative, at one
particular setting of the h.t. voltage, chosen by the
constructor as a specific voltage for a range of
equipment he is designing or using.

Assuming for the sake of discussion that this value
is 300 volts, then PRI, the preset control, must be
adjusted in conjunction with a test circuit as shown
in Fig. 7.
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A load comprising a fixed resistance of about
1.7kS1 in series with a variable resistor in 15k f1 or so
is connected across the stabilised output, in series
with an on/off switch. The 1.71a1 resistor should be
of about 50 watts rating and may comprise several
lower wattage and higher value components
connected in parallel. The maximum power
dissipated in the 151a1 variable resistor will be about
12.5 watts.

An h.t. battery delivering the same voltage -300
here-is arranged with a voltmeter between its
positive output and that of the supply, as shown in
Fig. 7, the negative terminals of the supply and the
battery being linked. The test voltmeter should
preferably be of the multi -range type and should be
set initially to the 300V range.

Stabilr ised
Powe Cdr
Under Test

.H7+ 300V

S
Mul Rowe

Test
Voltmeter

151t11

I2,5W

sow

300V

HT Battery

Fig. 7. Test arrangemen for minimising output
impedance

Switch on the power supply and after it has
warmed -up, with S in Fig. 7 open, switch the h.t. on.

The test voltmeter will now indicate a small
reading which should be reduced to zero by fine
adjustment of the variable output control on the
power supply. As the reading falls, so the multi -
range meter scale should be changed until finally its
most sensitive scale is in use. This, say, is the 0 to
1V scale.

When this scale is zeroed by final adjustment of
VR1 then switch S should be closed to pass current
through the load. Depending on the initial setting
of the preset control PRI. the test voltmeter reading
will either be positive or negative.

First reduce the variable part of the load to zero,
leaving only the 1.71a1 part in circuit. This gives
full load conditions. PRI should now be adjusted
to give a minimum reading on the test voltmeter.

Open switch S and if necessary reset VR1 to obtain
a zero reading, then adding the full load and re -
trimming PRI again. This process should be
repeated until the minimum change in voltage occurs
between maximum and minimum loads.

Now adjust the variable load and note the
maximum excursion of voltage change as the load
varies from its full to minimum value.

The maximum voltage excursion, Vc, divided by
the load current Ic drawn at this voltage gives the
effective output resistance of the power supply. If
the voltage rises as the load on the supply is in-
creased then Vc is negative and the power supply
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has a negative output impedance.
The supply is now adjusted and completely ready

for use. Readers will find this superior circuit
extremely reliable and versatile. The prototype has
been in use now for some hundreds of hours at up
to eight hour stretches and no troubles have been
experienced at all.

Interpretation of
Transistor Data
Part 1

By V. T. ROLFE*

IT WAS IN 1948 THAT THE TRANSISTOR FIRST MADE

its appearance, and a lot of progress has been
made in the field since that time. Transistors

are used almost exclusively in hearing aids, as well

Pc max
(mW)

150

100

50

O

In spell

To the newcomer, who may think in terms of
valves, the concept of a transistor as a current
amplifier is perhaps difficult to grasp, and low input
impedances are difficult to get used to at first. In
addition, each manufacturer seems to have his own
method of presenting the transistor data, which
leads the beginner into even more confusion. It is
hoped, in the ensuing paragraphs, to clarify the
position by examining some transistor features and
to present them in a simplified form, together with

OC 72

With cooling

heat sink 3.5
or equivalent

fin mounted on
x 3.5cm

e = 0.3°C/mW

a/
Without cooling

e=04°C/mW
fin

30 40

as being used in computers and as d.c. converters,
and a number of manufacturers are making transis-
torised record-players and portable receivers.
 Mullard Ltd.

212

50 60 T ambient (°C)
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a few words of explanation.

Limiting Values
It is perhaps as well to begin by defining the
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limits of transistor ratings. An appreciation of these
limits may save the beginner from completely
ruining the transistor. As these are relatively
expensive it is as well to take care. Most manu-
facturers warn users about the dangers of reversed
voltages and overheating when soldering, and these
remarks should be heeded.

With valves, the principal limiting values are the
maximum anode dissipation (pa max.), the maximum
anode voltage (Va max), and the maximum cathode
current. These ratings depend on the physical
construction of the valve. The dissipation depends
on the physical size; the maximum voltage on the
spacing between electrodes; and the maximum
cathode current on the cathode area, and various
other features of the cathode. There are three

vc max vct(Pk'
max

FIG.2b M169

similar ratings which apply to transistors-the
maximum collector dissipation (pc max.), the
maximum collector voltage (Vc max.), and the
maximum collector current (Ic max.).

Taking these in turn, the maximum collector
dissipation depends upon the temperature at which
it is desired to operate. Germanium has a particular
restriction on temperature and the maximum
junction temperature for the majority of germanium
transistors is 75° C. The maximum junction
temperature is probably the most important of all
transistor ratings. In order to determine the
maximum dissipation, one further factor is required
-the "thermal resistance" (0). This relates the
dissipation of the transistor to the junction tempera-
ture rise, and for small signal transistors it is usually
of the order of 0.4°C/mW. The dissipation can now
be calculated, since:

Permissible rise of junction temperature =Max.
junction temperature-ambient temperature =
Pc x0
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 Pc
0

As an example, a transistor with a maximum
junction temperature of 75° C and a 0 of 0.4° C/mW,
operating at an ambient temperature of 55° C, will
have a permissible collector dissipation - of

20
5-= OmW.

0 . 4

For quick reference, it is possible to plot a curve
of pc max. against Tambient as in Fig. 1.

Tjunction - Tambient

FIG3

"Co

MI70

Two lines are shown in Fig. 1. The lower one
applies to the transistor already quoted. The upper
one illustrates the effect of improving the 0 value by
mounting the transistor in a metal clamp and fixing
to a heat sink. Permissible dissipation under the
same conditions will now be 66.6mW.

Collector Voltage
Readers who are familiar with crystal diodes will

recognise the curve of Fig. 2 (a) as the inverse
characteristic of a diode.

The point x is shown as the "turnover" point,
and normally the maximum peak inverse voltage is
rated as 75 % of the turnover value.

The collector junction of a transistor consists
essentially of a diode biased in the reverse direction,
so the curve of Fig. 2 (a) may be inverted as shown
in Fig. 2 (b), and applied to junction transistors.

In this case, xis known as the "softening voltage".
The peak voltage to which the collector is allowed
to swing (Vc(pk) max.) is then about 75 % of x. The

c

o

FIG.4

vc

M171
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maximum average or d.c. value of collector voltage
Vc max. is half of the peak value. Thus with a
sinusoidal input, operation at Vc max. allows the
collector voltage to swing up to Vc(pk) max. and
down to zero. There is, however, one further point
to be considered. The voltage ratings given apply
to grounded base operation, a condition which is

vc (0)
max

V

30

20

10

collector, the emitter being open -circuit. If we now
consider the grounded emitter case (Fig. 3), the
voltage applied tends to bias the collector -base
junction in the reverse direction, and the leakage
current Ico flows between these two perints.

If the base is connected to the emitter, this is the

OC 70

Grounded emitter

DerotIng curve for Vc max and Vc (pk) max
against external base resistance or Impedance.
Provision must be made to ensure thermal stability.

004 3

basically stable. When transistors are operated in
grounded emitter the circuit is not so stable. One
of the effects of operating a transistor in this type
of circuit is that the softening voltage is reduced.
In order to understand this it is necessary to
consider the grounded emitter circuit more fully.

FIG.6
MI73

From the graph of Fig. 2 (b), at voltages up to Vc
max., the current is constant. This current is known
as the leakage current Ico (the subscript "c" denoting
collector, and "o" that there is no input current)
and consists of a current flowing between base and

214

10 30 CO
Zb-ground (kn)

FIG.5 M172

vc

Man

(v)

-20

10

O

only current which will flow. But if the base is left
floating, a current equal to Ico must flow between
emitter and base, since there is no external connec-
tion to the base. Due to transistor action, a current
flows between emitter and collector equal to cc' x 'co,
where Oa' is the current gain in grounded emitter.

Increasing forward Increasing reverse
base current 4"" base current

M 174

Open -
circuit
emitter

FIG.7

.7Point X Vce

The value of ce in this case is lower than quoted in
the data, as it is at a very low current level. This
higher value of leakage current is denoted by I'co
(It is common practice in transistor literature to use
a single prime (') to denote grounded emitter values,
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and a double prime (") to indicate grounded collector
values.)

If we now superimpose the I'co curve on that of
'co, we get a graph such as that shown in Fig. 4.
It is also found that the turnover voltage occurs at
a lower value, and this must be taken into account
by the manufacturer in fixing the limiting values.
The two curves apply to the conditions of open -
circuit base and short-circuit base respectively, and
intermediate values of base impedance will give
intermediate values of turnover voltage. A derating

k (A)

6

4

transistor used in a grounded emitter circuit. For
normal values of base current, the transistor reaches
a region where the collector current rises very
rapidly for a small increase in collector voltage.
This is known as the avalanche region. With
reversed base current (as may be used in switching
circuits to cut the transistor off rapidly) a larger
voltage excursion can be permitted providing the
collector current is low. The characteristic then
turns back on itself and goes into avalanche region.
This extension of the permitted working range is

OC 36

k max

2

Vice max

Permissible area of
operation

O -20 -40
FIG.8

curve, such as Fig. 5 may be given to cover this.
The base resistance or impedance, Zb-ground in

this case is the effective resistance between base and
earth. In the typical circuit of Fig. 6, this is equiva-
lent to R1 and R2 in parallel, i.e.

R1 . R2
Zb-ground

ly 1 + 2
So far we have only considered the influence of

the softening voltage on the ratings. But in certain
applications, (e.g. switching circuits) where linearity
is unimportant a larger voltage/current excursion
would be obtained if the device could be operated
beyond this point. It is therefore necessary to
investigate the characteristics beyond the softening
voltage. Fig. 7 shows these characteristics for a
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-60 -80 Vice V
M175

useful in some applications and it is therefore
becoming common to publish a voltage/current
rating chart defining a permissible area of operation,
such as shown in Fig. 8. Precautions must be taken
to keep the transistor operating point within the
specified working area. This is fairly straight-
forward with resistive loads, but when inductive
loads are used, it is possible for the transistor to
reach a high -voltage high -current state even when
cut-off on the base (point x on Fig. 7), unless
precautions are taken to limit the voltage swing.
The importance of the avalanche ratings is not
confined to switching circuits. It is also of import-
ance in car radio output stages for instance, where
interference pulses arriving at the base can cut the
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transistor off and a high peak voltage can occur
(at a high current level) at the collector due to the
rapid change in current through the output trans-
former.

oci

60

50

40

30

20

10

As the current is increased, however, the value of ct

(and hence cc') falls, so this may in itself set a limit
to the useful current range. This effect is illustrated
in Fig. 9.

OC 72

Grounded emitter

O

Vc.-Iv

20 40 60 80

Collector Current
There still appears to be some doubt as to whether

there is any real physical limit on the value of
collector current which can be drawn from a tran-
sistor. For normally operated audio stages, the
current is limited by the permissible collector
dissipation, but in some special applications it is
possible to operate the transistor at very low
voltages (in the knee) and obtain very high currents.

103 120 140

FIG.9
Ic.(mA)

M176

Absolute Ratings
It is important to remember that the majority of

transistors are rated on the Absolute Maximum
system, and these ratings must not be exceeded at
any time. The circuit designer must take into
account the effects of supply voltage variations and
component tolerances when designing equipment.

(To be continued)

British Sound Recording Association
Silver Jubilee Convention

The Association has arranged a special whole day Audio Convention to mark its Silver Jubilee Year. This will be held at the Institute ofElectrical Engineers, commencing at 10.0 a.m. on Saturday, 14th October, 1961.
The programme includes: "Non-linear Distortion Measurement", by J. Somerset Murray, B.A., A.M.I.E.E.; "Some Highlights in the History ofSound Recording", by H. A. M. Clark, B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E.; "The Cocktail Party Problem", by Prof. Colin Cherry, D.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.; "StudioAcoustics", by C. L. S. Gilford; "Recording and the Artist", by Peter Andry.
Registration for the Convention costs 30s. for non-members, or el for members of the Association.
Following the Convention the Association Silver Jubilee Dinner will take place at the Howard Hotel, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2. Thiscommences with the Reception at 7.30 p.m., and after the Dinner will feature an illustrated talk on "Twenty-five years of B.B.C. Recording", byTimothy Eckersley. Tickets for members and guests only cost 30s.
Tickets for the Convention may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary: S. W. Stevens-Stratten, F.R.S.A., "Greenways", 40 Fairfield Way, Ewell,Surrey.
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AN EVENT OF EXTREME INTEREST
to high fidelity enthusiasts has
taken place this year in the

United States. The American Fed-
eral Communications Commission
has approved a specific method of
broadcasting stereo via f.m. trans-
mitters. In the approved system
(based on proposals put forward
separately by General -Electric and
Zenith) the stereo left and right-hand
signals are contained within a single
v.h.f. channel, and the system is
compatible in that an acceptable
monaural signal is given by conven-
tional f.m. receivers tuned to the
transmission.

The processes involved in provid-
ing left and right-hand signals within
a single f.m. channel are not very
complex, although they may appear
so at first sight to those British
readers who are not familiar with
the "sum" and "difference" method
of handling stereo signals. In the
American stereo system the sum
signal is transmitted in conventional
manner, whilst the difference signal
is transmitted on an a.m. subcarrier.

Sum and difference techniques
have been used for quite a few years
in the United States to reduce the
cost of commercially produced stereo
amplifiers and, if the functioning of
such amplifiers is understood, it be-
comes easier to appreciate the prin-
ciples involved in the new broad-
casting process. In consequence, I
would like to primarily devote some
space to such amplifiers. Incident-
ally, it is worth pointing out that
whilst (so far as I know) few if any
stereo amplifiers employing sum and
difference methods are being pro-
duced in this country at the time
being, there is no reason at all why
they should not appear in the future.
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So it may, for this reason alone, be
well worthwhile getting to grips with
the subject at the present time.
British references located by myself
on the subject are an item in "Tech-
nical Notebook" in Wireless Worlds
and a comprehensive article in Hi-Fi
News.2

Sum and Difference Amplifiers
A basic method of recording a

stereo programme on to a gramo-
phone record consists of coupling a
stereophonic microphone via ampli-
fiers to the cutting head as in Fig. 1.

E140

The cutting head produces a track
inclined at 45° to the horizontal for
the left-hand channel, and another,
similarly at 45° to the horizontal,
and at 90° to the first, for the right-
hand channel. When the two chan-
nels are exactly in phase and have
the same amplitude (as would occur
if the sound source were directly in
front of the stereophonic microphone
of Fig. 1) the combined effect of the

1 Page 80, Wireless World, February 1959
This item refers also to "A Two-way Stereo-
phonic Amplifier" by B. B. Bauer, J. Holly-
wood and G. Maerkle, Audio, October 1958.
and "The Bi-Ortho Output Circuit" by
Nicholas Pryor, Audio, November 1958.

2 "Economy Stereo Amplifier for Home
Constructors", by P. W. Taylor, Hi-Fi News,
March 1960.

By RECORDER

two signals on the cutter is to cause
it to cut a groove whose only varia-
tions are in the horizontal plane.
The groove cut thereby is just the
same as would occur in a normal
monaural record.3 An important
requirement for the reproduction of
stereo records is that "a movement
of the stylus point in a direction
parallel to the surface of the disc
shall provide equal, in -phase, acous-
tical signals from the loudspeakers
(of the stereo reproducing system)".4
This latter point is intended to ensure
that a stereo system may reproduce
a monaural disc by giving an in -
phase output from both its speakers.
The reproducing system would also
give the same result if the sound
source were directly in front of the
stereophonic microphone of Fig. 1,
because the recording cutter head
would cut a horizontal track just like
that in a monaural record.

Having established these points we
can now proceed to the sum and
difference stereo amplifying tech-
nique. The conventional method of
amplifying a stereo pick-up is to
apply it to two separate amplifiers
and, thence, to two separate speakers.
This we do in Fig. 2 (a), in which we
are employing single -ended output
stages. if our input signal is given
by a monaural record, or by a stereo
record where the sound source was
directly in front of the stereophonic
microphone, both speakers must be
in phase. So, working backwards,
must the output anodes. When,
because of the signal, the upper
anode of Fig. 2 (a) goes positive so

3 "Stereophonic Record Pick-ups" byF. Oakes and D. V. Charlesworth, Wireless
World, January 1959.

4 "Standards for Stereo Disc Records",
Wireless World, June 1958.
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does the lower anode. On the other
hand, if we are reproducing a normal
stereo recording both anodes will be
out of phase, even if only slightly,
for a very high proportion of the
signals they handle. Also, the
amplitudes of the signals at these
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anodes will vary according to
whether the original sound came
from the right or from the left.

Let us now connect our two anodes
to the outside ends of a push-pull
speaker transformer, as in Fig. 2 (b)
and see what happens. If we now

Amplifier

Common HT+
supply

Push-pull
transformer

Common HT+
supply

Difference

E141

reproduce a monaural record (or a
record where the sound source was
directly in front of the stereophonic
microphone) the effect at the anodes
will be exactly the same as in Fig.
2 (a). That is, both anodes will go
positive at the same moment, and
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will go negative at the same moment.
Since the anodes are in phase their
signals will cancel out in the primary
of the transformer, and the speaker
of Fig. 2 (b) will remain silent. If,
on the other hand, we attempt to
reproduce a normal stereo record,
we will find that the signals on the
two anodes will, for most of the time,
be out of phase (even if only slightly)
and will, also, be different in ampli-
tude according to whether the
original sound came from the right
or the left. Only the signal com-
ponents which are equal and in
phase will cancel out in the primary
of the output transformer. Our
speaker will now respond to the
difference between the two stereo
channels.

One would expect, and this is
borne out in practice, that the
difference signal from the two chan-
nels in a stereophonic system would,
on the average, be much smaller
than the sum signal. Let us next see,
therefore, whether we can apply a
sum signal to our push-pull trans-
former. An easy way of doing this
consists of reversing the input to one
of our amplifiers, as in Fig. 2 (c).
now, we apply a monaural record
(or a stereo record where the sound
source was directly in front of the
stereophonic microphone) our two
output anodes will be 180' out of
phase; which is exactly right for
application to the two ends of the
push-pull output transformer. In-
deed, the set-up is just the same as
if we had a monaural push-pull
amplifier, the necessary phase -split-
ting being carried out in the pick-up
itself! With a normal stereo record
the two amplifier inputs will not be
entirely in phase, but the in -phase
components will still add together
in the output transformer primary.
Our speaker will, therefore, respond
to the sum signal.

Whereas, in Fig. 2 (c), in -phase
components cause one anode to go
positive, and the other to go nega-
tive, out -of -phase components will
cause both anodes to go positive
together, or negative together, as the
case may be. We can, therefore,
pick out these out -of -phase com-
ponents by connecting the primary
of a second transformer between the
centre -tap of the push-pull trans-
former primary and the h.t. positive
line. See Fig. 2 (d). This second
transformer will respond to the
difference signal, in just the same
manner as did the push-pull trans-
former in Fig. 2 (b).

If we were to call the left-hand
channel signal L and the right-hand
channel signal R we may say that
the voltage across the secondary of
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the push-pull transformer of Fig.
2 (d) is L+ R because it is equal to
the sum of the two channels. We
can, similarly, say that the voltage
across the secondary of the second
transformer is equal to L-R, since
this is the difference signal between
the two channels. (In this last
instance we give the minus sign to R
rather than to L, because it was the
right-hand channel we switched over
in Fig. 2 (c). R has a plus sign so far
as the sum signal in the push-pull
transformer is concerned, because
we switched the right-hand channel
back again in the primary of that
transformer.)

Fig. 2 (e) shows asecondary circuit
which enables us to restore our left
and right-hand channels. In this
diagram each half of the push-pull
transformer secondary gives a signal
voltage of L -I -R, whilst the second
transformer secondary gives a signal
voltage of L -R. The L-R secon-
dary is in series with both speakers.
Tracing out the circuit to the lower
speaker, we find that this receives a
signal equal to (L- R)+(L-1- R)
which, with the brackets removed, is
equal to 2L. The upper speaker has
the L + R component from the push-
pull transformer reversed, and so it
receives (L-R)-(L+R). Taking
away the brackets, this is equal to
L-R -L -R, or -2R. The 2's
cancel out, and so we have obtained
the situation where one speaker has
a signal which is wholly left-hand
channel, and the other has a signal
which is wholly right-hand channel.
The fact that the right-hand channel
signal has a minus sign in front of it
merely means that it is out of phase;
and we reverse the connections to
the speaker to bring it back into
phase again.

Advantages
What are the advantages of this

system, as compared with a conven-
tional stereo amplifier? To begin
with, although we are using single
ended outputs, we are getting some-
thing approaching push-pull opera-
tion in the output stage so far as the
sum signal is concerned. Indeed, if
there is little phase or amplitude
difference between the two channels,
the output valves operate very nearly
as a fully fledged push-pull stage with
all its attendant advantages. The
difference signal, on the average, will
be much smaller than the sum signal,
so we can, if we feel so inclined,
skimp on the cost of the second
transformer without introducing too
much distortion for normal repro-
duction. There is the further very
important point that we are obtain-
ing something which is not all that
far short of two push-pull amplifiers

whilst using no more output valves
than would be required for one! As
may be imagined, this not only halves
h.t. power requirements but also
reduces overall costs very con-
siderably.

Stereo Broadcasting
Having familiarised outselves with

the sum and difference stereo ampli-
fier technique, let us now return to
the new stereo transmitting system
employed in the United States. At
the time of writing, the most detailed
technical information, on the new
system appears in a commendably
prompt -off -the -mark article by Nor-
man H. Crowhurst in Radio Elec-
tronics.5 The details concerning
subcarrier and modulation frequen-
cies in the following paragraphs are
taken from this article.

In the new system the sum and
difference signals are separated at
the transmitter. The sum signal then
frequency modulates the transmitter
carrier in normal fashion, maximum
a.f. modulating frequency being 15
kc/s. The treatment of the difference
signal is a little more complicated,
and may, perhaps, be conveniently
approached via an intermediary step.
In this intermediary step, let us
assume that the transmitter carrier
is frequently modulated by a sub-
carrier of 38 kc/s, and that this
subcarrier is amplitude modulated,
in its turn, by the difference signal.
This represents a feasible method of
transmitting the difference signal,
but it has the disadvantage that
energy is lost in the subcarrier. So
let us now carry on to the next step
and suppress the 38 kc/s subcarrier,
leaving the a.m. sidebands to fre-
quency modulate the transmitter
carrier on their own. This is, in fact,
exactly what is done in the new
American system. To demodulate a
suppressed carrier signal it is neces-
sary to reinsert the carrier at the
correct frequency in the receiver. In
the American system a third fre-
quency, fixed at 19 kc/s, also
frequency modulates the transmitter
carrier. This frequency may be
picked out at the receiver, doubled,
and used to reinsert the 38 kc/s sup-
pressed subcarrier.

As with the sum signal, maximum
audio frequency with the difference
signal is 15 kc/s.

Let us now see what happens in a
stereo f.m. receiver which picks up
the composite signal. This receiver
will resolve, at its discriminator, all
the signals which frequency modu-
lated the transmitter carrier. First
will be the sum signal, and this will

5 "Clear Road for FM Stereo", by Nor-
man H. Crowhurst, Radio Electronics,
July 1961.
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appear as an a.f. capable of being
passed on to an audio amplifier or
any other a.f. circuit in conventional

manner. Secondly, we will find the
pilot subcarrier, this appearing as a
steady frequency running at 19 kc/s.
Thirdly we will obtain the sidebands
around the suppressed 3S kc/s carrier.
These we can apply, after we have
reinserted the carrier, to an a.m.
detector, the detected output from
which then provides our difference
signal. (We will, of course, obtain
the 38 kc/s for carrier reinsertion by
doubling the 19 kc/s pilot frequency.)
We now have our sum signal and our
difference signal, and all that remains
is to change these back to left and
right-hand signals. One method of
doing this could consist of adding
them in or out of phase at the output
transformers, as in Fig. 2 (e). How-
ever, it would in practice be prefer-
able to add them in or out of phase
by means of simple resistor networks
closely following the f.m. discrimi-
nator and the a.m. subcarrier
detector.

The new American system is com-
patible because, if the signal is
received by an ordinary f.m. receiver,
the latter responds only to the sum
signal which frequency modulates
the transmitter carrier. The 19 kc/s
pilot subcarrier and the sidebands
around the 38 kc/s suppressed sub -
carrier may also appear at the
demodulator but, even if these
frequencies can find their way
through a conventional de -emphasis
circuit and a.f. amplifier to the
speaker, they will still be inaudible
anyway. So the f.m. receiver re-
sponds to the sum signal only. The
sum signal will be capable of offering
good entertainment value, since the
programme obtained would be
equivalent to that given by the
stereophonic microphone of Fig. 1

with both outputs paralleled. I
should add that, with a stereo f.m.
receiver, de -emphasis would not take
place immediately after the discrim-

,
Teutoburger Wald

W.D.R.
Teutoburger Wald

W.D.R.

inator. A more convenient point
would occur after the left and right-
hand signals had been separated.

V.H.F. Dx
I haven't left myself much space

for news this month, so I think I
had better pass quickly on to some
interesting information in a letter
from Cpl. D. Sugden, who is serving
in Germany. Cpl. Sugden refers to
the article by A. H. Uden in the July
issue on "TV and FM Dx Reception
via Sporadic E" and states:

"This was a very interesting feature
but some of the information has now
become out -dated frequency -wise.
The frequency of the B.F.N. trans-
mitter, Herford, quoted as being
93.00 Mc/s, is, in fact, now 92.9
Mc/s; the change took place at the
end of last year. One other point,
the Aachen transmitter of West-
Deutsche-Rundfunk is now no longer
on the air on 89.89 Mc/s. Its present
frequency I don't know. The Dussel-
dorf area B.F.N. transmitter sends
out 18kW on 89.15 Mc/s. A point
to note is that quite a few of the
German transmitters picked up were
small output stations, viz.:
Aachen 98.4
Biedenkopf 91.2
Dusseldorf B.F.N. 89.15
Feldburg A.F.N. 94.9
Flensburg N.D.R. 97.8
Hamburg N.D.R. 96.3
Harz N.D.R. 88.2

96.0
It 99.9

Herford B.F.N. 92.9
Kleve W.D.R. 91.5
Langenburg W.D.R 87.9

95.7
Linz S.W.F." 97.8
Munster W.D.R. 94.5
Nordhelle W.D.R. 93.9

98.7
Oldenburg N.D.R. 87.6

95.4
94.2

99.6

5kW
10kW
18kW
10kW
15kW
5kW

100kW
30kW

100kW
10kW

0.25kW
100kW
100kW

3kW
5kW

15kW
15kW

100kW
9

100kW

100kW

Verden B.F.N. 90.3 60kW
"The other B.F.N. transmitters

are as follows:
Berlin 94.3 80kW
Bonn 91.4 3kW
Drachenberg 99.3 80kW
Herford 92.9 3kW
Dusseldorf 89.1 80kW

"In all there are no fewer than
about 215 transmitters operating on
41 different frequencies in West Ger-
many and West Berlin. In fact, with
a good receiver and aerial, it is diffi-
cult to find a station -free spot on the
dial. 1 haven't heard of anyone
picking up any of the B.B.C.'s
v.h.f. f.m. transmitters over here, but
that is due more than anything else
to the number of transmitters in
operation here than to lack of
signals.

"I hope that some of my informa-
tion will be of help to anyone keen
on the subject of v.h.f. Dx reception."

Many thanks for the information,
Cpl. Sugden!

Mr. I. C. Beckett of Buckingham,
the t.v. Dx king, has sent details of
Dx reception over the year. 1 shall
have to leave some of his comments
until later but I can just squeeze in
part of his letter. The following is a
list of identified t.v. signals received
by Mr. Beckett in 1961 up.to August
2nd, together with the total time over
which they were picked up. All
reception was in the region 48-68
Mc/s and the receivers were standard
commercial British
simple modifications.

Country

models with

Total time
hrs. mins.

Italy, .. 58 4
Spain .. 37 34
Russia 30 14
Hungary 18 35
Czechoslovakia 10 10
Germany 8 48
Portugal 8 29
Austria 5 55
Sweden 3 49
Rumania 3 42
Poland 1 33
France.. 15

A New Mullard Audio Triode Pentode
A recently introduced addition to the Mullard "World Series of Audio Valves". is the ECL86 triode -pentode.
Unlike its predecessor the ECL82, the new valve has been developed exclusively for a.f. applications and offers higher sensitivity consistent

with high output, making practicable the use of a greater degree of negative feedback. A signal voltage of 50mV at the triode grid will produce 3W
of audio output at the pentode anode in a typical single -valve amplifier.

The triode section of the ECL86 has an amplification factor of 100, and a mutual conductance of 1.6mA/V.
The anode dissipation of the pentode section is 9W, and its mutual conductance 10mA/V (la =36mA).
Special care has been taken in the design of the valve to keep the hum and microphony to a minimum. Maximum hum level referred tothe

triode grid is 4 microvolts. No special precautions against microphony are required in equipment where the input voltage is not less than 5mV
for an output of 50mW.

The ECL86 is particularly suitable for use in stereo amplifiers. A medium sensitivity stereo pick-up gives an output of 70mV, which is
substantially more than the valve requires to give full output.

Using two of the new valves Mullard engineers have designed a stereo amplifier that giyes a power output of 3W per channel with a total
harmonic distortion of 3%.

The ECL86 has maximum diameter of 22.2mm and a maximum seated height of 71.5mm. The base is B9A.
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The JR1MTL.
Stereo Tape Recorder Unit

PART 2. By G. BLUNDELL

The J1211JTL Stereo Tape Recording Unit offers stereophonic record and playback facilities,
together with instantaneous tape monitoring. It is employed with a stereo amplifier. The

unit can also allow all tape tracks to be recorded and played back in conjunction with a
monaural amplifier or amplifiers, the instantaneous monitoring facilities still being retained

for this application

T.HE VARIOUS ESSENTIAL PARTS OF A TAPE RECORDER

are as follows. There is firstly the recording
head, which is fed with the programme plus

high frequency biasing. Secondly, there is the play-
back head for reproducing the signal recorded on
the tape and, thirdly, there is the erase head which
removes the recording prior to the new one being
made. The three essential parts of the circuit are,
therefore, the recording amplifier, the playback
amplifier and the bias oscillator.

The sensitivity of the recording amplifier is
approximately 100 millivolts and is intended to be
used in conjunction with the same amplifier which is
reproducing the recorded signal. Fig. 18 shows a
block diagram of the Jason stereo amplifier J2-10,
which is arranged so that the first part of the pre-
amplifier may be disconnected from the tone control
circuits. If, for example, one wished to make a tape
recording from a gramophone record, the sequence
of events would be as follows. The signal from the
gramophone pick-up would be suitably corrected
and equalised in the first stage of the J2-10 amplifier
and then fed to the tape unit, where it would be
recorded on the tape through the recording amplifier.

Recording

and

oscillator
circuits

Recording

signal

Input from mit.
radio or p.u.

Tape heads

Correction

- circuits

Equalised

signal

Loudspeaker

Fig. 18. Tape connections-one channel only

OCTOBER 1961

Signal

C

Bias

Signal

Fig. 19. Methods of feeding the recording head

The reproduced signal from the tape, after being
suitably amplified and corrected in the tape unit,
would then be connected back to the J2-10 main
amplifier where it would be amplified to the loud-
speakers in the normal way. This recorded signal
is fed into the amplifier before the tone control
circuits so that these circuits would operate on the
reproduced signal but not affect the signal being
recorded. The two parts of the J2-10 amplifier are
therefore operating independently, the first part on
the signal which is being recorded, and the second
part on the signal which is being reproduced. These
two signals are not, of course, the same due to the
time which the tape takes to travel from the recording
head to the reproducing head. The J2-10 amplifier
will also play directly from a tape head, and there-
fore there is a further flexibility in that, with the aid
of another tape deck, tape recordings may be copied.

The addition of the JTL unit to an amplifier in
no way alters its operation. When the monitor
switch is in the "Original" position, the amplifier
behaves as though the JTL were not connected to it.
Therefore, there is no necessity to change over
inputs when one wishes to make a recording-any-
thing which can normally be heard through the
amplifier may be recorded just by switching on the
JTL unit.

This ease of use can also be achieved with some
other amplifiers by a minor modification and details
will be given later.
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If a modification to the main amplifier is not
practical, then it would be necessary to use a pre-
amplifier with the tape unit. This preamplifier
would have to have an input selector switch covering
the normal input requirements, such as pick-ups,
microphone and radio, together with any necessary
correction circuits. These inputs could then be left
permanently connected to the preamplifier. If radio
input only were required to the tape recorder, this
could be left permanently connected to the "A"
Recording Input.

The Recording Amplifier
On the circuit diagram V4 is the recording

amplifier valve. The head is fed through the series
resistor R41, which helps to keep the current in the
head constant independent of frequency. The value
of this resistor is chosen to be that suitable to damp
any possible oscillations in the record head. The
impedance of a tape head is, of course, mainly an
inductance and this, together with the bias feed
capacitor, C16, will resonate. Although the perform-
ance of this resonant circuit (whose Q is about 5)
is not very good, it can still cause bad behaviour on
transients, and therefore the series resistor R41 also
acts as the damping resistor and must not be too
high in value. The resistor R42 merely serves to keep
the potential on C10 at earth, otherwise when only
one channel is in ,operation there would be no d.c.
potential across Clo. When this channel is switched
into use C10 would be charged through the recording
head and would very thoroughly magnetise it.

Because the Magic Eye is less sensitive than the
head, the output for the head is taken from a
tapping on the load of V4a, whilst the full signal
voltage is applied to the Magic Eye. Resistor R44
serves to prevent Magic Eye grid current from causing
distortion of the recording signal. The necessary
h.f. boost of the recording signal is achieved by
decoupling the cathodes of V4 with the small value
capacitors C13 and C14. The values given in the
Components List for these two capacitors are
suitable for the Bogen and Minifiux heads. Suitable
values for other heads will be given later.

There are two methods of feeding a recording
head. Normally when one head is used for both

recording and playback switching can- be simplified
by having one end of the head winding connected
to chassis. In this case, both signal and bias must
be fed into the other end of the head winding. This
is the least efficient way of working because it means
that the bias voltage has also to be applied across
the series resistor, with the result that a relatively
high proportion of the bias voltage can get back to
the anode of the recording amplifier where it may
cause intermodulation troubles. When longer leads
to the heads are required there is the further dis-
advantage that the lead capacitance would shunt the
bias signal and thus require a larger value of feed
capacitor to maintain the bias voltage. This in-
creased capacitance plus the lead capacitance would
shunt the audio frequencies as shown in Fig. 19.

By feeding the bias voltage at one end of the head
and the signal voltage at the other, all these difficul-
ties are minimised. The audio signal has to travel
through the oscillator coil but since this has a very
low impedance, no difficulties arise.

Two leads are required to the head, but the effect
of the unavoidable capacitance of these leads is now
very different. C16 is necessary to provide a path
for the bias frequency without being large enough
to affect the higher audio frequencies, and it carries
out exactly the same function as in the previous
circuit. This capacitance (C16) may be replaced by
the capacitance of the lead to the head, which does

the performance. When a
0.5 Henry head is used, C16 is provided by the lead
capacitance, the latter having a length of 3 to 4ft.
A physical component in the C16 position is not
then required. The capacitance of the other lead to
the head appears directly across the oscillator coil
secondary where it does no harm at all. It can be
seen that the head switching would be more compli-
cated if this same head had also to reproduce. In
our case, however, the "series" feed to the head is
the better choice.

Despite the precautions just mentioned, it is still
very necessary not to employ undue lengths of
screened cable and, also, to use t.v, coaxial cable,
which has a much lower capacitance than convention-
al screened lead.

(To be continued)

NEWS AND COMMENT
(continued from page 194)
an illustrated talk "Twenty-five years
of B.B.C. Recording".
 The National Film Archive which,
in the national interest preserves films
of historic and artistic value, has
selected five Mullard films for
preservation. The French State electricity
authority has placed an order with
Wayne Kerr Laboratories for a
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computer that can solve electric
power line problems.
 As a consequence of the decision
made by A.E.I. (Woolwich), former-
ly Siemens Edison Swan, to cease all
activity in connection with the manu-
facture and sale of transisitors and
semi -conductor devices, their factory
at High Road, Tottenham has been
put up for sale.
 The General Electric Co., has been
awarded a three million dollar con-

tract to supply radio and multi-
plexing equipment for a microwave
network linking important towns in
Peru.
 The records of the state graduated
pension scheme are to be kept by the
largest electronic computer system in
this country.

Britain's second computer exhibi-
tion is to be held at Olympia from
3rd to 12th October.
 Home Telerentals Ltd., the very
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successful northern firm of radio and
television dealers, also operate a
chain of dry-cleaning shops which
are being substantially increased in
number as the result of a share
acquisition.

 The chairman of the Dubilier
Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., referred
in his annual statement to the re-
cession in the television industry and

the adverse effect on his company as
suppliers of large quantities of mass
produced components. Notwith-
standing, the company's total turn-
over was well maintained but the
pattern of sales changed

Despite the name of the firm it was
interesting to observe that references
were always made, quite correctly, to
capacitors.

 The Frye Transhailer, a hand held
transistorised megaphone with a
range of 400 yards or more, has been
selected for exhibition at the Design
Centre, London, and in future will
carry the Council's special Design
label.

The Council of Industrial Design
was set up "to promote by all prac-
tical means the improvement of
design of British industry".

A Constructor Visits the
1961 National Radio Show and G.E.C. Exhibition

THE 1961 NATIONAL RADIO SHOW N. lines must be resolved one way or
at Earls Court was especially
intended to mark the Silver

Jubilee of British high definition
television, since it was at the 1936
Exhibition that visitors were first
able to see high definition trans-
missions from Alexandra Palace.
To mark the occasion the 1961
Radio Show demonstrated colour
transmissions for the first time.

It is very probable, however, that
this year's Show will go down into
history not because it marks the
25th anniversary of the emergence
of television nor, even, because it
was the first in which colour tele-
vision was staged. Instead, it will be
remembered because it set the scene
for an unhappy controversy between
set -makers on the question of
whether this country should retain
its present 405 line system or com-
mence the change -over to 625 lines.
As readers will be aware, the
question of the introduction of
colour must wait until a Government
decision on line standards is forth-
coming. This decision has not, at
the time of writing, been made and
is not, indeed, expected until the
Pilkington Committee makes its
report in 1962.

A minor complication this year
was that the General Electric
Company (together with McMichael
and Sobell) did not appear at Earls
Court, but exhibited separately at
the New Horticultural Hall, West-
minster. This report will, neverthe-
less, deal -with the separate G.E.C.
Exhibition in the same context as the
main Radio Show at Earls Court.

Controversy
The controversial aspect of the

1961 Radio Show was evident right
from the start in the opening speech
by Lord Boothby. Lerd Boothby
stated: "The question of 405 or 625

anothet before colour can be added
-and colour must be added. And
we cannot wait another two years
for a decision.

"If I were the Postmaster -General,
and I often think what a pity it is
that I am not, I would decide the
future of television in this country
and the number of lines. And in no
long time either."

Fortified with this statement,
which was widely reported in the
national Press, what did the visitor
to the Earls Court Show find? He
might first have noticed a number of
receivers reproducing 625 line pic-
tures dotted around the various
stands in positions which ranged
from the relatively inconspicuous
to the blatantly obvious. For
example, Ferguson showed a modi-
fied "Senator" model 705 19in
receiver displaying a 625 line picture
all on its own at one corner of the
stand. Dynatron showed a receiver
which was continually switched from
405 to 625 lines so that a comparison
could be made of the two pictures.
Unfortunately, the switching arrange-
ments necessitated a slight pause
with a blanked -out screen whilst the
circuits were switched, and it was
difficult to make a direct comparison
between the two pictures. Stella
showed a 625 line receiver alongside
a model of the same type displaying
a 405 line picture, and it was very
easy here to compare the resolution
offered by the two systems. It must
be pointed out that the two receivers
were not showing the same scene,
the 625 line picture being a standard
programme (of fish swimming in a
glass tank) which was piped to all
stands displaying 625 line receivers,
whilst the 405 line picture was taken
from one of the studios at the
Exhibition. The writer's opinion of
the two pictures was that there was
a very obvious reduction of "lini-

ness" in the 625 line picture, and
that horizontal definition was notice-
ably better.

It should be pointed out that the
manufacturers just referred to stated
that some or all of their current
models. were capable of being con-
verted to 625 lines. So also did other
set makers, including Bush, C.W.S.,
Decca, Ekco, Ferranti, Invicta and
Ultra. The Decca announcement
carried the somewhat pointed com-
ment: "All Decca receivers displayed
can be converted to 625 line reception
-should this be necessary."

This somewhat cautious approach
was not evident with the Pye display,
whose main motif consisted of the
figures "625" incorporated into the
stand design. The centre of attention
on this stand was the new Pye
405/625 19in receiver which is already
fitted with a changeover switch (but
not, as yet, the necessary u.h.f.
tuner). The Pye literature states:
"The Pye 405/625 t.v. set-which you
can buy today-is fitted with the
amazing Pye switch enabling you to
receive 405 line pictures now . . . and
the new high -definition 625 line
pictures from the moment they come
on the air." A Pye Press Release
stated that large quantities of the
new model have been mass-produced
and supplies are being sent to
thousands of dealers. Several Pye
405/625 models were on display, and
the writer checked the operation of
the line standard switch on one of
these. Change -over from one
standard to the other was instan-
taneous.

A number of leaflets explaining
the present 405/625 line situation
were available to the public, one of
these being issued by the British
Radio Equipment. Manufacturers'
Association (and which was re-
printed from the Exhibition Cata-
logue). This gave a sober and
carefully outlined picture of the
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situation up to the present time.
More direct was "All you want to
know about 625!" issued by Pye,
which stated quite definitely that,
with 625 lines, "viewers get a better
picture". An alternative leaflet
issued by Stella, "Questions and
Answers on 625 lines", states that
625 lines give a slightly (the writer's
italics) better picture "because the
lines are less visible". Going down
the scale a G.E.C. booklet The Facts

countries."
Colour Television

The writer has devoted rather a
lot of space in this report to the
405/625 line argument because this
represents an important aspect of
conditions currently prevailing in the
television industry. Let us now turn
to other features shown at the
Exhibition.

The colour television demonstra-
tions, both at Earls Court and the

carrier, and it has a much lower
bandwidth. This lower bandwidth
is permissible because the eye does
not detect colour in small areas; and
an overall impression of full colour
is given despite the low resolution of
the colour information. Two colour
signals must be transmitted if three
primary colours are to be resolved
at the screen of the tube, the third
primary colour being extracted at the
receiver by comparing the two colour

Lord Boothby making the opening speech at the Radio Show, 1961, with the Brimar Stand of the new Thorn-A.E.I. Radio
Valves and Tubes organisation in the background

about Line -Standards and Colour TV
(available at the New Horticultural
Hall exhibition) answers the question
"Would the 625 line system give a
better picture?" with "Probably
not"! The G.E.C. booklet also
states that "The general opinion of
people who have compared the
different systems [in Britain and in
countries which use 525 and 625 line
systems] is that the average picture
quality in Great Britain is a good deal
better than the average in other
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New Horticultural Hall attracted
considerable attention. The Earls
Court demonstration employed sig-
nals from a local studio and used the
B.B.C. version of the American
N.T.S.C. system on 405 lines. In the
N.T.S.C. system the transmitter
carrier is modulated by a main signal
which is equivalent to that given in
a black and white system and which
occupies the same bandwidth.
Colour information modulates a sub -
carrier removed from the main

information signals and the main,
full definition, signal. In the N.T.S.C.
system the two colour signals
modulate the subcarrier in quadra-
ture (i.e. at 90° phase difference) and
are recovered at the receiver with the
aid of an oscillator which not only
runs at the same frequency as the
subcarrier but also stays locked in
phase with it. This oscillator is
synchronised by a "colour burst" on
the back porch of the transmitted
signal, the colour burst consisting of
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several cycles at subcarrier frequency.
The colour subcarrier is contained

within the channel width which
would normally be allocated to the
transmitter for black and white
operation. A colour receiver tuned
to the transmission reproduces a
colour picture with the aid of the
information on the main carrier and
the subcarrier. At the same time a
black and white receiver only
responds to the main carrier, which
it handles as a monochrome signal.

In the Earls Court set-up a
number of colour television receivers
were positioned at intervals along
the first floor, each receiver having
alongside it a black and white set
reproducing the same programme.
This was a most effective method, to
the writer's mind, of demonstrating
the added life which colour can give
to a television programme. Colour
reproduction was very acceptable,
especially with regard to tonal
values. Flesh colour, which is
notoriously difficult to reproduce,
was particularly good in the cases
seen. Colour presentation appeared
to be somewhat "soft", as opposed
to the "hard" brilliance of, say, early
Technicolor, and the writer had the
impression of very slight "fringing"
in so far that some colours did not
appear to be entirely contained
within their proper outlines. He
would add that this last criticism is
a subjective impression only, and
that it was in any case very slight in
character.

The G.E.C. demonstrations in-
cluded both the N.T.S.C. system and
the recently developed SECAM
system. The latter, proposed by a
French engineer, Henri de France,
is now being developed by the
G.E.C. in collaboration with Com-
pagnie Francaise de Television. The
SECAM system differs from the
N.T.S.C. system in that the two
colour signals are not transmitted at
the same time but sequentially, one
of the signals being delayed locally
at the receiver so that both may be
applied to the tube circuits at the
same time. A colour burst is trans-
mitted during line retrace with the
SECAM system but its function is
not that of synchronising a receiver
oscillator, as in the N.T.S.C. system.
Instead, it merely marks the com-
mencement of the first of the two
colour signals so that these may be
separated correctly in the receiver.
The advantage claimed for the
SECAM system is that this obviates
the necessity of having a very tightly
synchronised oscillator in the re-
ceiver, and, therefore, allows a
significant improvement in reliability
and easing of maintenance problems.

The colour pictures exhibited by
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G.E.C. consisted of local studio
presentations in N.T.S.C. and
SECAM together with B.B.C. colour
broadcasts on N.T.S.C. All those
seen by the writer were of high
quality and he would say, since it
was impossible to make a 'direct
comparison, that they were similar
to those he saw at Earls Court.

Other Exhibits
A noteworthy feature of the Show

was the fact that armchair control
of t.v. receivers was offered by
practically all manufacturers. One
receiver, the Ekco "Magic -Ray",
changes from B.B.C. to I.T.A. and
vice versa when an ordinary pocket
torch is flashed three or four times
towards the set. A photo -cell in the
receiver detects the flashes and
causes the set to be switched to the
other channel. Three or four
flashes are needed so that the control
circuit can discriminate between the
torch signals and those given by
switching room lights off and on.
The Philco "Selectaflash" operates
in a somewhat different manner.
There are two ports over the screen,
flashing a torch at one port changes
channels, flashing it at the other
causes sound to be switched off or
returned to its pre-set level.

The Dynatron "Space Director"
uses ultrasonic sound waves to
control channel or volume. The
control unit has a small lever hinged
at its centre, either end of which may
be pressed according to whether it
is intended to change volume or
channel. Pressing the lever at the
appropriate end causes one of two
tuned reeds to vibrate, the ultrasonic
note generated thereby being picked
up by a microphone built into the
receiver. The Murphy "Super -sonar"
control offers similar facilities.

An interesting innovation was a
stand devoted entirely to transistor
radios of all makes. This showed
very effectively the range of sizes
currently available, the smallest
receivers being 2* x 4 x
(Perdio) and 3 x 4 x l*in (Pye). Last
year Roberts Radio exhibited (on
their own stand) a jewel encrusted
transistor portable studded with 70
real diamonds and other mixed
stones. This year Roberts Radio
exhibited a portable fitted in a solid
gold case, this selling at 2,000
guineas. The snag about gold cases
is, of course, that they tend to offer
rather good screening. The writer
noticed the top of a telescopic aerial
poking out of the corner of this
particular model!

Within the first few days of the
Show, Multicore Solders Ltd. re-
ceived what is thought to be the
biggest order from the United States

for an exhibitor. The order was for
£64,000 worth of solder and Multi -
core factories are now on overtime
to complete the order by early next
year.

The Mullard Home Constructor
Demonstration Room provided, as
always, a centre for radio enthusiasts.
Featured by Mullard is the new
ECL86 triode -pentode which has
teen developed exclusively for a.f.
applications. An input of 50mV at
the triode grid can produce 3 watts
of audio output at the pentode
anode. A new 10 watt stereo
amplifier has now been designed
using two ECL86's and one EF86
per channel, and the performance of
this compares favourably with the
Mullard "5-10" circuit. Also shown
was the new PC97 triode amplifier
for t.v. tuners. This valve, when
neutralised, replaces the conventional
cascode input stage with considerable
simplification of circuit design. The
PC97 is already being used in current
Ferguson and Marconiphone t.v.
receivers. Also introduced is a new
rectifier, the PY33, which offers 10
volts more output than comparable
existing rectifiers. The secret is a
substantial reduction in anode -
cathode spacing, this being effected
by a new "pressed -powder" cathode
having a hard shiny surface. This
surface prevents the sputter effect
given by overheating of high spots
on conventional cathodes.

Daystrom Ltd. introduced several
new kits to their already extensive
Heathkit range. These new kits
include a transistor intercom system
(type XI-IU and XIR-lU) which is
in the form of a Master Unit with
up to five Remote Stations. Com-
prehensive interconnection facilities
are provided and the whole assembly
is, of course, battery operated. Also
new was the Single Sideband Adaptor
Model SB-IOU; a transistorised
general coverage receiver (550 kc/s
to 30 Mc/s) Model GCIU ; the
"Malvern" high fidelity cabinet unit
(for all components of a hi-fi set-up
except speakers), and the Sine -
Square Wave Generator Model
AO -1U (20 c/s to 50 kc/s square,
20 c/s to 150 kc/s sine).

On the first floor there was a
separate audio section. Here the
writer's eye was suddenly caught by
a display of The Radio Constructor
on the Jason Electronic Designs
Ltd., stand. This firm are supplying
a kit for the Stereo Tape Recorder
Unit described by G. Blundell which
is, of course, being currently featured
in this magazine. We trust that those
of our readers who wished to buy a
copy in advance of publication were
not disappointed to learn that they
were for display purposes only.
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THE MODERN BOOK CO
The Radio Amateur's Handbook. 1961.

32s. 6d. Postage 2s.

20 Suggested Circuits. A Data Publica-
tion. 3s. 6d. Postage 4d.

Short Wave Receivers for the Begin-
ner. A Data Publication. 6s. Postage
6d.

Romping through Mathematics. By
R. W. Anderson. 5s. Postage 6d.

The Stereo Sound Book. A Focal
Publication. 12s. 6d. Postage 9d.

Television Engineers' Pocket Book.
By J. P. Hawker. 12s. 6d. Postage 6d.

A to Z in Audio. By G. A. Briggs.
15s. 6d. Postage 9d.

World Radio TV Handbook, 1961 ed.
16s. 6d. Postage ls.

Model Radio Control. By E. L. Safford.
21s. Postage 1 s.

TV Fault Finding. A Data Publication.
5s. Postage 6d.

Introduction to Wireless. By W. E.
Pearce. 10s. 6d. Postage 9d.

Reference Manual of Transistor Cir-
cuits. By Mullard. 12s. 6d. Postage 1s.

A Beginner's Guide to Radio. By
F. J. Camm. 7s. 6d. Postage 6d.

Practical TV Trouble -Shooting. A
Gernsback Lib. Publication. 18s. 6d.
Postage 9d.

We have the Finest Selection of British and American Radio Books in the Country

Complete catalogue 1s.

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2
Telephone PADdington 4185

JUST PUBLISHED . . . LATEST EDITION

Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook

THE RADIO AMATEUR

OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK

Essential to both the Transmitter and the Listener, this latest, revised

publication is chock full of such information as Amateur Prefixes (both

in alphabetical and country order), Radio Zone Boundaries -1/40, Call

Areas, Amateur Band Frequency Allocations, Local Time Conversion,

Mileage Table, Amateur Codes and Abbreviations, the Amateur Licence,

International Morse Code, QSL Bureaux of the World, Standard
Frequency Transmissions, Operating Technique, Charts on which

countries, states, zones and counties heard or worked can be recorded,

Prefix/Directional Bearing List, 2 Metre Band Plan with Map, Weather

Forecast Areas Map, Frequency/Wavelength Conversion Chart, etc.

Indispensable to the Amateur Transmitter and Short Wave Listener
PRICE 3/6 Postage 4d.

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD 57 Maida Vale London W9
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THE BEST YET IN
RECORDER KITS

* HI-FI QUALITY PRINTED
CIRCUIT AMPLIFIERS

.c SIMPLIFIED BUILDING TO
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

3 COMPLETE WITH VALVES
DOWN TO WIRE CUT TO
LENGTH

2 and 4 track models
Produced by the makers of amplifiers for some
of today's best known recorders, the specially
designed kits offered here set entirely new stan-
dards of performance and finish for the home
constructor. Amplifiers, case and speaker assem-
blies and KITS complete with decks are available.
Well presented instructions are included. All
equipment guaranteed. Building these fine instru-
ments does not even call for special skill, experience
or tools. Instructions are easy to follow and
success is assured.
From radio dealers, or in cases of difficulty please
write direct.

Leaflets free on request.
Set of full instructions for any one model
2/6 post free. (Allowable on purchasing
kit.)

MARTIN'
RECORDAKITS

AMPLIFIER 'C' for Collaro Studio Deck
(illustrated)
Case and Speaker for above ...
AMPLIFIER 'A' (4 -TRACK) for BSR
Assembled ready for building in ..
AMPLIFIER 'B' (2 -TRACK) .for 1BSR
Assembled for building in ...
Case and speaker for above

... 11 gns.

MOnar5dgenclsc:

MOna9rdgecnIsc:
... 8 gns.
... 4 gns.

COMPLETE KIT, comprising Amplifier, Speaker, Case and Deck
KIT 'A' (4 -TRACK BSR)
KIT 'B' (2 -TRACK BSR)
KIT 'C' (3 -speed Collaro)
All amplifiers supplied assembled on printed circuit boards

with valves and instructions

MARTIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED,
155 HIGH STREET, BRENTFORD, MIDDX
Leaflet on Martin Recordakits please.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Write in Block Letters) RIO
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"6 plus I" TRANSISTOR RADIO KIT
BEST EVER VALUE!

MANUFACTURERS' SURPLUS BAR-
GAIN OFFER. -Further Kit supplies
now available. Original purchases of this
popular kit were rapidly sold out. This kit
is a modern sensitive quality circuit
Receiver Unit with all the latest features.
Six BVA transistors and 1 diode, printed
circuit, Med. and Long waves. Ferrite aerial, car radio coupling coil
500mW. Push-pull output into 3 ohm speaker, attractive gilt dial and
slow-motion tuning, etc. Size approx. 8" x 2-*". Cabinet size 9" x 51"
x 3*".

Set of 6 Transistors and

1/11Tof Parts including 5 gns.printed circuit, Com 6plete Kit E6/19/
BARGAIN OFFER

1 Diode 45/- P. & P. 2/6. less Speaker Carr. 2/6
3 ohm Speaker 7" x 31, -ONLY 15/6. P. & P. 1/6. Send 3d'
stamp for full details. Circuit and Instructions 1/6. Cabinets 25/- extra.

NewBoxed VALVES All
Guaranteed

1R5 7/6
1S5 7/6
3S4 7/6
3V4 7/6
DAF96 9/-
DF96 9/-
DK96 9/-
DL96 9/-
ECC81 8/-
ECC82 8/-

ECL82 10/6
ECL80 10/6
EF80 8/-
EF86 12/6
EL84 8/6
EY51 9/6
EY86 10/-
EZ81 7/6
GZ32 12/6
EM81 9/6

PCC84 9/6
PC F230 9/6
PCL83 12/6
PCL84 12/6
PL81 12/6
PL82 9/6
PL83 10/6
PY32 12/6
PY81 9/6
PY82 7/6
U25 12/6

Electrolytics All Types New Stk.
TUBULAR CAN TYPES

25/25V 1/9 8+8/450V 4/6
50/12V 1/9 16+16/450V 5/6
50/50V 2/- 32+32/275V 4/6
100/25V 2/- 50+50/350V 6/6
8/450V 2/3 60+250/
4/350V 2/3 275V 12/6
16+16/450V 5/6 100+200/
32+32/450V 6/6 275V 12/6

Ersin Multicore Solder 60/40 3d.
per yard. *lb. 2/6, etc.

RECORDING TAPE -BARGAIN PRICES
Famous American Columbia (CBS) Premier Quality Tape at
NEW REDUCED PRICES. A genuine recommended Quality Tape
-TRY IT! Brand new, boxed and fully guaranteed. Fitted with leader
and stop foils.

Standard Long Play Double Play
5" 600ft, 15/- 900ft, 19/6
r1" 900ft, 16/6 1,200ft, 22/6
7" 1,200ft, 21/- 1,800ft, 32/6

Post and Packing, per reel, 1/-, plus 6d. each for
SPECIAL OFFER -3" mfrs. surplus tape, 225ft, 5
Plastic Tape Reels, 3" 2/6, 5" 3/-, ,I" 3/3, 7" 3/6.

1,200ft, 31/6
1,800ft, 39/6
2,400ft, 47/6

dditional reels.
6. P. & P. per reel 6d.

Volume Controls -5K-2 Meg -
ohms, 3" Spindles Morganite
Midget Type. 1*" diam. Guar.
1 year. LOG or LIN ratios less
Sw. 3/-. DP. Sw. 4/6. Twin
Stereo less Sw. 6/6. D.P. Sw. 8/-.

COAX 80 OHM CABLE
High grade low loss Cellular air
spaced Polythene -r diameter.
Stranded cond. Famous mfrs.
Now only 6d. per yard.
Bargain Prices -Special
lengths 20 yds. 9/-. P. & P. 1/6.

40 yds. 17/6. P. & P. 2/-.
60 yds. 25/-. P. & P. 3/-.

Coax Plugs 1/-. Sockets 1/-.
Couplers 1/3. Outlet Boxes 4/6.

Tape Recorder Kit Special Offer
Latest 5 valve circuit based on
Mullard's design. Magic eye and
tone controls. Printed circuit
already wired. A sensitive quality
recorder BSR Amp Kit 95/-.
B.S.R. Tape Deck E8.10.0. Col-
laro Amp. Kit L6.5.0. Collaro
Tape Deck £12.10.0. Set of 5
5 valves 45/-. Special Unit Kit
Prices -Send stamp for detailed
list. Construction and circuit
details 2/6. Bargain Complete Kit
L16/10/0 Carriage 4/6.
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Condensers Silver Mica. All
values, 2pF o 1,000pF, 6d. each.
Ditto, Cera ics 9d. Tub. 450V
T.C.C., etc. '.001 mfd., .01 and
.1/350V, 9d. .02-.1/500V 1/-. .25
Hunts 1 6. .5 T.C.C. 1/9, etc., etc.
Close Tol. S/Micas-10% 5pF-
500pF 8d. 600-5,000pF 1/-. 1%
2pF-100pF 9d. 100pF-500pF 11d.
575pF-5,000pF 1/6. Resistors -
Full Range 10 ohms -10 megohms
20%* and IW 3d., 1-W 5d. (Midget
type modern rating) 1W 6d, 2W
9d. Hi -Stab 10% P.A/ 5d., IW
7d. 5% INA/ 9d., 1% 1W 1/6.
W/W Resistors 25 ohms to 10K
5W 1/3, 10W 1/6, 15W 2/-. Pre-
set T/V Pots. W/W 25 ohms. -
50 K 3/-. 50 K-2 Meg. (Carbon) 3/-.

JASON FM TUNER UNITS
Designer -approved kits of parts:

FMT1, 5 gns. 4 valves, 20/-.
FMT2, £7. 5 valves, 37/6.
JTV MERCURY 10 gns.
JTV2 £13.19.6. 4 valves, 32/6.

NEW JASON FM HAND-
BOOK, 2/6. 48 hr. Alignment
Service 7/6. P. & P. 2/6.

Speakers P.M. -3 ohms 2+" Elac
17/6. Good mans 18/6. 5" Rola
17/6. 6" Elac 18/6. 7" x 4" Good -
mans 18/6. 8" Rola 20/-. 10"
R. x A. 25/-. 9" x 6" Goodmans
25/-. E.M.I. Tweeter 29/6.

Est.
1946 Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and Packing up to +lb, 7d.; lib, 1/1; 31b, 1/6; 51b, 2/-; 10Ib, 2/9.

S4-SPEED
PLAYER UNITS

Single Players carr. 2/6
Garrard 4 S.P. £6.19.6
Garrard TA Mk. 2 £7.19.6
Collaro "Junior" 75/-
B.S.R. (TU9) 79/6
E.M.I. Junior 89/6
Auto -Changers carr. 4/6
Garrard RC210 L10.10.0
Collaro "Conquest" 0.15.0
B.S.R. (UA8) E6.15.0
B.S.R. (UA8 Stereo) £6.19.6
B.S.R. (UA14) £7.19.6

Speaker Fret -Expanded bronze
anodised metal 8" x 8" 2/3, 12" x 8"
3/-, 12" x 12" 4/6, 12" x 16" 6/-,
24" x 12" 9/-, 36" x 12" 13/6, etc. etc.

TYGAN FRET (contemp. pat.)
12" x 12" 2/-, 12" x 18" 3/-,
12" x 24" 4/-.

BARGAIN

SINGLE SCREENED LEAD -
Standard size, 8d. yd.; Ditto
Lightweight for Pick-up, etc.,
7d. yd.; ditto lightweight for
PVC sheathed, 9d. yd.; Twin
screened sheathed, 1/- yd.
VALVEHOLDERS-Paxolin:
Int. Oct., 6d. Moulded: B8G, 9d.
each; Nylon or Moulded Cera-
mic: B7G, B9A unskirted, 9d.
each; B7G, B9A skirted, 1/ -each;
B7G with Can, 1/6 each; B9A with
Can, 1/9 each; EF50, B7G, 1/ -
each; B9A ditto, 1/3 each.
ENAMELLED COPPER
WIRE-ilb reels' 14g -20g, 2/6;
22g -28g, 3/-; 30g -40g, 3/9. Other
gauges quoted for.
PVC CONNECTING WIRE
-10 colours (for chassis wiring,
etc.) -Single or standed conduc-
tor, per yd., 2d.

"POCKET 6" TRANSISTOR
RADIO KIT-Med & 1/W size
Osmor Ferrite Ae 10/-. Osc. Coil &
3 IF's 22/6. Driver & 0/P Trans. 22/-.
Tuning Gang 10/6. 21" PM Speaker
17/6. Set 6 Transistors & Diode 45/-.
Printed Circuit 8/6. Vol. Control 8/-.
W/C Sw. 3/6. Cabinet & Dial 8/-.
Resistor Set 5/ -. Condenser Set 15/-.
Handbook, full details 1/6.

Complete Kit REDUCEDL8/10/0
PRICE

Carr. 2/6

TRANSISTOR
COMPONENTS

Midget I.F.'s-465 Kc/s 12," diam. 5/6
Osc. diam. M/W. 5/3
M. & L.W. 5/9
Midget Driver Trans. 3.5:1 6/9
Midget 0/Put Trans. Push-pull
to 3 ohms. 6/9
Elect. Condensers -Midget Type
1mfd-100mfd, ea. 1/9. 6V/12V wkg.
Ferrite Aerial -M. & L. W. with car
aerial coupling coil 9/3
Condensers -150v. wkg. .01 mfd., .03
mfd. 9d. .05 mfd., .1 mfd. 1 /-. .25 mfd.
1/3. .5 mfd. 1/6. Etc.
Vol Controls -Midget Type with edge
Control Knob. 5K, 47K, 1 M/ohm,
ea. 2/6.
Speakers P.M. -24" EMI 3 ohms 17/6.
7" x 4" Plessey 35 ohm 23/6.
Ear Plug Phones -Min. Continental
type, 3ft lead, jack plug and socket.
High Imp. 8/-. Low Imp. 7/6.

TRANSISTOR BARGAINS
Brand New-BVA 1st Grade
0C44 10/6 873 9/-
0C45 9/6 GET114 6/6
0081 7/6 0072 7/6
2/0081 15/6 0070 5/6
XA102
XA101

10/-
9/6 6/-

XB103 7/6 GEX34 2/9
XC101 8/6 0A70 2/9
874 9/6 0A81 2/9
Surface barrier type SB305 9/6
each All Post Free

SLEEVI NG-Various Colours
1mm, 2mm, 2d. yd.; 3mm, 4mm,
3d. yd., 6mm, 5d. yd.
CRT. HTR. ISOLATION

TRANSFORMERS
New improved types, low capa-
city small size and tag terminated
a.c. '200/250V. Secondaries nil,
+25% +50% BOOST for 2V,
4V, 6.3V, 10.5V, 12V or 13V
tubes. Each type 12/6 each.
P. & P. 1/6.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic (Com-
pression Type)-30pF, 70pF, 9d.;
100pF, 150pF, 1/3; 250pF, 1/6;
600pF, 1/9.

PHILIPS, Bee Hive Type
(Conc. Air Spaced)-2-8pF, 1/-;
3-30pF, 1/-.
TUNING COND.-Twin Gang
by J. B., etc. 365pF Midget, 8/6;
.0005 mfd Midget, 7/6. Transistor
Type, J. Bros. 00. Midget Twin
Gang 208pF+176pF, 9/-.
SINGLE TUNING COND.-
Reaction Type, Mica Dielectric,
.0001 mfd, .0003 mfd, .0005 mfd,
3/6 each.
Wavechange SWITCHES,
Midget Type -2 pole 2 way, 1

pole 6 way, 2/6 each; 1 pole 12
way, 2 pole 6 way, 3 pole 4 way,
4 pole 2 way, 4 pole 3 way, 3/6
each.
FUSE HOLDERS -Chassis
Type: Single, 6d.: Double, 9d.;
Panel Mounting Bulgin Type, 1/9.
FUSES -Cartridge Type, Stan-
dard 11". All standard values
6mA-10mA, 4d. each.
MAINS NEON TESTER -
Vest Pocket Screwdriver with
Neon Indicator. For Mains 200/
250V and ignition Testing. New
Reduced Price, 2/9.
KNOBS -Modern Continental
types: Brown or Ivory with Gold
Ring, 1" dia, 9d. each; 11", 1/ -
each; Brown or Ivory with Gold
Centre, 1" dia., 10d. each;
1/3 each. LARGE SELECTION
AVAILABLE.
METAL RECTIFIERS, STC
Types-RM1, 4/9; RM2, 5/6;
RM3, 7/6; RM4, 16/-; RM5, 21/-;
RM4B, 17/6.
STC RECTIFIERS-E.H.T. Type
Fly -back Voltages: K3/25, 2kV,
5/-; K3/40, 3.2kV, 6/9; K3/50,
4kV, 7/9; etc.
WESTI NG HO USE -Contact
Cooled: FC116, 250V, 60mA,
11/9; FC101, 250V, 200mA, 21/-;
FC31, 250V, 300mA, 28/6.
SIEMENS TYPES -Contact
Cooled: 250V, SOmA, 7/6; 250V,
85mA, 10/-; 250V, 125mA, 15/-;
250V, 300mA, 26/6.

Send for detailed bargain lists, 3d. stamp.
We manufacture all types Radio Mains Transf. Chokes, Quality 0/P Trans., etc.
Enquiries invited for Specials, Prototypes for small production runs. Quotation by return.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
70 Brigstock Rd Thornton Heath Surrey Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m., 1 p.m. Wed. THO 2188.
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COYNE'S
NEW JOB TRAINING BOOKS

Put Money -Making Time Saving
Know-how at your fingertips!

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Shows you the way to easier TV-Radio repair-time saving practical working knowledge that helps you to repair sets
faster! How to install service and align ALL radio and TV sets even colour -TV UHF FM and transistorized equipment.
New photo -instruction shows you what makes equipment "tick." No complicated maths or theory-just practical facts
you can put to use immediately right in the shop or for ready reference at home.

TRY ANY THREE BOOKS ON NO RISK FREE TRIAL
Look over the list of books and select the first three books you would like to examine. Circle the book numbers on the
coupon. Additional books you would like to see may be entered on a separate piece of paper and these will be sent to
you after completion of the first transaction.

SPECIAL OFFER COYNE ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL
RADIO -TELEVISION SET OF THREE VOLUMES total
1,038 pages, sturdy Vinyl washable covers. 63 12s. 6d. the set!
These three volumes present the principles of construction, operation
and testing of radio and television equipment in a SIMPLE, EASY TO
FOLLOW manner.
By using NEW & DIFFERENT methods of explanation these books
clearly explain the direct relation between the various parts of sets. This
information is especially helpful in repair work where many times a
burned out valve, resistor or transformer is actually caused by some
other defective part of a circuit. Until the cause of the trouble is re-
moved the parts would continue to burn out. For this reason, each
part of the radio or television unit is explained, thus, making the material
especially helpful to the experienced radioman, as well as the amateur.

One very important way in which these books differ from many other
radio and television books is that the publishers did not try to assume
the "extent of technical knowledge" of the reader. Every subject is
explained COMPLETELY-while at the same time keeping it brief and
to the point.

You will find hundreds of photos, charts, diagrams, etc., in these
books. These have been provided to make it easier to understand the
explanations. To get this special offer, send no money now, then
I2/6d. plus postage, after free examination, and 20/- per month.

No. 9
Pin -point

Transistor troubles
in 12 minutes

In this extremely practical handbook, the
famous Coyne Check -Chart Trouble -
Shooting Method is applied to Transis-
torized Equipment and includes such
subjects as Pre -amplifiers and Hearing
Aids; Audio Amplifiers, Portable Sets,
and Special Types of equipment. Hun-
dreds of photos, illustrations, diagrams
and Check -Charts; Valuable reference,
sections. 525 pages. Spiral Binding.
Price 47/6. (Please send coupon with
order).

No. 4. LATEST INSTRUMENT FOR SERVICING RADIO AND
TELEVISION. Coyne.
This up-to-the-minute book tells all about modern radio, TV and
electrical testing equipment and how to use it. Money -making short
cuts on trouble -shooting, servicing, construction, and other jobs.
Over 350 pages, 220 photos and diagrams. Covers Multimeters,
Resistors, Ohmmeters, Oscilloscopes and many others. All data has
been pre-tesr.ed in the Coyne radio shops. Vinyl cloth covers. 26/ -

No. 5. PRACTICAL TELEVISION SERVICING AND TROUBLE
SHOOTING MANUAL. Coyne.
A book of fast time saving methods for servicing TV receivers. In-
cludes dozens of new testing ideas all of which have been proven on
the job. This book shows how radio knowledge can be applied to
help solve television problems. Contents include TV servicing
methods, TV Servicing Instruments, Tuners, Video I.F., Amplifiers,
alignment, etc., with 200 crystal clear photos and diagrams. 437 pages.
Washable vinyl cloth covers. Price 34/-.

No. 6. COYNE TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPEDIA.
Harold P. Manly. Coyne.
Quick and concise answers to TV problems in alphabetical order,
cross indexed, fully illustrated, covers hundreds of questions in-
volving radio, TV, electronics operation and repair. 450 illustrations;
photos, diagrams, charts, test patterns, etc., 860 pages. Vinyl cloth
covers. Price 47/6.

No. 13. TELEVISION EXPLAINED. Miller and Sproadbury.
In simple terms and non -mathematical language gives step-by-step
survey of modern television receivers and aerial systems, including
AGC and Flywheel Synchronising. 184 pages. 12/6.

No. 8.

COYNE'S NEW
PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES

TAKES HEADACHES OUT OF ALL SER-
VICING PROBLEMS

Your most useful on-the-job "tool"! Quickly
and easily pin -points the exact trouble in any
TV set. Covers 70 symptoms, 700 trouble
spots. Over 340 cross-indexed pages; 50
time -saving Check -Charts: 290 diagrams and
photos; explanation of circuits and designs.
SIMPLE CHECK -CHART SYSTEM SAVES

TIME
This amazingly practical handbook shows you
how to find the trouble in any TV circuit FAST!
Simple cross-index tells you in what section you'll find cause of trouble.
Handy Check -Charts then help you accurately locate the EXACT
trouble spot. Cut waste time, eliminate hours of aggravation, get right
to the heart of the trouble in minutes.
USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON THE JOB-NO NEED TO
MEMORIZE!
This pin -point book was designed especially for on-the-job trouble-
shooting. You simply turn to the indexed section, locate the circuit des-
cription and Check -Chart, and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair. No complicated theory or mathematics.
Down-to-earth, practical circuit description, service methods and
trouble -shooting techniques. Published by the famous Coyne Electrical
School and approved by leading authorities in the field. Price 31/6.
No. 7. TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT HANDBOOK. Louis E. G
Jr. Coyne.

A practical Transistor Circuit Reference Handbook by the eminently
qualified Louis E. Garner, Jr., one of the greatest writers on transistor
applications. Covers Transistor Circuitry, Basic Circuits, Circuit
Applications and General Reference Material. Dozens of how -to -do -it
illustrations with more than 200 circuit diagrams. Over 400 pages.
Vinyl cloth covers. 39/6. (When ordering this book please be sure to
clip the coupon).

No. 19. REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL. H. P. Manly.
This manual is primarily an instruction book on accepted methods of
servicing and repairing electric refrigerators and refrigeration systems.
It covers every operation in field service, performed where the equip-
ment is installed, and also the shop operations which may be per-
formed with the simpler kinds of equipment. 157 Illustrations, 343
pages, cloth Price 24/ -

NOTE
"Any Iliffe or Coyne book is available on time payment plan!` Send
name of title required.
Just mail coupon for free trial. After 7 days send only low price or
return books and pay nothing. If you keep more than one book, send El
after 7 days and El each month until completed (maximum three books).
To buy one book send one-half in 7 days, and one-half in 30 days.

LIMITED OFFER ! ACT NOW !
To SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY (U.K.)
Mail Order Division, DEPT. RC6, Gatere Mill, Weet-End, South-
ampton, Hants.
EJ Please send me the special Elementary Radio TV Set as per special
offer.
E Rush the books circled below for 7 -day FREE TRIAL as per offer.

9. 4. S. 6. 13. 8. 7. 19.
0 Tick here if enclosed full price. Same 7 -day money back guarantee

Name

Address

City
Postage 1/6, orders under E3. 2/- orders over

County
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SUB -MINIATURE COMPONENTS
I. Ferrite aerial with Long and Medium Wave

Coils 4,I" long for pocket superhet, complete
with circuit showing component values etc.

7/6d.
2. Ferrite aerial as above, but r diameter, 8'

long for table model receiver or portable.
1016d.

3. Three I.F. Transformers with oscillator coil
and circuit details to work with item I. 19/6d.

4. Three I.F. Coils and oscillator to work with
item 2. 23/6d.

5. Smallest possible electrolytics. I MFD, 2MFD,
4MFD, 5MFD, 6MFD, 8MFD, IOMFD, 20MFD,
30MFD, 50MFD, 100MFD, 200MFD all I/9d.
each.

6. Smallest 1 watt resistors all 10% values 5d.
each.

7. Miniature condenser I I/0d., 5, 04, 02, 01
all 8d. values below this 7d.

8. Miniature slide switch double pole change
over 2/6d.

9. Edgewise volume controls 2K, 5K, 10K and
20K 2/6d. each.

10. Small edgewise controls with switch 2K, 5K,
10K and 20K 4/9d. each.

II. Red Spot Transistors tested and suitable all
A.F. applications 2/6d.

12. White Spot Transistors tested and suitable as
I.F. or mixer 3/6d.

13. Set of six transistors for superhet Mallards in
original packets, fully guaranteed, comprising
0C44, 0C45, 0C45, 0C8ID and matched
pair 0081. E2 the set.

SPECIAL SNIP FOR THIS MONTH
The Pocket "6" as described alongside

but fully made up ready to work.

IS. I 5.0 plus 2/6 post and insurance.

* NOW THE
MARK IV

Read these Testimonials
* D. A. Hilton, Leigh, Lancs.* "I received 'Pocket 4' on Christmas
* Day. I made it up on Boxing Day and I

* am very pleased with the results. It
 brings in local stations and many foreign

stations including Luxembourg at good
* strength. I am 13 years old."
 Mr. J. Bell, Wolverhampton.* "I am writing to express my satisfac-
* tion at the standard of your kit for your
* Pocket 4 Transistor set and also to state
* that it has come up to my expectations

in regard to performance."
Mr. R. Belt, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

"I have built your Pocket 4 Transistor
* set, I am very pleased with it."
* Mr. F. Jackson, Ickenham, Middx.* "I have built the Pocket 4 and a--
* more than pleased with the results."
* Mr. G. Bamford, Ramsgate.

"I find this set even better than you
 claim it to be and most certainly up to

your usual standard of quality. I feel
4. that nobody could fail to build it and get
* results. Even the first -time -ever novice,
* as your circuit diagrams and instructions
* are so clear and precise."
* Mr. A. J. Simmonds, Welling, Kent.

"I purchased from you a week ago
 the Pocket 4 Transistor Kit, I put it

together last night in 15 hours, on switch-
* ing on the set I was right on Radio
* Luxembourg. I must say thank you be-
* cause not only has the set a very attrac-
* tive appearance, it also behaves fantasti-
* tally.'

e
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Our famous Pocket "5" which is doing yeoman service all
over the country has been modified and improved to make it
an even better receiver. The new features include:-
 New elegant dial graduated for Long and Medium Waves.
 Switched Long and Medium Waves.
 Slide switch on/off control.
 Printed circuit.
 Ferrite Rod Aerial.
 Improved reaction circuit.
 Positive spindle coupling to tuner.
 Battery containers.

The Pocket "5" of course retains its original r.f. circuit which
means still no aerial or earth needed.

The Pocket "5" Mark IV uses 4 transistors, crystal diode,
miniature loud speaker and has all the above refinements,
complete in case as illustrated (less motif) 52/6, battery 10d.,
post and insurance 2/6. Motif 21-.

Pocket "6" as Pocket "5" but with Moving Coil Speaker
and Q.P.P. output stage, 95/-.
Seven days' approval.

Order in confidence. We allow you seven days to decide
whether or not to make the set, you may return the parcel
as received within this time and your money will be refunded
in full.

Read some of the testimonials, over 1,000 of which have
been received about our Pocket Receivers.

**********************************************

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD
* Orders received by post are despatched from our warehouse, Dept. 34, 66 Grove Road, Eastbourne, and to save time, please post your order

to this address. Please include enough for postage. Callers, however, should use one of the following addresses:

520 High Street North 42-46 Windmill Hill 266 London Road 29 Stroud Green Road 246 High Street
Manor Park, E.12 Ruislip, Mddx. Croydon Finsbury Park, N.4 Harlesden, N.W.10

23 Tottenham Court Road London WI Telephone MUSeum 3451/2 and 309 Edgware Road London W2 Telephone PADdington 6963

THE WALTER
Battery/Mains Tran-
sistorised Portable

TAPE
RECORDER

Original price 55 gns.
NO 17
ONLY J1 GNS.

Plus P. & P. 20/ -

No longer need you
be restricted to in-
door recordings for
with this machine
you can record and
playback where -
ever and whenever you wish. Recordings
made with the machine on battery operation
maintains the Hi-Fi quality when played back
on mains. These machines are supplied complete
with Microphone, Mains Lead and all necessary
accessories, they are brand new in manufacturers'
original cartons. Star Features-* 7 stage
built-in Amplifier with separate bias oscillator
and record level indicator. Push-pull output
stage with negative feedback. Also separate
feedback equalisation. * Full size, 3 -watts
undistorted output. * 7" x 4" High Flux Elliptical
Speaker. * Large 51" sp sr Spools. * 31"
i.p.s. Tape Speed. * Revolution Counter. *
Mixing facilities. * Super -impose facilities.
* Safety device on record (preventing accidental
erasure). * Volume on/off and Tone controls.
* Magic Eye Tuning Indicator.

Summer Bargain Offer

"THE CLARION"
Transistorised Battery Tape Recorder

Now only 162 gns
Batteries Extra 3/4 P. & P. 6/ -

Original Price 25 gns.

Brief specifications- Constant governed
speed of 3; i.p.s. Completely transistor-
ised circuit. Recordings inter -changeable
with other Recorders. Remarkable
reproduction on both speech and music.
Complete with Microphone, Tape and
Spare Spool. Full range of accessories
available.
Send for full descriptive literature

Introducing THE TELEFUNKEN STEREO

HI-FI
AMPLIFIER

For only
£9.19.6

P. & P. 5/ -
At last perfection is now within the reach of all.
This unique Amplifier has been designed to revolution-
ary standards, both in appearance and technical
design and backed by the full technical resources
of Telefunken.
Brief specifications:

Power Output 5 Watts total (2i watts per
channel).

* Frequency Response 30 c/s to 40 Kc/s 2dB.
45 c/s to 30 Kc/s icIB.

* Total harmonic distortion less than 1% at
1 watt output.

* Sensitivity sufficient for all normal inputs from
Tape Recorders, Pick-ups, Microphones Radios.

* Power Requirements 110, 125, 150, 220, 240
volts A.C.

* Piano key selecting.
* Preselected tone control.
* Size 12" wide x 9" deep x 2" high.
* Weighs 9 lbs.
* Finish: Hammered enamel in grey/green with

gold trimmings, Controls and press buttons
in cream with black, blue and red lettering.
Specially designed output transformers have
been used having an extremely high transfer
efficiency therefore delivering a far greater
output to the speakers.
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4AFor Safety's Sake
use
AVO Prodclips

with Trigger -Action Spring -Loaded Clips

PRESS TRIGGER TO OPEN

h' RELEASE TO GRIP

Safety first every time with these patented spring -
loaded AVO Prodclips.

Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods, they are
invaluable for reaching and holding test points which are

difficult of access.
Suitable for use with AvoMeter, Multiminor, and Avo Electronic

Test Meter Leads.

Post Free 1 5/- per pair

iii IKY11) 'I, 7r 33 AVOCET HOUSE
92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD LONDON SW1

VICtoria 3404 (12 lines)
A Member of the Metal Industries Group of Companies

* ***** ILFord 6001/3 ******
*17 inch Ex -RENTAL SETS 14 inch
* E11.10.0 £7.10.0

ITA/BBC. Identical
to 17" TV. Ideal
for Caravans,
Weekend Bunga-
lows, Chalets, etc.
12 months guaran-
tee. Terms avail-
able. Carriage
20/ -

Excellent Table
models. ITA/BBC.
Famous manufac-

W curer. 12 months
guarantee. Terms
available. Collec-
tion advised, or
delivery rate by
arrangement up to
50 miles, or des-
patched in 3 par -

),4 cels for easy
assembly, 25/-.

TV
 TUBES

k -S

12
months'

 guarantee
H. P.
Terms

available

* 21" 99/6
17" ... 90/-

*15", 14", 12" ... ... 70/-
f1 extra without old bowl,

* refundable if same received
within 14 days. Ins., Carr.: 15/6 T

R
E
P
L
A
C
E
M
E
N
T
R
E
B

L

14 in. TV TUBES

.sA7* 351
14KP4 and 36/24

1..,

Due to large purchase of
Rental replacement
stocks. Carr. 5/-.

TRANSISTORS
Per Set 47/6 Post Free

MULLARD
1-0081D 6/9, 2-0081
6/9, 1-0C44 9/9, 2-
0C45 8/9, Diode 1/9.

GEC EDISWAN
114 6/9 XC121 8/9
873 8/9 XB113 8/9

2-874 9/9
VALVES

Salvage Guaranteed
1/9 each 17/6 doz. 2-5
6AM6, 6AT6, 6F1, 6F12,
6F13, 6F14, 6F15, 6K7,
6P25, 6P28, 7C5, 7Y4,
8D3, 128.17, D77, DH77,
EB41, EF91, PEN46, Z77.
2/9 each 30/- doz.
6U4GT, 10D1, 10F1,
10P13, 10P14, 20D1,
20P3, 6L18, 6SN7, 25A6,
B36, ECC31, ECC34,
L63, N18, U22, U31,
U35, U281, U282.
Postage: 1-7d., 6-1/6,

12-2/6

DUKE & CO. (London) LTD
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ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDERS
Wherever pre-
cision soldering
is essential,
manufacturers,
engineers and
handymen rely
On MULTICORE.
There's a MULTI -
CORE SOLDER just
made for the job
you have in
hand. Here are
some of them.

ERSIN
MULTICORE

Contains 5 cores
of extra -active
non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. Pre-
vents oxidation
and cleans sur-
face oxides.
SIZE 1 CARTON

5

SAVBIT TYPE 1 ALLOY
A specially
formulated alloy
to reduce the
wear of solder-
ing iron bits.
Contains 5 cores
of non -corrosive
Ersin Flux and
is ideal for all
soldering pur-
poses.
SIZE 1 CARTON 5'
Available in three specifications.

Bib WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips insulation
without nicking wire,
cuts wire cleanly,
splits extruded
flex 316 each

Mil

4\1\\Iw\

The Home Constructors Pack, containing 19 ft.
of i8 s.w.g. 60/4o alloy is available at 2/6d.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

(BOXMOOR 3636)

REPANCO
HIGH GAIN COILS

Dual Range Crystal Set Coil Type DRX1 ... . 2/6
Dual Range Coil with Reaction, Type DRR2 ... ... .. 4/ -
Matched Pair Dual Range T.R.F. Coils Type DRM3, pair .. 8/ -
Pair Dual Range Superhet Coils Type SH4, pair ... .. 8/ -
Miniature Iron Dust Cored Coils Type "R":
Range Aerial H.F. Osc.
800-2,000m. RA1 RHF1 RO1
190- 550m. RA2 RHF2 RO2 each 3/3
70- 230m. RA3 RHF3 RO3
15- 50m. RA4 RHF4 RO4

Ferrite Rod Aerial Dual Range Type FR1 ... ... 12/6
Miniature I.F. Transformers Type MSE (465 Kc/s), pair 12/6
Standard I.F. Transformers Type TCG (465 Kc/s), pair 13/6

COILS AND TRANSFORMERS FOR
TRANSISTORISED CAR RADIO

Medium Wave Aerial Coil Type XMA16
Medium Wave H.F. Coil Type XMF17
Long Wave Aerial Coil Type XLA18
Long Wave H.F. Coil Type XLF19
Oscillator Coil Type K015
Interstage Transformer Type TT11
Output Transformer (12V Radio), Type TT12
Output Transformer (6V Radio), Type TT13
Boxed with circuit and practical diagram of all -Transistor

Car Radio.

Send S.A.E. for latest Repanco Components Catalogue.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS
LTD

33 Much Park Street - Coventry
Telephone 27114

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR



FRE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 556 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division -
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS -NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are
earning less than £20 a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT ?

Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng..

Civil Engineering.
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,

Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,

Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!

A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.

A.M.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I.M.I.

L.I.O.B.
A.F.R.Ae.S.

B.Sc.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds

Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

The specialist Elec-

Basic Practical and Theore-
tronics Division of

tic Courses for beginners in ing E.M.I. Institut e
B.I.E.T.rincorporat-

tl
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc., NOW offers you a
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds real laboratory train -

Radio Amateurs. Exam, ing at home with
R.T.E.B. Certificate practical equipment.
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio

Ask for details.

Radio & Television Servicing ,
Practical Electronics B.I.E.T.

Electronics Engineering SCHOOL OF
Automation

ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW !
Please send me your FREE 156 -page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

11 NAME.,
IN

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE/23 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 SUBJECT OR EXAM

THAT INTERESTS ME

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

* VALVES New Tested & Guaranteed
1 R5 6/6 6X4 7/6 DK92 7/6 EL84 8/-
155 6/6 6XSGT 6/6 DK96 8/- EL91 7/6
1T4 4/6 12AH8 1016 DL92 6/9 EY51 7/6
354 6/9 12A17 6/- DL94 7/6 EZ40 6/6
3V4 7/6 12AU7 6/- DL96 E Z80 6/6
5U4G 61- 12AX7 7/6 EB91 4/6 E Z81 7+
5Y3GT 7/6 12BH7 1016 EBC41 9/6 PL81 13/6
5Z4G 9/- 12K7GT 8/6 EBF80 10/6 PL82 10/6
6AK6 6/6 12K8GT 13/6 ECC81 6/- PY81 8/-
6AL5 4/6 12Q7GT 6/6 ECC82 6/- PY82
6AM6 4/- 25A6G 10/6 ECC83 7/6 PCC84 9/6
6AT6 7/6 25L6GT 9/- ECC84 7/6 PCF80 9/-
6BA6 8/6 35 Z4GT 8/6 ECF82 7/6 PCF82 11 /-
6BE6 7/6 35L6GT 9/6 ECH81 10/6 PCL82 7/6
6BR7 10/6 5763 10/6 ECH42 8/6 R19 12/6
6BW6 8/6 DAF91 6/6 ECL80 9/6 U76 8/6
6J7GT 8/6 DAF96 8/- EF41 8/6 UBC41 10/-
6K7G 7/6 DF91 4/6 EF80 8/- UCH42 10/6
6Q7G 7/6 DF96 8/- EF86 9/6 UF41 10/-
65L7GT 8/- DH76 8/6 EF91 UL41 8/-
65N7GT 8/6 DH77 716 EF92 5,6 UY41 8/-
6V6G 7/6 DK91 6/6 EL41 9/- W76 8/6

MATCHED PAIRS. EL84. 17/-; EL85, 25/-; 6V6G, 171-;
6BW6, 18/-: KT33C, 19/6; 807 14/6 pair; KT66, 32/6!

SETS OF VALVES
DK96, DF96, DAF96, DL96 "REGENT"
DK91, DF91, DAF91, DL92, or DL94
1R5, 1T4, 155, 354, or 3V4
6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 5Z4, "G" Types
12K8, 12K7, 12Q7, 35L6, 35Z4, "GT" Types
ECH42, EF41, EBC41, EL41, EZ40
UCH42, UF41, UBC41, UL41, UY41

29/6 per set
21/- per set
21/- per set
27/6 per sec
35+ per sec
37/6 per set
35/- per set

P.P. OP. TRANSFORMERS. MR 3-15 ohms for EL84, 6V6
6BW6, etc., 18/6; Op. Pen. 50mA, 5/6; 30mA, 416.

VOLUME CONTROLS. All values, long spindle. L/S 2/9,
s.p. 3/9, d.p. 4/3; ext. spkr. control 3/-.

P.M. SPEAKERS. 3 ohms 5" 14/6, 61" 17/6, 8" 21/-, 10" 25/-,
12" 30/-; Bakers 12" 15 ohm 15W, 90/-.

COAXIAL PLUGS 1/- each; SOCKETS 1/- each.

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS with nil, 25%
and 50% boost, low capacity a.c. mains 200/250V for 2V, 4V,
6.3V and 13V tubes. All 10/6 each. P. & P. 1/6.

VALVEHOLDERS. 4, 5, 7 pin English and U.S.A. B7G, 59A,
10, MO, 138G, 9d. each; B7G, B9A with screening can, 1/6;
B12A, 1/3; Aladdin formers i" with core, 8d. each.

JACK PLUGS. Miniature standard 3/-; SOCKETS 3/-.
CAPACITORS. Small mica, 5% 1pF to 100pF, 8d.; 120pF to

1,000pF, 9d.; 1,000V wkg..01, .0015..0025, .004, .0051J.F. 1/- each.
CRYSTAL DIODES. G.E.C., 1/6 each.
CERAMIC CAPACITORS. Close tol. 500V for V.H.F., 9d.
PAPER TUBULAR. .001-.1 500V, 9d.; .25, 1+; .5, 1/6; .01

1,000, /-.
PAPER BLOCKS. 4y.F. 1,000 wkg., 3/6: 4v.F 250V, 2/6.
RECTIFIERS. Contact cooled, 250V 50mA. 7/6; 85mA, 9/6.
REACTION CONDENSERS -0001, .0003, .0005!).F, 4/6 each.
HEATER TRANS. 200/240V, 6.3V, 1.5A, 7/6; 3A, 10/6.
RESISTORS. J and iW, insulated, 4d. and 6d.; 1W, 8d.; 6W

W.W., 1/-; 10W, 2/-.
ELECTROLYTICS. Wire ends. 25/25V, 1/6: 50/50V, 2/-;

12/50V, 9d.; 8/450V, 2/-; 16/450V, 2/9; 16/500V, 316; 32'450V,
4/-; 8+8/450V, 4/6; 8+16/450V, 4/6; can types; 16/450V, 3/6;
16+500V, 6/-; 32/500V, 6/6; 32/450V, 6/6; 20+120/450V, 4/6;
64+120/275V, 7/6.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. Midget: 1p 12W, 2p 6W,
3p 4W, 4p 3W. 4p 2W, long spindles, 4/6.

TOGGLE SWITCHES. QMB, s.p.s.t., 2/-; s.p.d.t., 3/3; d.p.s.t.
3/6; d.p.d.t., 4/-; rotary s.p., 3/-.

CHOKES. 65mA 10H, 5/6; 80mA 15H, 8/6; 100mA. 10H, 10/6;
150mA, 10H, 14/6.

P. & P. bd., over LI post paid. C.O.D. 2/6

R. COOPER G8BX 32 SOUTH END CROYDON SURREY CROYDON 9186
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OUR

NEW 5 STAGE SUPER SENSITIVE

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE

THE "BOBETTE"
* Simple to Build.
* All first grade components.
A truly portable transistor radio
giving full medium wave reception.
Incorporates 5" High Flux Speaker,
push pull. output, first grade tran-
sistors, High -Q ferrite aerial, socket
for car aerial, pre -tagged circuit
board for easy construction. Attrac-
tive two-tone case.

Total Building Costs
15. 2s. 6d.

NO EXTRAS TO BUY
All parts sold separately.
Send 1/6 for itemised price
list and full assembly in-
structions (free with order).

EXPLORE THE WORLD
ON THIS 1 -VALVE

SHORT WAVE RADIO
Total
Building
Costs
only

35/-
P.& P. 1/6

* Receives speech and music
from all over the world.

* Construction price includes
valve and one coil covering
40-100 metres.

* Can be extended to cover
10-100 metres.

* Can be converted to 2 or 3
valve.

Send 2/- for wiring diagram and
components price list.

Put your Favourite Pro-
gramme on tape with the

R.C.S. TAPE TUNER
Will operate on
all types of
Recorder. Size
3r x 11" x 1".
High impedance
output, variable
Med. wave
tuning. Triple
wound Super -
Hi -Q coil. Easily
constructed
from full
instruction data
and Layout
Diagrams.
(As described in
March issue) P. & P. 1/6
Send 2/- for wiring diagram and
components price list.

Total
building costs

30/-

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (Radio) LTD
11 Oliver Road London E17 (Mail Order Only)

SMITH'S of Edgware Road
BLANK CHASSIS

Precision made in our own works from commercial
quality half -hard Aluminium. Two, three or four sided.

SAME DAY SERVICE
of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE.
Order EXACT size you require to nearest 116" (maximum

length 35", depth 4").
SPECIALS DEALT WITH PROMPTLY

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET
Or order straight away, working out total area of material required
and referring to table below, which is for four-sided chassis in

16 s.w.g.:
48 sq. in. 4/- 176 sq. in. 8/- 304 sq. in. 12/-
80 sq. in. 5/- 208 sq. in. 9/- 336 sq. in. 13/-

112 sq. in. 6/- 240 sq. in. 10/- 368 sq. in. 14/-
144 sq. in. 7/- 272 sq. in. 11/- and pro rata

Post 1/3 Post 1/6 Post 1/9
Discount for quantities. Trade enquiries invited. Spray finish

arranged for quantities of 25 or over.

FLANGES (I", :A" or i") 6d. per bend.
STRENGTHENED CORNERS, 6d. each corner.
PANELS. The same material can be supplied for
panels, screens, etc. Any size up to 3ft at 4/6 sq. ft.
(sq. in. x id.). Post, up to 72 sq. in. 9d., 108 sq. in. 1/3,
144 sq. in. 1/6, 432 sq. in. 1/9, 576 sq. in. 2/-.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD
287/289 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2

Telephone PAD 5891/7595
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P.W. POCKET MENET
TRANSISTORISED PRINTED

BOARD

A -Z CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET 1/6
including "BLOWN -UP" DIAGRAM

SIMPLE MODIFICATIONS TO
ABOVE GIVING BOOSTED
PERFORMANCE FREE ON

REQUEST WITH S.A.E.

NEW CONTEMPORARY CASE

* *
Ask your Dealer or write for Illustrated

Price List and Free lm formation

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD
418 BRIGHTON ROAD SOUTH CROYDON
SURREY Telephone CRO 5148/9

INSTALLING HI-FI P
`RECORD HOUSING' cabinets house it all-
handsomely
MULTIGRAM JUNIOR (illustrated)-price 18 gns.
Holds: amp, pre -amp and tuner and a tapedeck or turn-
table, plus 100 records. 36" long, 18i- deep, 14" high,
plus 9" legs. Mounting boards measure 17" x 14" and
17" x 20". Mahogany finish.
A larger version-the MULTIGRAM SENIOR is 48"
long, costs 23 gns.
In the background (see illustration) the matching VIKING
CORNER ENCLOSURE for 8" Hi-Fi loudspeakers.
Floor or wall mounted. Price 10 gns.

Use Record Hous-
ing's FREE Hi-Fi
Housing Advisory
Service. Send details
of the equipment
you wish to install.
We will advise you
on how best to house
it-handsomely.

Write stating
convenient shopping
centres, to :-

Dept. RC. 101,
Brook Road, London, N.22

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR



SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
Private: 3d. per word, including address.

Minimum charge 2/6.
Use of Box Number, 2/- extra.

Trade: 9d. per word. Minimum charge 12/-.
Terms: Cash with order.

All copy must be received by the 6th of the
month for insertion in the following month's
issue. The Publishers cannot be held liable in any
way for printing errors or omissions, nor can they
accept responsibility for the bona fides of advertisers.

PRIVATE

FOR SALE. Newnes Radio and Television Servicing, seven volumes
complete to 1959. New condition. £12 10s. Od.-127 Kirriemuir
Avenue, Cardonald, Glasgow, S.W.2.

FOR SALE. Jason OGIO oscilloscope, assembled. £12. Wal tape
eraser £3 10s. Genuine bargains. -4 Northcote Place, Newcastle,
Staffs.

FOR SALE. Seven volumes Radio and Television Servicing, up to
1960. £6. Five volumes Newnes Practical Electrical Engineer.
£4. Would sell sets separately. -Mansell, 50 Meadowhill Crescent,
Redditch, Worcs.

FOR SALE. E.M.I. inductive ratio arm R.C. bridge. Measurement
of 3 terminal networks (components in situ). Capacity from
0.1p.p.F to 100µF. Resistance from III to 1,000M52. £45. Receiver
type R1155 with power pack. -Box No. F132.

WANTED. Back copies of The Radio Constructor. What offers? -
17 Warwick Road, Ash Vale, Surrey.

WANTED. 59-60 copy Newnes Radio and Television Servicing. -
Bartlett, 92 Yew Tree Drive, Bristol 5.

FOR SALE. Sand -filled corner baffle 36in x 40in. Mahogany,
french polished, as new. Wharfedale design, less bass speaker.
£10.-33 Westmeston Avenue, Rottingdean, Sussex.

WANTED. Volume 11 The Radio Constructor. -Barker, 140 Stenson
Road, Derby.

FOR SALE. Etronic Radiogram with Collaro auto -change, 78 only.
Perfect working order, little used. Delivery free in London area
or Essex. £6.-42 Canterbury Road, Holland -on -Sea, Essex.
Telephone Holland -on -Sea 2013.

TRADE

LEARN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS the NEW Practical way.
Very latest system of experimenting with and building radio
apparatus -"as you learn". -FREE Brochure from: Dept. RCIO
Radiostructor, Reading, Berks.

MORSE CODE TRAINING. Special courses for Beginners. Full
details from (Dept. R.C.) Candler System Company, 52 Abingdon
Road, London, W.8.

PANL, recognised for many years as the unique one -coat black
crackle finish. Brush applied, no baking. Available by post in
eighth -pint cans at 3s. 9d. from G. A. Miller, 255 Nether Street,
London, N.3.

THE INCORPORATED PRACTITIONERS IN RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS (I.P.R.E.) LTD. Membership conditions
booklet Is. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official Journal 2s. post free.
-Secretary, 20 Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

continued on page 239
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Red Spot Transistors 2/3; White Spot 2/3; Yell./Gr. 3/3;
Ediswan XA102 (Mixer Stage) 9/-; XA104 (I.F.$) 8/-; XA103
(I.F.$) 8/-; XB104 (A.F.) 6/-; Mullard 0071 6/6; 0072 8/-;
0C44 11/-; 0C45 10/-. Bargain sets 6 Transistors plus Diode-
Ediswan 42/6, Mullard 47/6, Newmarket 42/6. P.W. Superhet
complete Kit £7.15. (Ediswan or Newmarket transistors);
f8.5. (Mullard transistors). Diodes 1/-, 2/-, 3/-. Sub. Min.
Electrolytics 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 32pF 2/- each. Ardente Trans.
D239 8/6; D240 8/6; D131 10/-; D132 10/-. Balanced Inserts
(as earpiece or speaker) 3/6; Silicon Rectifier 70 p.i.v. 4A 3/3;
Westalite Contact Rectifier 250V 60mA 7/6; Transformer
250-0-250V, 6V and 5V 15/-. Garrard Record Player Motor
(45 r.p.m.) and Pick-up for Transistor Amplifier 70/-; Meter
200mA M.C. F.M. 24" 12/6; SA R.F. (2mA) 8/6; Hearing Aid
Mike 31/6; Super Coax. 75 ohms 6d. yd; Valves 6X5 5/6, 6V6
5/6, 1L4 5/6; Speaker 18/6; Electrolytics: 81.1.F 500V 2/3; 8+
16p.F 3/3; 100+100 (375V) 3/9; V. Cond. 0.0005 T. Gang,
Trimmers and Slow M. 9/6; Transistor Holders 1/-; Resistors
10% tol. 4d.; 5% tol. 9d. Tannoy Mike 5/-. Crystal Inserts
(new) 7/6. Gorier Units, 1 watt Amplifier 92/6; I.F. Amplifier
(460 kc/s pre -aligned) 92/6; 3 waveband Converter 90/3.
Manual No. 167 describing and circuits 2/9 post free.

Terms -Cash with order. Post extra, excess refunded. Our
Reflex Rx, best 2 -transistor Receiver. Send 10d. stamps for notes.

MOORE'S EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
8 & 10 GRANVILLE ST. SHEFFIELD 2

Telephone 27461

REPANCO
TRANSFORMERS FOR

10 WATT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Type TT23 Interstage Transformer Ratio 4:1 +1
Secondary Resistance 2+2 ohms
Primary Resistance 3.5 ohms
Secondary Bifular Wound

22/6
(P.P. 1/6)

Type TT24 Output Transformer Ratio 1.3+1.3:1 +1
Secondary Resistance 0.2+0.2 ohms
Primary Resistance 0.6+0.6 ohms 22/6

(P.P. 1/6)
Primary Bifular Wound. 15 ohm or 3.5 ohm output

Stack Size of Both Types 2r x 2-k" x k"
Boxed Complete with 10 watt Amplifier Circuit

MAIL ORDER and TRADE

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL

PRODUCTS LIMITED
33 Much Park Street Coventry

Telephone 27114

WHOLESALE and EXPORT

REPANCO LTD
O'Brien's Buildings

203-269 Foleshill Rd. Coventry
Telephone 24224
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THE ORIGINAL SUPPLIERSHA C OF SHORT-WAVE KITS
One valve Super Sensitive All -dry Short-wave Receiver, Model "K".
Complete kit including valve and chassis, 77/-. (Other S.W. kits
from 25/-.) Before ordering call and inspect a demonstration
receiver, or send stamped envelope for full specification, catalogue
and order form.
H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS (DEPT. R)
44 OLD BOND STREET LONDON WI

Ao*A040,~4 LEARN AtA010%01011"

RADIO & TV SERVICING
For your own business / hobby
by a new exciting no mathssystem, using practical
equipment recently introduced to this country

FREE BROCHURE FROM

RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. G103 READING BERKS.

10.61

BETTER BRIGHTER PICTURE TUBES
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

excepting glass
44.10.0 New Silver Screen and12"

14"
15"-17"
21"

E5. 5.0
E5.15.0
E7.15.0

Aluminising. All makes:
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope,
Cossor, Brimar, Omicron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA TUBES
12"
14"
15"-17"
21"

El. 0.0
E4. 0.0
E4.10.0
E6.10.0

All Tubes FULLY
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day.
C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Carriage and Insurance 10/-

S.T.S. LTD. 35 Pound Street Carshalton
Surrey Telephone Wallington 9665

********4i-**41.4,1-4f-if-ff41-******4,144.4.1.********
rit TUBES, 15/- each
* 15" CRM153 and 12" CRM12113. Ex -rental service stock, Ideal
!fi for spares. Carr. & Ins. 5/-.

tTUBES. 35/- each. 36/24 (14KP4). Due to large purchase of
* renters replacement tubes. Carr. & Ins. 5/-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
' TRANSISTORS, 47/6 per set or, G.E.C. 114, at 6/9: 873 at
T 819. 2-874 at 9/9 each. EDISWAN XC121 and XB113 at 8/9 ae
4c each. Post free.

SPEAKER BARGAINS, 8/9 each.
5". 6", 8", and 7 "x 4". Ex -manufacturers.
Money back, guaranteed. P. & P. 3/3.
SPEAKERS, NEW. Only 15/9. Slot Type.
Size 7" x 4", and 8" x 3". Ideal for our record "cc

cabinets (see in list). P. & P. 3/3.

Stamp for Free List

P.P. COMPONENTS LTD  219 Ilford Lane Ilford  Essex 4,
);::ic A.' X-******3E*PnV.-**i**-)P,!-***'**14-40.-* .°4-0,..1***
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BRASS  COPPER  DURAL  ALUMINUM  BRONZE
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE. No Quantity too small
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES. LIST ON APPLICATION

H. ROLLET & CO LTD
6 CHESHAM PLACE SW1 BELgravia 4300

Also at Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds

SPARES, VALVES, TU
Guaranteed perfect, set tested,

BES, 1930-1960
ex -working equipment

6K25 4/6 20P1 4/6 EF80 2/- PL33 4/6 PY81 4/6
12AT7 3/- 20P3 7/6 EF91 2/- PL38 10/- PY82 4/6
10C2 4/6 27SU 10/- EL33 4/6 PL81 4/6 PZ30 4/6
10F1 3/- 185BT 12/6 EL38 4/6 PL82 4/6 U24 7/6
10P13 4/6 B36 4/6 EY51 4/6 PL83 4/6 U281 7/6
10P14 4/6 EB91 2/- KT36 4/6 PY31 4/6 PCC84 4/6
20D1 3/- ECL80 4/6 N37 4/6 PY80 4/6 PCF80 4/6
20F2 4/6 Pre-war 4 -6 -7 -pin valves, 5/- each.
Postage & packing 6d. per valve. Also old American, side contact, etc.
SPEAKERS, 6", 5/-; Elliptical 7/6. Postage 1/6.
NEW TRANSISTORS. Red spot, 2/6. 0C45, 0072,
0076, 7/6; 0C44, 8/6; 0C35, 0C201, 20/-.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL. 2 lb. assorted resist.,
cond., pots., etc., from Radio & TV, 7/6. Postage 2/6.

Send SAE with enquiries or for full list
ST. JOHN'S RADIO 3 Jews Row SW18

Telephone VAN 8822

X- b±vb2-4ac
2a

DON'T FUMBLE with Formulae.
Master Mathematics quickly and
easily the Understandable Way.

P 1st lesson
and details

FREE
from

The Dryden School of

UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS
I I k Dryden Chambers Oxford Street London WI

Name

Address

3 -TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO
WITH MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER

Absolutely no soldering
Unique Design 39'6

iSurr,ppelernstaripJC)Joanrsa nce.
. Built

in an evening. No drill-
ing. No soldering. Complete in
every detail. Receives entire broad-
cast band. Aerial required in certain
areas. Pocket size 44-" x 2i" x 1Z".

Or the more powerful SAVOY
SUPER 3, 3 transistors and 2
diodes in a 5 stage re-
flex circuit. Dimen-
sions as above. No
aerial required. 55'6

Battery 1/- extra P. & P. 2/- ALL PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY
Savoy Electronics Ltd 1S Maiden Lane Strand WC2

(Back of Adelphi Theatre)

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR



SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
continued from 237

"AMPLIFIERS AND FEEDERS." Covers the construction of
direct -coupled amplifiers and an assortment of radio feeders.
Price 3s. 6d.-High Fidelity Co., 18 Melville Road, Birmingham 16.

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free Services to
members including Q.S.L. Bureau. Amateur and Broadcast
Translation. Technical and Identification Dept -both Broadcast
and Fixed Stations, DX Certificates, contests and activities for
the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly magazine,
"MONITOR", containing articles of general interest to Broadcast
and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter Section and League affairs, etc.
League supplies such as badges, headed notepaper and envelopes.
QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable cost. Send for League
particulars. Membership including monthly magazine, etc., 21s.
per annum.-Secretary ISWL, 12 Gladwell Road, London, N.8.

CATALOGUE No. 14. Government surplus and model radio
control, over 500 illustrated items, 2s. 6d. (refunded on purchase
of £2) post free.-Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd., 93 North
Road, Brighton.

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN MINUTES from that great book
The Principles of TV Receiver Servicing, 10s. 6d., all book houses
and radio wholesalers. If not in stock, from Secretary, I.P.R.E.,
20 Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

SERVICE SHEETS (1930-1961) from Is. Catalogue 6,000 models,
Is. S.A.E. enquiries.-Hamilton Radio, 13 Western Road, St.
Leonards, Sussex.

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS." Monthly during DX season.-Details
from B. J. C. Brown, 196 Abbey Street, Derby.

THE INTERNATIONAL HAM HOP CLUB is a non-profit making
organisation open to RADIO AMATEURS AND SHORT WAVE LISTENERS.
OBJECT: To improve international relationships through an
organised system of hospitality. MEMBERS offer overnight hospi-
tality to visiting members, subscription 10s. per annum. ASSOCIATE
MEMBERS invite radio amateurs to visit their stations. Associate
membership 5s. per annum. FAMILY EXCHANGE holidays arranged,
also FRIENDSHIP LINKS between radio clubs. The Club's official
journal is free to both Full and Associate members.-Hon. Gen.
Secretary: G. A. Partridge, G3CED, 17 Ethel Road, Broadstairs,
Kent.

VHF UNIT-ready built. Front end f.m. unit. Coverage 85-100
Mc/s, i.f. 10.7 Mc/s. Single valve (ECC85). Price, including circuit
and data but without valve, £2 12s. 3d., plus 2s. postage. Also

VHF TUNER UNIT-ready built without dial and valves. Price,
including circuit and data, £6 16s., plus 3s. 6d. postage. Delivery
ex-stock.-(Dept. E/1) Rotopons Limited, 54 Beddington Lane,
Croydon, Surrey.

"MEDICINE." For home, factory or first aid post. The book
that everyone should have on hand.-Edgbaston Electro-Medical
Laboratories, 18 Melville Road, Birmingham 16.

SERVICES. Engraved Traffolite panels in range of colours. Chassis,
panels and covers in aluminium or mild steel made to your special
requirements. Drawing and printing service also available for ink
or pencil. All at reasonable cost. Estimates given free and without
obligation.-Vickers, 80 The Hoo, Harlow, Essex.

SITUATIONS VACANT

SALESMAN required, with experience of marine radio telephone
equipment.-Box No. F133.

SPECIAL AMATEUR LICENCE MORSE COURSE
COMPLETELY NEW METHOD takes all the drudgery out of
learning Morse. Passes secured in all cases even after previous

failures.
By using SPECIALLY prepared recordings (3 speed L.P. player
required) students learn automatically and without effort,
perfect Morse in half the time required by any other method.
Please S.A.E. For Booklet. Tape/Disc/Tape Service also available.
G3HSC, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY

OCTOBER 1961

2 metre SUPERREGENERATIVE
RECEIVER KIT 39/6.-Writenow for
details and copy latest catalogue-stamp appreciated
to cover postage.

Johnsons (Radio) St. Martin's Gt. Worc.

SURPLUS RADIO SUPPLIES
2 LAING'S CORNER MITCHAM SURREY

2" Bronze Anodised Dial, M.W. and L.W. 9d.
Ceramic Condensers. 100pF 5kV 3/6; 50pF 10kV 3/6

Metal Rectifiers. 6V 175mA 1/6; 35V 10mA 1/6;
6V -IA 1/6

Telephone Jacks 1/ -

Carbon Microphones 1/ -

Add 1/- for postage Send 1/6 for catalogue

Quality Components FOR CONSTRUCTORS
capacitors, resistors, wire wound and carbon controls.
Valves, diodes, transistors and midget components,
chassis, transformers, speakers, pick-ups, cartridges,
stylii, coils and all types of components in stock.

CONSTRUCTIONAL PUBLICATIONS
Mullard Circuits for Audio Amplifiers ... ... 8/6
Mullard Tape Pre -amp "C" ... 2/6
Quality Amplifiers, 7 designs ... ... 4/6
Jason F.M. Variable Tuners - - 2/6

Price lists available on request
82 DARTFORD ROAD
DARTFORD KENT
Telephone Dartford 24057J. T. FILMER

RADIO AMATEURS . . .

Get your Licence in

Half the Usual Tinge!
You must be a good Morse operator!
A "slap -dash" 12 w.p.m. neither satisfies the authorities,
yourself, nor your operator friends. Morse operating
is an exacting art unless your training is made simple
and is based on sound fundamentals. For this reason
the Candler System was invented to take the "grind"
out of Code tuition, turning a tricky subject into a
pleasurable pursuit.

* Send 3d. stamp for the "Book of Facts"

CANDLER SYSTEM CO
(Dept. 55 RC) 25b Abingdon Road, London, W8

Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
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BABY SITTER
ALL TRAN-

SISTOR
BABY OR
INVALID
ALARM

NOW MORE SENSITIVE!
Battery operated, push-pull, 400mW output.
Low impedance microphone enables unit to
be used up to 200 yards. Output on 5in
speaker.
* GUARANTEED for 6 MONTHS and

100% SAFE.
* Microphone is placed within 6 ft. of baby;

twin flex is taken to amplifier unit and
placed in any room required. COM-
PLETELY BUILT AND TESTED,

£5.10.0 P.P. 2/6.
* Used All Night, Every Night,

Battery Life 3 to 4 months.

TYPE 38 TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER

Portable Walkie/Talkie, complete with
5 valves, shown with cover removed. In
new condition. Sold without guarantee but
are generally workable.
* Coverage 7 to 9 Mc/s variable tuning.
* Requires 120 to 150 volt and If volt

batteries.
* Range 3 to 5 miles.
* Suitable battery, 10/6. P.P. 1/-.

22/6 P.P. 2/6
HEADPHONES with JACK PLUG, 6/- pair.
JUNCTION BOX, 2/6.
THROAT MIKE with JACK PLUG, 4/6.
5ft AERIAL ROD, 2/6.
(POSTAGE ON ABOVE 1/- PER ITEM.)

* TRANSISTORS, STANDARD AND
MINIATURE COMPONENTS

We stock the largest range of components
in the country for the home constructor.

WE HAVE
YOUR ITEM
IN STOCK.

lust ask and we
will quote com-
petitive prices.

ALL TRANSISTOR TIME SAVER 
OFFICE OR HOME TELEPHONE

PICK-UP AMPLIFIER
* No more "Holding Up" wasting time
waiting for your call to come through.
When it does the amplifier can be switched
off if required. No connections, just
Sellotape the pick-up coil to back of phone
as above.
* Sin speaker; 3 months' battery life.

Now with 400mW output.
BUILT,

TESTED,
READY TO

USE

£5.10.0
P.P. 2/6.

2 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
* Designed to boost up the output of
Portable Transistor Radios when used in a
Car. Works from 6 or 12 volt (state which)
Car Battery-uses power transistor. All
Parts 49/6. P.P. 2/-.

Transistors
MORE IMO/
THAN
PRICE
REDUCTIONS

SEND
FOR

LATEST
PRICE
LIST

 MULLARD AND EDISWAN 

MATCHED
SETS OF TRANSISTORS
OC44, 2-0C45, 0071, 2-0072 and 0A81,

50/-.
OC44, 2-0C45, 0081D, 2-0081 and
0A81, 52/6.
0C44, 2-0C45, OC78D, 2-0078 and
0A81, 52/6.
XA102, 2-XA101, XB103, 2-XC101 and
2 -DIODES, 49/-.
0071, 0081D, 2-0081, 27/6.
0071, 2-0072, 21/-.
°CBI D, 2-0081, 22/6.
XB103, 2-XC101, 19/6.
0078D, 2-0078, 22/6.

AVO MULTIMETERS
AVO MODEL 7

COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS
LEADS AND BATTERIES

(List £19.10.0)
OUR Reg.
PRICE E12.10.0 Post 5/-

AVO MODEL 8
CO MPLETE WITH LEADS, BATTERIES

AND INSTRUCTIONS
(List £24.10.0)

OUR Reg.
PRICE E17.10.0 Post 5/ -

BOTH TYPES ARE FULLY
GUARANTEED

CRYSTAL MICROPHONES
ACOS 39-1. Stick Micro-
phone with screened cable
and stand (list 5 gns), 39/6.
P.P. 1/6.
ACOS 40. Desk Microphone
with screened cable and
built-in stand (list 50/-), 19/6.
P.P. 1/6.
ACOS 45. Hand Microphone
with screened lead, very
sensitive, 29/6. P.P. 1/6.

MC 43. Stick Microphone with muting
switch and screened cable, 27/6. P.P. 1/6.
* Brand New-Fully Guaranteed *

ADDON AMPLIFIER
250mW push-pull stage with Sin speaker.
Converts any earphone radio to full loud-
speaker. All parts 59/6. P.P. 1/6.* Diagrams Free
ALL TRANSISTOR MEDIUM. LONG
AND SHORT WAVE PRE -BUILT
UNITS IN STOCK: FULLY ILLUS-
TRATED BOOKLET SHOWING
USES, 2/6.

Henry's Radio Ltd
5 HARROW ROAD  LONDON W2

* Set of 4 I.F. and Osc.
Coils. U.S.A. Sub -minia-
ture type, 21/-.
* 2 -Gang 1in Square
Poly Tuner for above,
17/6.
* 7 x 4in, 25 ohm
Speaker, 22/6; 7 x 4in,
or high quality 3 ohm
Speaker, 20/-.
* Pocket Iron, 220/250V
A.C./D.C. 30 watts, com-
plete with mains plug,
case, etc. Handle un-
screws to cover element
enabling iron to be
carried in pocket. Only
18/6. P.P. 1/-.

* 1 watt Push -Pull
Transformers for °CBI's
21/- pair. P.P. 1/-.
*208+176pF '00' tuner,
with screw, 8/6. P.P. 9d.
* Sub -miniature 27 Mc/s
3rd Overtone Xtal for
model control, 30/-.
* Personal Earphones
used with RANGER 2
and 3. British made, 12/6.
* 21in round *in deep
3 ohm speaker, 15/-.
* 0/40/120 double scale
Milliammeter (D.C.) 2 in.
flush mounting, 10/-. P.P.
1/-.
* 12 to 24 volt Blower
Motor, 15/-. P.P. 16/.

ALL TRANSISTOR FM TUNER PRE -BUILT UNITS:
FULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOK SHOWING USES, 3/6.

*DECCA AMPLIFIER
Portable Record Player
Amplifier with tone and
volume controls.

59/6 P.P. 2/-
* Fully Guaranteed *
* Standard Volume
Controls, fin dia., Sin
spindle: 5k, 10k, 25k,
50k, 100k, 250k, 500k,
1 meg, 2 meg, 3/6, less
switch; 4/6 with switch.
* Low impedance Mag-
netic mikes (no matching
required) f x # x *in;
;in dia. x fin deep;
1 fin dia. x fin deep;fxfx /in. Ideal for
amplifiers and hearing
aids, 15/- each.
* 5in 25 ohm Speaker,
25/-.* Miniature Light
Weight, 4/ to 5V, 8mA
Relay, 24/-.
* Lightweight 4000 ohm
Headphones, 12/6.
* Driver and Output
Transformer (matched to
8/10 ohms), 12/6 pair.
* Siemens High Speed
Sealed Miniature Relay
1700-1700 ohms, 15/- ea.
* 4.7 volt 1 watt Zener
Diode, 15/-.
* 2fin Square Quality
Speaker, 3 ohm and 8/10
ohm, 17/6 each.
* Acos 45 Hand Mic.
29/6. P.P. 1/6.
* Crystal Lapel Micro-
phone, ideal for portable
tape recording, 18/6.
P.P. 1/-.
* Diodes:
GD3, 2/-; 0A79, 3/-;
0A70, 3/-; 0A91, 3/6;
0A81, 3/-; 0A135, 3/-;
0A10, 8/-; OAS, 6/-

seSub -miniature Pre-
ts, 5k, 10k, 50k, 100k,

250, 500k, 1 meg, 2 meg,
2/- each.
* 2fin 8/10 ohm Speaker
U.S.A. Type, 17/6.
* 0/15 volt A.C. 24. in.
Flush mounting, 8/6. P.P.
1/-.

Opposite Edgware Road Tube Station
OPEN MON. to SAT. 9-6, THURS. 1 o'clock
Telephone: PADdington 1008/9

SEE BACK PAGE

* 2fin 80 ohm Speaker
excellent quality, 17/6.
* 600 ohm Personal
Car Phone with jack and
socket, 10/6. P.P. 9d.
* Mercury Batteries:
1.3V, 2200mA/H, I x lin
dia, 2/6; 1.3V, 5000mA/ H,
2 x in dia, 2/6; 1.3V,
500mA/H, I x lin dia.,
1/3; 1.3V, 14000mA/H,
24 x 14in dia., 5/-.
ALL COMPONENTS IN
STOCKfor"WEYRAD"
6 -Transistor Superhet.
Booklet 1/3 post free.

Leaflet on request.
* Miniature lin diam. x
*in edge volume con-
trols with switch: 5k and
10k, 7/6 each; 5k, 7/6;
50k, 8/6; printed circuit.
* Speakers: 3 ohm,
Sin, 15/-; 25 ohm, 22/6;
5in, 3 ohm, 15/-. P.P. 1/-.
* Ferrite Rod - 1st
Grade: 4 x *in, 1/6;
5 x fin, 1/6; 8 x Ain,
3/6; 8 x fin, 3/6; 4 x1 fin
slab, 2/-. P.P. 6d.
* 1000 ohm Personal
Phone with Leads and
Jack Plug and Socket,
suitable for most Com-
mercial Transistor
Radios, 15/6.
* 9.065 Mc/s 3rd Over-
tone Crystal for all 27
Mc/s Model Control
Transmitters, 12/6.* 7 section chromed
Telescopic Aerials, 38in
with fixing bracket, 12/6.
P.P. 1/6. 64in Version.
17/6. P.P. 1/6.
* ACOS Crystal Mic
inserts, 2in, 12/6; 1Iin,
7/6. fin round or square
3/6. P.P. 6d.
* Submin. Condensers.
All low voltage: 0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16,
25, 30, 50, 100 mfd. All
types, 2/- each.
* Standard Miniature:
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 25, 30, 50,
100, 200, 250, 500 mfd.
All types, 1/6 each.
* Sub -miniature Jack
Plug and Socket, 3/6
complete. P.P. 6d.

LET US HAVE YOUR EN-
QUIRIES FOR COMPONENTS,
MINIATURE AND STANDARD,
VALVES, TUBES, CRYSTALS,
SPEAKERS, ETC., ETC.
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SCOTTISH INSURANCE
CORPORATION LIMITED

38 EASTCHEAP LONDON EC,

TELEVISION SETS, RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS

Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters are expensive to acquire and
you no doubt highly prize your installation. Apart from the value of your Set, you might
be held responsible should injury be caused by a fault in the Set, or injury or damage by
your Aerial collapsing.

A "Scottish" special policy for Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters
provides the following cover:

(a) Loss or damage to installation (including in the case of Television Sets the Cathode
Ray Tube) by Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft or Accidental External Means at
any private dwelling -house.

(b) (i) Legal Liability for bodily injury to Third Parties or damage to their property
arising out of the breakage or collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, or through
any defect in the Set. Indemnity £10,000 any one accident.

(ii) Damage to your property or that of your landlord arising out of the breakage
or collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, but not exceeding £500.

The cost of Cover (a) is 5/- a year for Sets worth £50 or less, and for Sets valued at
more than £50 the cost is in proportion. Cover (b) and (ii) costs only 2/6 a year if taken
with Cover (a) or 5/- if taken alone.

Why not BE PRUDENT AND INSURE your installation-it is well worth while
AT THE VERY LOW COST INVOLVED. If you will complete and return this form to
the Corporation's Office at the above address, a proposal will be submitted for completion.

NAME (Block Letters)
If Lady, state Mrs. or Miss

ADDRESS (Block Letters)

J/B

Published in Great Britain by the Proprietors and Publishers Data Publications Ltd. 57 Maida Vale London W9
Printed by A. Quick & Co. (Printers) Ltd. Oxford Road Clacton -on -Sea England

Obtainable abroad through the following Collets Subscription Service Continental Publishers & Distributors Ltd. William Dawson & Sons Ltd.
Australia and New Zealand Gordon & Gotch Ltd. Electronics Publications (Australia) South Africa Central News Agency Holland "Radio Electronica"

Registered for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada (including Newfoundland)



DETAILS

POUNDS!
DETAILS OF ANY MODELS ON REQUEST

NEW RANGE OF EASY -TO -BUILD TRANSISTOR RADIOS
FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE AND GUARANTEE

ILLUSTRATED BUILDING PLANS

"TRANSFIVE" PORTABLE
MEDIUM AND LONG WAVE

PORTABLE RADIO
325mW Push -Pull
Output on 5 -inch
Speaker.
Fully Illustrated
Plans.
Easy to Build Print-
ed Circuit.
Carded Compon-
ents.
5 Mallard Transis-
tors. Size 84 x 64 x 34in.
Full coverage on Medium and Long wavebands.

Excellent quality with full station separation.
AFTER SALES SERVICE

and
FULLY GUARANTEED

TOTAL COST OF ALL PARTS
£6.19.6 P.P. 2/6

NO EXTRAS TO BUY

BUILDING PLANS & PRICES FREE

RANGER -3
NO EXTERNAL

AERIAL OR EARTH
3 -TRANSISTOR and

2 DIODES
PERSONAL POCKET
RADIO with 5 stages giving
clear reception on medium Size 4j x 3 x
wave, amateur top band and shipping. Only first
grade components used throughout. As described
in March R.C.

Easy to follow instruc-
tions with pictorial
layout.
Reception of Radio
Luxembourg guar-
anteed (most areas).

Free Instructions and
Price List on request.
Easy to build.

AFTER SALES SERVICE
GUARANTEED SUCCESS

ALL COMPONENTS

79/6 P.P. 1/6
NO EXTRAS

TO BUY
Everything Supplied

750mW 4 -TRANSISTOR
PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER

(over 1 watt peak
output).

Uses 0C71/0C8-ID,
2-0081.
±3dB 70 c/s to 12
kc/s.
Overall size 3 x 2*
x *in.
Built on printed
circuit.

BUILT & in
TESTED 07/0 COMPLETEOKIT 62/6 1l/6
Ideal for Record Player, Intercomm., Baby

Alarm, for Tuners, etc.
3 ohm output, fully guaranteed, 9 volt operated.
Descriptive leaflet with uses FREE on request.

LAPEL MICROPHONE
Sensitive crystal microphone for clipping on to
coat lapel. Ideal for tape recording, 17/6. P.P. 1/-.

PLEASE Henry's Radio Ltd
PADdington 1008/9

TURN 5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2
PAGE Open Monday to Sat. 9-6, Thurs:1 o'clock

Send 6d. Stamp for New Illustrated Price Lists

"CONTESSA"
6 TRANSISTOR MEDIUM AND

LONG WAVE SUPERHET
TERRIFIC SENSITIVITY

UNBEATABLE 114 PERFORMANCE AND
APPEARANCE

COMBINED PORTABLE AND
CAR RADIO

Employs the latest techniques. Double
tuned IF'S, AVC and first -grade com-
ponents are standard features. Excellent
tone, sensitivity and selectivity on both
wavebands.

425mW Push -Pull Output.
6 "Top -Grade" Ediswan Transistors.
New Type Printed Circuit with all
Components marked.
Full Medium & Long Wave Tuning.
High "0" Internal Ferrite Aerial.
Car Radio Adaptation and AVC.
Slow Motion Fingertip Tuning with
Station Names clearly marked.
"Hi-Fi" Quality Speaker.
Attractive Rexine Covered Cabinet,
Red/White or Blue/White.

TOTAL COST OF ALL PARTS

£10.19.6 P.P. 3/6

NO EXTRAS TO BUY
All parts sold separately.
Descriptive leaflet on request.

SUPER -3
PERSONAL POCKET RADIO

A simple to build local station radio with
personal earphone output. Built-in
Ferrite Aerial and Battery lasting 9

months.

ALL PARTS

37/6 P.P. 1/6

NO EXTRAS
TO BUY

Size 4* x 3 x 11in

Quality output on personal earphone
Three Transistor and Diode.

PRACTICAL TRANSISTOR
CIRCUITS

Contains easy -to -follow plans of 40 all -
transistor units, including light -operated
switches, amplifiers, transmitters, re-
ceivers, test oscillators, signal tracers,
hearing aids, radio control, etc. All parts
available separately, 3'6 POST FREE.

"QUINTET"
MEDIUM AND LONG WAVE POCKET

LOUDSPEAKER RADIO
250mW Push -Pull
Output.
Plainly marked
Printed Circuit
Board.
5 Mallard Tran-
sistors.
Carded Compon-
ents.

Size .5*- x 3 x 1,' -in.

TOTAL COST OF ALL PARTS
£5.10.0 P.P. 2/ -

NO EXTRAS TO BUY

A new design. Fully tunable on both wavebands.
Guaranteed reception of Continental and local
stations, including Luxembourg, anywhere with
full station separation. Fitted Car Aerial and
Earpiece Sockets.

VERY EASY TO BUILD AND USE
After Sales Service-

All Parts Sold Separately
Illustrated Instructions Free on Request

TRANSISTOR RECORD PLAYER
1 watt 4 -transistor Amplifier built and tested

on printed circuit, complete with tone and
volume controls and speaker. Fully guaranteed
and tested. 89'6. P.P. 1/6.

6-71 volt battery turntable. Plays 45 r.p.m.
Brand new Garrard. Ideal for above amplifier,
79/6, P.P. 1/6.

RANGER 2

PERSONAL
POCKET RADIO

Two Transistor Two Diode version of "Ranger -
3". Ideal pocket receiver.

All Parts 59/6 P.P. 1/6
PICTORIAL PLANS AND DETAILS
FREE ON REQUEST.

POCKET TESTER
MODEL 200H

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter.
Size 4* x 3k x Over

20 Scales.

20,000
0 h ms/Vol t!

Price, inclusive of Test Prods.
Battery and instructions

E6.19.6 P.P. 1/6.

Top Quality Meter -
Fully Guaranteed.

POCKET IRON
Pocket Iron, 220/250V A.C./D.C. 30 watts,

complete with mains plug, case, etc. Handle
unscrews to cover element enabling iron to be
carried in pocket, 18/6. P.P. 1/-.

'')  WE CAN SUPPLY MOST OF THE
 COMPONENTS USED ON CIRCUITS
\'  PUBLISHED IN THIS MAGAZINE.
 QUOTATIONS BY RETURN.


